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ustralia's industrialisation has
brought many benefits, as well as
many risks, to our communities.
We are vulnerable to hazards
associated with industrial production,
hazardous materials transportation, storage, disposal and spillage, explosive factory
fires as well as air, land and water contamination. This year disruptions to electricity
supply inQueensland, watercontamination
in Sydney and the gas crisis in Victoria
provided brutal proof of the community's
vital dependency on technology and infrastructure. The cost to the community of
these events has run into billionsofdollars.
On top ofthe technologicaldisasters, half
a million people in Australia are affected
every yearby natura1disasters.Theaverage
annual b i is$1.25 biion in damagesalone.
In the wake of the disasters, insurance
premiums rise, agricultural production falls,
businesses fold, jobs are lost and the local
economy takes years to recover.
Although it is difficult to measure, the
biggest cost of disasters is the human toll
withlives being lost, shatteredand changed.
Forthe survivors, their traumatic experience
may last alifetime.
And all these losses aremostly avoidable;
or at least could have been reduced if we
had implemented an active national strategy to promote and support disaster mitigation; if more Australians recognised the
importance and benefits of mitigation; and
if we had a Culture of Prevention.
The issue of disaster mitigation is a
dominant themeofthe 1990's lnternational
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction.One
of the original goals for the Decade is to
improve the capacity of each country to
mitigate theeffects ofnaturaldisasters.
As a result ofa 1994 mid-term review of
the International Decade, the United Nations endorsed a number ofprinciples which
have particular relevance to a Culture of
Prevention:
Riskassessment is a requiredstep for the
adoption of adequate and successful
disaster reduction policies and measures.
Disaster prevention and preparedness are
of primary importance in reducing the
need for disaster relief.
Disaster prevention and preparedness
should be considered integral aspects of

development policy and planning at
national, regional, bilateral, multilateral
and international levels.
The development and strengthening of
capacities to prevent, reduce and mitigate
disasters is a top priority area to be
addressed during the Decade so as to
provide a strong basis for follow-up
activities to the Decade.
Preventive measures are most effective
when they involve participation at all
levels, from the local community through
the national government to the regional
and international level.
Vulnerability can be reduced by the
application of proper design and pattern
ofdevelopment fncusedon target groups,
by appropriateeducation and training of
the whole community.
We can be very proud of our well-developed disaster planning,response and recovery arrangements. Tackling prevention,
however, has been much more difficult
because ofthe widespread and uncoordinated involvement of governments at all
levels,industries, peak bodies and communities. Accordingly, since 1996, the National
Emergency Management Committee, our
peaknational body for emergencymanagement matters,has beendevelopingaNationa1 Framework for Mitigation. The Framework aims to facilitate and support implementation of disaster mitigation encompassing all sectors, community groupsand
individuals.
The Framework will connect all the
organisations who can play a role in advancing the cause of mitigation. It isa means to
promote mitigation and exchange information on directionsand programs.lt will act
as a catalyst for action and support for the
development of strategies. It is both a
national focus for mitigation and a framework for partnerships.
While there is still a long way to go, l am
very heartened by theverystrongsignsfrom
all around the country that disaster mitigation is being given its appropriate priority
within the frameworkofa risk-management
approach,and that we are adoptinga Culture
of Prevention.

-

Alan Hodges,AM
Director General, EMA

Disaster response with a difference
ccasionally some ofus experience
those'What in the hell am I doing
here? moments. In June 1998 1
found myself in one of those moments. I was sitting cross-legged on the
carpet ofa mud brick house in thevillageof
Shahr-e Buzurg in north-eastern Afghanistan, chewing on one leg of what had
obviously been the oldest chicken in the
world, awaiting the arrival of the local
district'Commander'. He was galloping on
horseback,JohnWayne fashion,through the
mountains to tell us why he was unhappy
with the way the UN and the International
Red Cross were deliveringearthquake relief
in his area of control. Around us were large
numbersnfhismen,armed withAK47sand
other weapons and carryinglarge amounts
of ammunition. Across the narrow valley
were thedamaged buildings ofhis centreof
powerwhile on a small pad in that valley our
transport, a Russian Mi8 helicopter was
parked. Its Tajikcrew (of undoubted skill but
varying commitment) was keen to return
to Dushanbe in Tajikistan before the after-

noon clouds descendedand turned this part
of theextended Hindu Kush into a centre of
cumulogranitusclouds.'Us'consistedofthe
Icelandic head of the Red Cross Team, a
British representativeofa Norwegian NGO,
two Afghani interpreters from Kabul and
Peshawar, many kilometres away, and myself, from Australia as the local UN team
leader.The only way out was our helicopter
or a three-day donkey ride.

The UNDAC team
Perhaps it all started in early 1995 when I
was nominated as the Australian representative to attend the second United Nations
Disaster Assessment and Coordination
(UNDAC) Team course held in Lausanne in
Switzerland during April of that year.Some
30 people from 14 countries attended the
two-week course. Most had experience of
emergencies in many parts of the world

By Joe Ban, Pacific Emergency
Management Associates Pty Ltd

while the remainder were United Nations
staffmembers with more limited experience
who might beappointed tolead teams in the
future (the UN likes to have its own staff
leading its teams!). Ifyou nominated a major
disaster during the last twenty years, someone in that room had spent time on relief
there. There were people with experience in
El Salvador,Angola,Ruanda,Armenia,Japan,
Afghanistan,Turkey,Samoa and many other
places.lt was an amazinggathering.
Duringthecourse welearned howthe UN
disaster operations were administered and
funded, discussed the characteristics of
various natural and complex disasters,
shared experience of various disaster
operations and learned of health precautions. Training was provided on assessment
techniques and on coordinatingthe activities
of international government and nongovernment agencies after disasters.There
were sessions on how to behave when held
up by bandits or roving paramilitary bands,
on negotiation with local military commanders and on dealing with the media.
Equipment was tested and used so that we
could operate the team's satellite and radio
sets. Throughout the course there was
emphasis on team-building and international cooperation, cultural and administrativesensitivity.Theclimaxwasa 20-hour
mission simulation exercise that began at
nine-o-clock one evening in our hotel and
finished late the following afternoon at a
Swiss Civil Defence Training College training
ground.
Once trained we returned to our normal
jobs and were added to the UNDAC Team
list.After two further courses, therearenow
about 120Teammembers from 24countries
around the world. Since July 1993 the

UNDAC Team has conducted46 missions to
37 countries.
The UN Office for Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) office in
Geneva administers the team. Its Disaster
Response Section monitors disasters
around the world and the response to those
disasters. When it believes that major
international assistance may be needed.
OCHA alerts UNDACTeam members by fax
through national focal points. Team members respond by reporting their availability
fora mission. Ifthe UN, after discussion with
its local representativesand the hostgovernment,decides to activatean UNDACTeam,a
teamoftwo or more with the requiredskills
and experience is selected from the members available and placed on standby or
activated to move to thedisaster site.Movement may be fast asOCHAaims toheable to
get a team to a disaster site anywhere in the
world in less than 36 hours. The countries
that have provided UNDAC team members
meet costs, usually as a result of formal
agreements with theUN.Australia is oneof
a small number ofexceptions whose formal
agreements are still being negotiated, so
funding of missions are handled in other
ways.

The Afghanistan earthquake
On 30 May 1998 an earthquake of magnitude 6.9 on the Richter Scale occurred in
north-eastern Afghanistan some 70 km
west-north-west of the town of Faizabad.
This was thesecondlargeearthquake in the
area in 1998 as a similar sized tremor had
occurrednearby on4 February and sparked
a major international relief effort.The May
earthquake killed some 4,500 people in
Takhar and Badakhshan Provinces. 7,000
families were affected and about 16,000
houses weredestroved or seriouslvdamaeed.
"
Aftershocks were s i i causingdamage up to
a month after the initial tremor.
TheUnitedNationsand a number of non-

Village team awaiting delive~yof reliefsuppii~
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government organisations were working in
werealmost allcut down for fuel during the
fighting that forced the Soviet Union to
theareaandimmediately reportedontheir
withdraw
from the country in 1989 and
firstimpressionsoftheimpact.Ajointrelief
operation was mounted by United Nations,
during the subsequent civil war. Potatoes
and a short variety of wheat are grown
the International Committee for the Red
durine the short summer. Sheeo and eoats
Cross (ICRC). the International Federation
of ~ e crossand
d
Red Crescent
Societies (IFRC) and a range of
national and international nongovernment organisations(NGOs).
An UNDAC Team was activated
and arrived in Islamabad on 2
June. As the scale of the disaster
was appreciated further UNDAC
Team members were activated. l
was asked to join the team at
9.30pm on Friday 5 June and by
1230pm on Saturday was in the
air.Only after arrival in Islamabad
in Pakistan was I told that I was
expected to lead the whole UN
7be local commitlee waiting to receive suppliec
~elief~eamin~fghanistan.

The affeded area

are herded to the high pastures in summer
and back to the lowlands in the other
seasons. Oxen are used for ploughing during a month in the country, which
included the wheatharvest season, I sawone
tractor. Most agriculture is conducted by
hand using methods that would not have
been unusual in western countries a
century ago. The only cash income appears
to be obtained from the saleofopium.

The affected area is in the part of Afghanistan that has not yet been captured by the
Taliban government and is ruled by the socalled ~ o r t h e r nAlliance of local leaders. It
is situated in the region between the Hindu
Kush and the Pamirs-rugged country that
is an extension of the Himalayas. Land
communications are appalling with road
access onlv, oossible from Taiikistan,and that
The relief operation
over roadsonly suitableforthebigsix-wheelDevelopment Assistance in Afghanistan is
drive trucks left over from the Russian
currently administered from Pakistan as
occupation. In some areas the road runs
many agencies have learned from bitter
along riverbeds and is only passable in dry
experience not to base too many assets in
periods. Broken bridges are a regular problem. Away from the few roads, all land
KabulorotherAfghancentres.Afterdiscusstransport is by donkey (adonkey
in this region can carry a load of
up to 50kg). A few airfields are
available but apart from a few
Antonov transports operated by
the Northern Alliance, the only
aircraft that normally flvinto the
area are the small'Be'echcraft I
aircraft operated by the UN and
ICRC.
Therearea few towns but most
of the region's inhabitants live in
small mountain villages perched
on steep ridges or on narrow river
vaUeys.Almost all homesarebuilt
of mud-brick with little rein- HelicopterbaseatFauahd
forcement. Roofs are made of
wooden poles laid across between the walls
ions in Islamabad,thecapitalof Pakistan,the
and covered with layers of mud. Whenever
UNand IFRC haddecided to basetheir relief
operation in Faizabad (sometimes spelt
the roof leaks, as it invariably does during
the winterthaw,extra mud is added and the
Feyzabad), a town of some 10,000 people
roofs inevitably become very heavy. Rural located in a rivervalley at about 1220111just
people could be considered subsistence eastoftheearthquake-affectedarea.ltsgreat
agriculturalists.Thegreatstandsofpistachio advantage was that it had an airfield with a
trees that provided an income in the past
Russiansteelplankingrunway.Thishadonce

.
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been usedasaRussian logisticsbaseandalso
had four helicopter pads. The runway was
not ideal (during most of my time in
Faizabad weemployed alocal welder to keep
cutting or welding breaks in the planking)
but it would take aircraft UD to thesizeofan
Antonov 26 or >2 able to carry
about 4-5 tonnes of freight. The
only other nearby airfield,located
west of the affected area, had a
longer gravel runway but this was
in a marginal state of repair and
local support facilities were even
morelimited.
Asub-base for operations was
established at Rustaq, a smaller
town just west oftheearthquake
affected area, which had no airfield but had open spaces for
helicopter operations and a road
link to Tajikistan.
Havingdecidedon a base,some
base facilities hadto be established. Only
three buildingson the airfieldstill had roofs
so, by agreement with the local military
commander, one was obtained as a UN
operations base. As there were no water or
other facilities at the airfield, it wasdecided
to accommodate reliefworkers in Faizabad
town.Thislay about 4 km away down a road
so bad that it took between 25 mins and an
hour to traverse by four-wheel drive vehicle
on those days when it was not cut bv flashflooding frdm storms in the hills. he only
hangar, now disused, was obtained and
repaired to provide waterproof storage for
food supplies. It was later supplemented by
aframedplastic covered store for other relief
supplies.Communicationswiththeoutside
world were by HF radio or by
satellite terminal. All equipment
and supplies were flown in by
Beechcraft or by UN Antonov.
Before any part of the airfield
could be used for relief operations
it had to bechecked for mines bv
the UN Mine Clearance ~ e a k .
The check found no mines in the
areaused but the team did remove
live mortar rounds, grenades and
ammunition. Fortunately the
highest risk area for mines, around a previous Soviet strongpoint at thecorner ofthe airfield,
was not required. This are was
reputed to have some thousands of land
mines in it.
No aircraft are based at Faizabad and the
warring military authorities operate the
only remaining aircraft in the country. The
UN had two chartered Antonov aircraft
available, one in Pakistan and one in
Tajikistan. A single Mil MI8 helicopter
capable of carrying up to 2 tonnes of

30
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supplies could be available between peace
monitoring missions in Taiikistan (which
had also been in a state of civil war). These
wereobviously not going to be enough and
a world-wide appeal for helicopters was
made. ICRC quickly chartered two further
Mias and other helicopters continued to
trickle in until at the peak, the last week of
July,wewere operating nine Miss (variously
capableofcarryingbetween 2and4 tonnes),
two Mi26s (capable of lifting up to 15
tonnes each at this altitude) and a Bell
Longranger for liaisonand assessment.
Assessment of the disaster
No reliable census of the region has been
conducted since 1979 and recent fighting
had forced many population movements.
Reports from those who had walked to main
towns to seek help after the earthquake
indicated that there had been many deaths
and widespread damage but it was impossible to estimate the total impact from these
reports. The first prioritywas toget medical
andassessment teamsinto theaffectedarea.
As soon as helicopters were available, small
teams made up of overseas and local relief
personnel were delivered to badly affected
areas to provide first aid, identify serious
casualties for evacuation to Faiwbad hospital andassess thenumbersofcasualties and
the degree ofdamage.
Two major problems immediately became
obvious. Firstly the local culture did not
permit male doctors or nurses to examine,
or even speak to, women and girl children.
Despite the hard work of the available
women doctors, nurses and other relief
workers, there were never enough of them
to visit all women and new casualties were
stillbeing discovered a month later in remote
villages.

The second problem was that there were
no available detailed or accurate maps of the
area. It is likely that theRussians havesuch
maps but a request for them was never
answered. Fortunately the pilots ofthe first
Tajik Air helicopters had served with the
Soviet forces in the area during the 1980s
and knew many of the villages (this was
fortunate, as some ofthem could not reada
map!).As future pilots would be unlikely to
have this knowledge, an early support
request was for hand-held GPS receivers so
that teams could record the position of
villages. These positions were passed back
to Islamabad to beentered in ageographical
information system from which a map was
developed throughout the operation. Updates were sent to the operational area
regularly for planningand flight crews.
This initial assessment found just under
4,000 people dead, 200 missing and 370
injured. Medical teams continued to work
in the affected area and treated more than
4,000 people for all causes before theend of
the operation. As the shortage of medical
staffwas probably thegreatest continuing
problem, it was only as a result of continuous strenuous effort and dedication
from the staff from the Red Cross,Medecin
sans Frontiers, Merlin and other nongovernment organisations that this result
waspossihle.
A number of villages had completely
disappeared, having slipped down the steep
slopes or been buried by landslides. In
others,virtually every house had collapsed,
many casualties havingbeen caused by roof
poles slipping off walls during the long
tremor. The roofs then fell into the houses
burying the occupants under timber and
earth. Debris also fell on the limited food
stores left after a long winter, so food was
short.The earthquake had alsodiverted many
streams leavine" nearbvvillaees
r
" with water
shor~agcsordepl~ted
or polluted supplies.
I.andslides rhroughoul rhc.aru h3d resulted
in the loss of sime wheat crops due for
hamestingwhileother slopes showed signs
ofslippage that rendered them unsafe.
Relief operations
In the first week after the earthquake only
two or three helicopters were available and
these were fully committed to casualty
evacuation and assessment and medical
team deployment. Initially there were few
supplies to deliver, mainly limited wheat
stocks from the local World Food Programmestoreanda few tarpaulinsand rolls
of plastic sheeting. The weather in the first
two weeks was sometimes marginal for
helicopter operations with low cloud around
the hills (which rose to 4,000 metres) and
afternoon storms. Deliveries of other sup-

plies from Pakistan and Tajikistan began to
increase later in the week and gradually
stocks of needed items built up. As the main
casualty evacuation workload was cleared,
it was possible to begin shelter and food
deliveries. Most of the shelter, medical and
miscellaneous supplies were delivered by air
to the two airfields in the area in up to six
Antonov sorties per day. The helicopters,
which returned to Dushanbe in Tajikistan
overnight,also brought in some supplies but
their main load was fuel to enable them to
operate for as long as possib1e.A World Food
Programme convoy of wheat that had been
despatched before the earthquake for
development purposes was also on its way
hut was delayed by poor roads. Its whereabouts was unknown for about a weekand
it eventually arrived in the thirdweek.
In the eastern part of the affected area,
reliefcould only be delivered by helicopter
or donkey,as there were no roads.ln theend
it was only necessary to move about 100
tonnes by donkey but when the weather was
bad, plans were being prepared for deliveries
using up to 2,000 donkeys in convoy. The
western part ofthearea was slightly better
off as it had a road link to Tajikistan and
there were roads into the earthquake area,
which were gradually being cleared by a
French non-government organisation.
Usingthese it was possible to deliver supplies
to freight heads for collection by donkey
teams from individual villages.

An aerial view of landslides in the hill areas
As helicopter numbers increased, so did
the effectiveness of the relief operation.
Assessmentsthey continuedthroughout the
operation and the scale of needs became
daunting. The following is the table for
Faizabad alone on 26 June:
At the peak of the relief operation,
helicopters delivered up to 75 tonnes per day
despite limited flying hours. All available
relief supplies had been delivered by 9 July
when the international relief team withdrew.
Practicalities
Thefollowinecommentson oracticalitiesof
theoperationshow howdifferent it was from
a reliefoperation in this part ofthe world.

.,

Shelter
As aftershocks continued the local population eventually refused to sleep inside their
Australlan Journal of EmergencyManagement

houses. This was fortunate as during my
second week in-country, one complete
village was buried and twenty houses from
another slipped down the mountain. Fortunately, because of the caution of the
inhabitants there were no casualties.Nevertheless this caution meant that shelter had
to be provided for everyone in the area.
lnitiallythis tookthe form ofplastic sheeting
which could be delivered quickly but tents
and tarpaulins were provided as soon as they
were available. Culturallv the sharingu of
shelter with other families was unacceptable
and additional tarpaulins had to be supplied
to meet purdah needs in this strict slim
society
Distribution

Fortunately the relief teams were able to
build on the experience of the previous
earthquaketo identify channels fordistribution. Each village had a mosque and a local
council based on that mosque so those
councils were given responsibility for
distribution of supplies. Supplies were
distributed to villages on the basis ofassesed
population,casualties anddamageand this
basis was explained to the councils but the
details of distribution were left to the
council. Random monitoringchecks showed that distribution was generally fair
although the basis ofdistribution sometimes
differedfrom that intended.
Initially delivery of supplies was dependent on what was available at the base. As a
result different villages received different
supplies and friction began to develop.
Threats were made that villagers might fire
on helicopters or kidnapaircrew ifthey did
not receive more equitable treatment. As a
result, relief deliveries were suspended for
two days and discussions were held with
threelocal strong leaders to solve these and
other problems. It was these discussions that
found me in the situation described at the
beginning of the article. These leaders,
known as 'Commanders' were really local
war lords with varying but not inconsid-

Ilhd
food

Wheat grain
Vegetable oil
pulses
Tents
Plastic sheeting
- (rolls)
Tarpaulins
Blankets
water containers.
Cookine setsl~ots
Soap

-

283.75
14.10
19.75

323.40
16.25
40.75

105.45
22.00
5.20

204
479
180
14180
3318
3430

2821
293
5869
16650
2748
3219

1576
31
601
3250
1336
277

~~

erablearsenals ofweapons and fightingmen
under their control. They depended for their
power on being able to meet the needs of
those men and consequently would drivea
hard bargain. The discussions were not
always polite or pleasant but in the end it
was possible to agreea system that met the
needs of the people, the international
community and the Commanders. Under
the agreement, supplies were delivered to
main centres and collected from those
centres by donkey convoys from the individual villages. One of the Commander's
men andoneofthe reliefteam would jointly
supervisedistribution to thevillage teams.
This system worked well and speeded up
deliveries as well as reducing tension.
Air operations

Air operations were not as straightforward
as might have been expected.Apart from the
runway and weather problems mentioned
above (which were augmented by dust
reduced visibility on some later days) the
main problems related to the basingofthe
helicopters and the supply of fuel. All
helicopters except the Bell were based at
Dushanbe in Tajikistan where a local'godfather' ran the airport and the local charter
company supplying some of the helicopters.
Heseemed determined to make operations
profitable to himself and awkward for the
international team. Eventually a team of
three UN and two Red Cross staff were
stationed there permanently just to coor-

~

dinate that end of the operation. Air movements in and out of the airport were controlled by the 'godfather' and the Russian
Border Police, who could and did close the
border at various times-occasionally
without notice. Part way through the operation the airport controller decided that
helicopters that hedid not owncould not be
based at the airport. After extensive negotiations arrangements were made to load
them at Dushanbe airport but they would
have to'overnight'at a nearby military base.
Fuel was another constant problem. There
was no fuel in the earthquake area and
initially drums were collected in Pakistan,
flown to Dushanbeto be tilled thendelivered
to Faizabad to refuel helicopters. Unfortunately an early drum had not been properly cleaned and one of the Tajik helicopters
had a fuel filter blockage. Thereafter the
helicopters would not fuel from the drums
and were limited each day to about three
hours effective flying using their internal
and external fuel and a mobile tank they
brought inon arrivalin them0rning.A~later
helicopters did not have the same capacity
some werelimited toonly onedelivery flight
per day. Eventually, when the giant Mi26s
arrived, flying in a small fuel bowser and
refuelling it each day from the Mi26 solved
theprohlem.Evenwith this arrangement it
was rare for more than four hours to be
flown each day.
The capacity of the nine Mi& used for
deliveriesvariedquiteconsiderably because

I

Debris of war at Faizabad Airfield
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of different engines and equipment fits.
Flying in high country,ohen in gusty wind
conditions, required the maintenance of
considerable safety margins. Eventually it
was necessary to allocate each individual
helicopter itsown landing spot and to build
loads at that spot to the agreed capacity of
theaircraft.
Theeventual provision of the six-seat Bell
Longranger made a difference to operations
out of all proportion to its size. No longer
was it necessary to pull a transport helicopter off-line for vitalliaison tasks or rapid
medicalevacuations. For future operations
of this type provision of such a resource
should have high priority.

number of foreign reliefworkers in thearea
and to have contingency plans for emergency evacuation.

Communications
As in most relief operations, communications were vital. All agencies had portable
satellite terminals and these were the main
link with the outside world. High frequency
(HF) radios were used to Dushanbe but the
distance to Rustaq,the sub-base,made their
use for that vital link marginal.Interestingly,
virtually all the HF equipment used was
Australian in origin.

Inter-agency cooperation
This was evidently the first major international relief operation on which the
UN and Red Cross agencies had worked as
the major players in such close cooperation
and with the participation ofso many NGOs.
In general this cooperation worked well in
the field with clear lines of responsibility
agreed and excellent sharingof information.
There were some problems in cooperation
outside the country where theagencies were
not working so closely together and had
some 'turf' baggage. As a result the relief
supply prioritiessethy the teams in Faizabad
and Rustaq were not always met and unwantedor excess itemsappearedoccasionally.
To ensure that all agencies were aware of
developments there were regular evening
briefings attended by all agencies and
representatives of the Governor's office at
whichsituation repottsweregiven and plans
discussed. These forums were found to be
vital for idrntifyingdevelopingneds, setting
priorities, smoothing out difficulti<s and
bringingcomplaints&t into theopen. They
also enabled all participants to share experience more freely. It was surprising how
often a small NGO had experience that was
of value to all present and might not have
been shared without this regular forum.
Even within the UN agencies,which do not
always work well together, field cooperation
wasgenerally good once the need for sharing
information had been understood. All agencies with offices in the region provided staff
to workin the field and at any one time I had
staff of many nationalities from at least six
UN agencies working on a variety of tasks.
They often worked outside their direct
experience, yet with a willingness and
flexibility not often seen in that ponderous
organisation.

Liaison with the National Government
The Northern Alliance is one party to a civil
war and only controls a small pan of the
country. It has limited resources and can
hardly becalled a nationalgovernment.The
Alliance had no capacity to provide reliefand
was grateful for the assistance provided to
people in its area of control. Although the
relief team kept Provincial Governors
advised of our activities and flew them to
see the damage, there was no joint activity.
There was closer cooperation with local
'commanders' who were the real power in
their area. They usually had a good idea of
the situation throughout their area and,
when cooperative, made delivery of relief
very much easier.
Security
Despite the widespread carriage of small
arms, there were no realsecurity problems.
Each part of the airfield was checked for
mines and ammunition before it was used
and all staff were warned to keep off the
derelict military hardware in case of booby
traps. Small arms fire and even mortar and
rocket fire was often heard in the evenings
but this wasdescribed by thelocalsas'happy
shooting' not aimed at anyone. On nights
before detachments left town to join the
forces fighting the Taliban, the volume of fire
was considerably higheras they tested their
weapons. The civil war did not intrude on
reliefactivities and the closest threat was a
report that Taliban artillery had penetrated
to 30 km away but this was never confirmed.
Nevertheless,it was necessary to monitor the

Relief team conditions
All agencies lived in very basic conditions
with staff sleeping on the floor, eating very
basic food and using marginally safe water
supplies. There was no running water or
sewerage and outbreaks of viral diarrhoea
werecommon. Fleas were rife insomeofthe
accommodation andcould bevery annoying.
In general it was found that two weeks in
area was enough. After that a break was
needed. Few people showed obvious signs of
stress but the lightening of pressure when
they left was usually very apparent.

~

~

Support from outside
The whole relief operation was complex.
Overallcoordination tookplaceat Islamabad

in Pakistan where there were also regular
coordination meetings. Relief supplies
from the rest of the world were delivered
to Peshawar in Pakistan or to Dushanbe.
They were then flown or trucked into
the affected area and distributed from
Faizabad and Rustaq.
The difficultyexperienced in conducting
detailed assessments of the situation and
identifying needs led to delays in delivery
which caused some friction with earthquake
victims whocouldnot seewhy theirpriority
needs could not be met immediately. Yet
most needs were met and met adequately
by the end ofthe operation.
The hardest need to meet was for helicopters.These took time toarrive(somehad
flown across from the Moscow area) yet we
knew in the field that tremendous efforts
were being made to facilitate their early
arrival. Thenumber eventually supplied was
a credit to all concerned.
Reliefaircraft also brought in vital equipment for running the relief operation.Most
needs were met quickly and without
argument with such vital items as bottled
water,supplementary foods,stationery and
spare parts usually arriving within 48
hours of the request. This level of support
took a great pressure off those working in
the field
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation was not the function ofthis
mission but it was very much in the minds
of all relief workers. We wereaware that the
summer was short and that earthquake
victims would need more substantial
shelterby the end of September. It was also
vital that they harvest the surviving crops
andget them intosafestorage for thewinter.
Any shortfalls would need to be made up
with supplementary deliveries. Some of
the relief agencies had no rehabilitation
role but the remainder began meeting.
under UN auspices, two weeks after tce
earthquake and projects to develop
more earthquake resistant housing and
improved water supplies were quickly
initiated.

Finally!
What in the hell was I doing there?
I was heingchallenged, testedandstretched. I was being given a privilege few
Australians get (I wasn't the only onethere was an Australian nurse from Wagga
Wagga in the Red Cross team and there were
at least two New Zealanders in theoperation
too) to help in the rest ofthe world.
I was being given the opponunitytoapply
all that I had learned in seventeen years in
emergency management. And, I'll admit, i
was enjoyingmyself.
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figure 3: Number of hazard impads and mean insured lossesper event, 7967-7998 (based on IUI data).

those events producing total insurance
claims greater than $200 million. These 7
events produced a total loss of $3.453
billion, or nearly 49% of insured losses in
the 32-year period. The Newcastle earthquakeandCycloneTracy together represent
28% of the total insurance payments. It is
noteworthy that sixdifferent insured perils
are included in the seven events (though
storms and hailstorms could both be considered thunderstorms).
Table 1illustrates thedominance of a few
events in the insurance loss statistics and
that a range of hazards can produce big
insurance losses. The most expensive year
in the insurance record was 1974 with just
two events contributing 16% ofthe aggregateloss for the 31-year period. Thesummer
of 1989- 1990 contributed 21% ofthe total.
Table I suggests that,on average, the insurance industry might anticipate a $200
million loss for a single event once in4 or 5
years. Such losses come from any of half a
dozen hazards.

Insured and total damage
Chris Joy(1991) providedasummary indicating the subjective impressions of ratios
of insured loss to total loss based on the
experienceofan unknownsourcein theICA
rather than analytical estimates. These
estimates are reproduced here as Table 2.
Zero values indicate that damage produced
by these hazards is not insurable.
The 10% ratio for floods in TableZcan be
compared with the proportions of9% and
39% in Figure 1. Similarly, the 35% for
bushfires can be compared with 31% and
33% in Figure 1. However, in 1991 Chris
Ryan, based on detailed Bureau of Meteorology estimates, suggested the ratio for
bushfires was about 12% (Blong, 1992).
The ratio of insured to uninsured losses
is complicated by the fact that significant
numbers of buildings and contents are
uninsuredor underinsured.A recent survey
by the Insurance Council (ICA, 1966)
suggests that 9% of buildings and 39% of

contents are uninsured. For owneroccupied houses about 9% ofthe buildings
and about 20% of the contents have no
insurance. Surveys following the 1989earthquake suggest that the uninsured buildings
and contents figures were 4% and 40%
respectively. Similar figures for the 1994
NSW bushfires were 18% and 52%. Buildings and contents under-insurance percentages are higher than the estimates for
un-insurance.
There may well be marked regional differences in non-insurance and underinsurance, reflecting a range of socio-economic
factors. Certainly, the proportion of noninsured households (either buildings and
contents or just contents) increased from
28.8% to 31.2% between 1988 and 1993
(ICA, 1996).
These aspects suggest that it will be
difficult to use a single ratio of insured to
total damage for each natural hazard. It is
clear that considerable further work is
necessary to produce useable estimates of
insured and total direct loss ratios.

What gets damaged?
The insurancedata, coupled with the broad
figures on who pays and the ratios of insured

to total costs, indicate that there is a lot of
damage out there. Oneofthe big questions
is:'what getsdamaged?
This question can be considered at two
levels.Firstly,forsomeof the insurancedata
broad breakdowns into classes ofinsurance
are available for some recent events. Some
of these data are summarised in Table 3.
These estimates should be regarded as
preliminary, particularly for the 1998
events.
Domestichouseholdlosses (buildings and
contents) range from 21 to 56% across the
5 events, perhaps suggesting that for more
events this range might be as much as
threefold. This is perhaps about the same
rangeas for motor vehicles, while the range
for commercial losses appears to be greater.
While it is not surprising that the motor
vehicle losses form such a significant
proportionofthe totalclaim forhailstorms,
it is more surprising that suchclaims areso
significant in the storms and floods in Table
3.

Instructive as Table 3 is, these data don't
get to the core ofwhat getsdamaged.Which
buildings are most damaged, or damaged
most frequently? Unless such estimates can
be made, damage management cannot be
risk-based.
Table4provides a briefexample from the
21 January 1991 thunderstorm in Sydney.
Damage to buildings was produced bywind
gusts up to 230 kmh, hail to 7cm diameter
and rainfall exceeding the 1-in- 100year falls
in some suburbs. At least 50,000 trees were
blown over, snapped off or suffered longterm damage. Household insurance claims
numbered more than 28,000 (Blong, 1997).
Table 4 is based on insurance data-presumably, these data suffer from the limitations already discussed.
Table 4 indicates that claims were made
for damage to brick houses preferentially
and that claims for brick and fibro houses
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were more expensive relative to the sums
insured. Surprisingly, there were fewer
claims for fibro houses and these claims
were cheaper than one might anticipate.
While thedata in Table4 providea firmer
grip on damage, we still don't know the
distribution of damage with respect to the
intensity of the storm. It is possible that
brick houses were damaged preferentially
because they were located in the areas
where the storm was most intense, or on
the terrain and topography most exposed
to the strongest wind gusts, or in those
areas with the most trees.
We also need detailed damage surveys
that record for each hazard the building
elements and contents items that are
damaged and the extent of damage to each
element or item. Damage surveys only
rarely record the incidence of items that are
not damaged-a major flaw in the survey
methodology. For example, there is a
suggestion that houses with (heavy) tiled
roofs were damaged preferentially compared with houses with lighter roofing
materials in the 1989 Newcastle earthquake. While we have data on the locations
of (insured) damaged houses and the costs
of repairs down to the level of street
addresses we don't know which houses had
tiled roofs.
Smith et al. (1990) provide a valuable
example of a detailed residential damage
survey following the 1986 Toongabbie
Creek floods in Sydney's west. Table 5
summarises the Youth and Community
Services' (YACS) component of the survey,
based on average relief payments to 527
properties experiencingoverfloor flooding.
Clearly, Table 5 allows a great deal to he
inferred about the items that are damaged
by above floor flooding, contributions to
the total cost, the distribution of damage
Summer 1998f99
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from room to room etc. This particular
table does not, however, establish a relationship between the extent of damage to
items and the depth of overfloor flooding.
Moreover, as Smith et al. (1990) point out
the damage estimates provided by loss
adjusters for a sample of 72 residences
averaged 30% more than the YACS estimates in Table5
There are some valuable data in Tables3,
4, and 5 . A variety of damage surveys
provide data in relation to a number of
natural hazard impacts in Australia, even
though many of these surveys can be found

Katherine Rmd, January 1998
Townsville cydone and flmd, January 1998
Coffs Hahur storm, N o m k r 1996
Amidale hailstorm, September 1996
Singletan hailstorm, Dtwnk 1996

40.5
42.7
21.3
55.7
55.4

to collect valuable damage data in relation
to floods in Katherine, Townsville, East
Gippsland,Narrabri and other towns in the
northwest of NSW, and Wollongong as well
as the Sissano tsunami in Papua New
Guinea. We probably need to consider the
sort of organisation and multi-disciplinary
membership of survey teams utilised by
the New Zealand National Society for
Earthquake Engineering.

Damage and disaster management
In the terms presented at the beginning of
this report, disaster management is an
exercise in risk management. Risk management is a process that begins with risk
identification, proceeds through risk analysis and risk reduction to risk transfer,
whereby the intractable risks are passed on
to someone else. Unless risk management
proceeds through these steps in an orderly
and sequential fashion it is difficult to be
sure that one is passing on the right risks.
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1.4
7.3
2.0

42.4
47.2
63.9
20.1
18.7

16.5
9.5
13.4
1ZO
23.8

2747
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2203
10364
4692

Table 3: Insured damage in selected categories (%) (Source: ICA statistis)
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80.6
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90.4

5.8
4.8
4.6
5.5

10.8
4.9
7.2
2.9

3.8
1.3
2.0
1.3

Table 4: Summary data household damage2 1January 1991Sydny thunderstorm(afler Biong
1997)

wanting from the point of view of the
researcher and, I suggest, the disaster
manager.
The number of buildings damaged, the
proportion of buildings damaged, damages
expressed as equivalent buildings, loss
ratios, qualitative damage scales, loss
curves. Each measure of damage is different. Each measure focuses on a different
aspect of damage. Each measure has a
different use. Perhaps we need to consider
which measures are most appropriate for
disaster management?
Researchers and disaster managers need
more carefully designed damage surveys-surveys that not only locate damage
adequately in terms of latitude and longitude but also place damage in the context
of undamaged property. We need damage
surveys for all natural hazard impacts.This
year alone we have missed opportunities

Structure
Contents

20.8

1.3
8.0
..............................8.2
Lounge ..........................................................4.9

Total

100.0

Table 5. Awmge res~dent~al
damage components 1985 Twngdbbie floods lafler Smith er a/, 19901

The 1998 Wollongong rainfalls, floods
and landslides have demonstrated the
ability of politicians at all levels of government tosidestep the first three stages ofthe
risk management process. To be evenhanded, the 1996 Coffs Harbour and the
1998 Katherine floods allowed some insurers to implement a process of risk acceptance (the reverse of risk transfer!) even
when their policies quite clearly stated that
the flood damage was not covered.

-

The above analysis suggests that we
should not be complacent about the damage statistics that we have available as
equipment to focus disaster management
on risk reduction or risk transfer. We have
not progressed very far along the risk
management chain; it can be argued that
there is considerable room for improvement in risk identification and risk analysis.
How would disaster management be
improved if we had better information
about damage? There are probably a lot of
answers to this question but I will focus on
just four.
Warnings
At 0215 on Tuesday 29 January 1974 the
Brisbane River peaked at 6.60 metres on
the Port Office gauge. Twelve and a half
hours earlier the Bureau of Meteorology
issued a flood warning that predicted the
flood height to within 1I cmandthetiming
of the flood crest to within 15 minutes
(Heatherwick, 1974). Despite the accuracy
and timeliness of this warning, significant
damage occurred to house contents and
vehicles. While there were undoubtedly a
variety of reasons that the actual damage
wasclose to thepotentialdamage (cf Smith,
1994), one of the key factors was that few
people understood how a flood height on
the Port Office gauge related to their local
situation. Technically the flood warning
was as good as it could get; in practice, too
many of those at risk failed to respond in
an appropriate fashion.
Some ofthe data in Tables3 and5suggest
that moveable objects such as motor
vehicles and a range of small, valuable
household contents are still damaged
unnecessarily. Detailed surveys indicate
frequencies and values of items that are
damaged in disaster impacts. The challenge for disaster management is to focus
warnings and responses to warnings so
that the gap between actual and potential
damage is increased.
Building codes a n d building advice
Australian building codes seem to make a
pretty good job of providing design requirements for small buildings in many
situations.The earthquake code (AS1 170.4
-1993), for example, has provisions for
domestic structures and specifies earthquake coefficients for a range of architectural components such as parapets, connectors for wall attachments storage
shelves etc. The New Zealand Standard,
Seismic restraint of building contents, (NZS
4104-1994) provides many more details,
although the contents domestic dwellings
are excluded unless specifically requested
by an owner or occupier. A new standard
has also been released with details for the

upgrading of existing buildings (AS38261998 Strengthening existing buildings for
earthquake).
Thelanguageof most standards is hardly
transparent, being designed for specialist
engineeringaudiences. However,Standards
Australia Committee BD164 on Construction in bushfire-prone areas was unable to
reach agreement, resulting in the publication by Standards Australia and CSIRO
of the excellent volume Building in bushfireprone areas-information andadvice (SAA
HB 36-1993), intended for general consumption. It is noteworthy that so much of
the advice in this volume stems from detailed CSIRO damage surveys in the aftermath of the 1983AshWednesday bushfires.
Obviously, the substantial costs of building damage are borne by insurers, individuals, or communities. The starting point
for improved building codes and appropriate building advice must be carefullythought-out damage surveys.
Hazards that have been neglected in Australia in terms of both building codes and
specific user-friendly advice include hailstorms and floods. This neglect is surprising given the importance of these hazards.
For the Singleton (1996),Armidale (1996)
and Sydney (1990) hailstorms the average
domestic insurance claim for (predominantly) hail damage ranged from $550010900. Similarly, 1986 Sydney flood damage
averaged $4800-6250 for houses flooded
to overfloor depths (Smith et al, 1990).
The average insured damage claim for
domestic structures from the Newcastle
earthquake was about $8430. There were
almost 64,000 household (buildings or
contents) claims (Blong, 1995).There were
about 30,000 household insurance claims
from the 18 March 1990 Sydney hailstorm.
The recurrence interval of this hailstorm
is in the range 20-25 years (Andrews and
Blong, 1997). The return period of the
Newcastle earthquake is certainly less than
once in several hundred years and may well
be in the range of once in thousands to even
tens of thousands of vears. If all these
values are roughly correct, for a reasonably
long record the total household damage bill
from hailstorms will be at least an o i e r of
magnitude greater than that from earthquakes.
Data presented earlier suggested that
floods may be more important than hailstorms from the point of view of damage
to small buildings. Perhaps our efforts with
building codes and building advice require
an additional focus?
Land use planning
Dr John Tomblin, until recently a senior
member of the UNDHR team, once ob-

served that successful mitigation is a succession of non-events. If all houses located
on bushfire-prone slopes and aspects were
designed appropriately and built of the
most resistant materials, would bushfire
vulnerability be reduced? If thesoft soil site
factor for domestic structures under
earthquake loads was enforced (instead of
being waived when the soil profile is not
known), would we eventually see a reduction in damage to houses on soft clays,
loose sands and uncontrolled fill? Do the
topography and terrain factors in the wind
code adequately reflect the associated
risks? Presumably,the answer to all of these
questions is'yes', and rigorous application
of these land-use planning principles has
increased or would increase the number of
non-events.
Hailstorms and floods lie at opposite
extremes in relation to the valueof land use
planning. Despite assertions to the contrary,it is difficult to find evidence in cities
like Sydney that some areas are more hailprone than others. However, it must be
conceded that not nearly enough effort has
gone into the task.
On theother hand,for floods it is reasonably easy to identify the floodplain areas
that are prone to riverine floods. It may be
a reasonably straightforward task to delineate areas at risk from flash floods. New
South Wales seems to have made a reasonable job of delimiting the 1:100 year
flood on major rivers and in controlling
building development below this level, at
least in the last 15 years. Other states have
been much less focussed on reducing flood
damage.
My assessment is that the broad pattern
of building codes and land use planning
provides an invaluable start to risk reduction but that much more can be done with
the detail. Integrated approaches to land
use planning from the point of view of
natural hazards and risk reduction seem
to have a long way to go. For example, for
most parts of eastern Australia, the return
period for aNewcastle-size earthquake (M,
5.6) is quite low-for Melbourne an ML5
to 6 earthquake has an estimated recurrence interval of 16,000 to 84,000 years per
1000 km* (Berryman et al, 1995).
On the other hand the 1:100 year flood
has a6796 chance (on average) of occurring
in a 100-year period. If the earthquake
return periods for Melbourne are roughly
correct (and it would be difficult to argue
that they are much better than a guess), we
can expect a Probable Maximum Flood in
about the same time period.
Why are there such apparent discrepancies in our approach to land use planning?
Australlan Journal of Emergency Management

Modelling damage in
future disasters
Improved computer models of future
disasters have several practical applications. For the moment assume that we have
a good understanding of the physics of
ground motion in earthquakes, wind gusts
in the boundary layer, and the return
periods for earthquakes, tropical cyclones,
and thunderstorms.The additional data we
require to build worthwhile damage models includes some form of loss curve which
synthesises hazard intensity, building
damage, building value, construction type
and age. Damage models are much improved if each structure at risk can be
located in terms of latitude and longitude.
Figure 4 (see page 8) provides an example
of loss curves that take account of some of
these factors.
The amount of detail required to build
reasonably sophisticated models far exceeds the data available. Analysis of the
building damage produced by the Newcastle earthquake (Figure 4) suggests that
the most important single piece of information required about domestic houses is
whether they are of double brick construction or some other construction
(brick veneer, timber, fibro etc). At a more
detailed level, it appears that the presence
of heavy tile roofs adds to inertial forces
and building damage.
Information, which allows distinctions
between double brick and brick veneer
construction to be made routinely, is
collected by few local governments. Few
insurers are able to make such differentiations for their entire portfolios. While
we might have quite a deal of information
about building vulnerability at a generic
level, disaster management requires such
information at the individual house level.
Except for a selected few areas in North
Queensland, we don't have enough information to manage damage.
The threeexamples below illustrate ways
in which damage models could be used in
Australia, possibly in the near future as all
the technology is available. At least the first
two disaster reduction strategies are used
more or less routinely in North America.
Scenario 1: The damaging M 6.0 earthquake on the other side of the continent reminds our disaster managers that it makes
sense to identify the dwellings in their city
made most vulnerable to earthquake ground
shaking by reasons of geological substrate,
location, construction type, building age,
quality of maintenance etc.
Scenario 2: After several losses from
tropical cyclones insurer A, dismayed by
the new reinsurance premiums,withdraws
from the Queensland market. Insurer B, on
Summer 1998199

the other hand, adopts a strategy that
identifies insureds most at risk usine', a
combination ofbuilding, terrain and topographical factors. Insureds will be charged
premiums that reflect the contributionof
each of these factors to the risks of damage
in tropical cyclones.
Scenario 3: As the intense multi-cell
thunderstorm that has just tracked across
the city's northern suburbs passes out to
sea, the disaster management call centre
automatically dials the telephone numbers
of the most vulnerable residents in the least
resilient dwellings,offering practical assistance, reassurance and a prioritised response.
Conclusions
In this study the focus on damage has
been rather narrow with the concern
only with small buildings. However,
damage to buildings is significant;
insurance data averaged over 32 years
suggest average annual damage costs of
more than $250 million,and total direct
damage >$300 million. The latter figure
is much larger if uninsured hazards are
included, though there is too little
information to allow sensible estimates
of total damage to be made.
It is difficult to determine which are the
most important perils in terms of total
direct damage because existing databases are of insufficient quality Ifwe take
insured losses for individual disasters,
the big 4 in descending order of importance are: earthquake, tropical cyclone,
hailstorm,fiood. In terms of events with
insured losses >$I00 million the big 4
are: hail, tropical cyclone,flood, bushfire.
For the total number of events with
insured losses the order is: storms,
tropical cyclones,fioods, hailstorms. Total
insured losses for the 3 1-year period are
in the order: tropical cyclone, hailstorms,

-

earthquakes,floods.
It may be that it is more difficult to
determine the most important hazard,in
terms of building damage, in Australia
than it is elsewhere.
Further analysis of losses are required to
define insured to total damage ratios.
However, therecan belittle doubt that the
greatest uninsured losses to small buildings are produced by floods.
For many natural hazards, we have a
reasonable, but far from perfect, understanding of the types of small buildings
that get damaged. For many hazards our
understanding of the building elements
that are damaged preferentially is inadequate. lmproved understanding requires
that undamaged as well as damaged
buildings are surveyed-otherwise it is

not possible to determine risk rates and
the taskof improving building codes and
advice is made less efficient.
Detailed damage surveys are required for
all disasters where small buildings are
damaged. There is considerable merit in
establishing and co-ordinating appropriate response teams at a national level.
If such teams existed we would not have
missed the opportunities for long-term
risk assessment and damage reduction
presented by recent events such as the
floods in Queensland, the Northern
Territory, NSW and Victoria, and the
tsunami in Papua New Guinea.
Land-use planning for natural hazards
is at best haphazard. It should include
integrated assessments and be riskbased.
The damage management half of the
disaster management industry is in its
infancy. The lack of focus on damage
issues by the relevant disaster management agencies results from the lack of
funds and skills, and the absence of the
political will to focuson anythingbut the
short term. In the private sector,insurers
too infrequently charge premiums that
reflect the real risks of damage to small
buildings from natural hazards.
Damage management seems to me to be
in crisis-if only for the reason that
there isn't nearly enough of it. We have
missed numerous opportunities to
understand damage and to begin damage risk management. But there will be
plenty of future opportunities.
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Introduction
This paper provides an overview of the
geohazards risk assessment philosophy
and practice that has evolved through the
experience gained over the first two years
of the Australian Geological Survey Organisation's (AGSO) Cities Project. It is offered
as a contribution to the ongoing development of a national approach to the adaptation of AS/NZS 4360:1995 Risk management (Standards Australia, 1995) to the
specific realm of emergency management.
The approach reported here is still
somewhat provisional because we are still
developing the information, techniques
and tools needed to undertake a task as
complex as assessing community risk to a
multitude of hazards. There are several
reasons for this 'provisional' status, not
least ofwhich is the need for our approach
to be tested in the final step of the risk
management process, namely the development of risk mitigation strategies and
emergency response options at the community level. The first such application is
currently being planned.
The Cities Projed
The Cities Project was established in 1996
to undertake applied research directed
towards the mitigation of the risks that are
posed by a range of geohazards and faced
by Australian urban communities. The
ultimate objective of the project is to
facilitate safe, sustainable and prosperous
communities. To provide a realistic focus
to this research, and to achieve early
practical outcomes, the Cities Project is
using a series of case studies based on
Queensland centres to develop and test its
science and techniques. Cairns is the first
of these case studies,and the results of this
study are used here to illustrate our
approach.
Our view of geohazards is deliberately
very broad and includes all earth surface
processes with the potential to cause loss or
harm to the community or the environment.
Whilst our focus is mainly on the potentially fatal acute geohazards such as
earthquake, landslide and inundation, the
importance of chronic, but economically
significant, geohazards such as acid sulphate soil,coastal erosion,reactive clay and
dry land salinity, is also recognised.
Such a broadly based program of
research obviously demands a multiSummer 1998199
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disciplinary approach. To enable AGSO,
which is a highly focused earth science
research agency, to achieve the objectives
set for the Cities Project, a network of
operational, research and supporting
partners has been developed.We have been
most fortunate in attracting the support of
partners of great quality and enthusiasm.
They span a very broad range of scientific
disciplines, administrative responsibilities
and industry sectors.
Of particular value has been the close
collaboration with researchers involved in
the Tropical Cyclone Coastal Impacts Program (TCCIP),a multi-agency and multidisciplinary research program coordinated
by the Bureau of Meteorology. The risk
assessment approaches adopted under
both the Cities Project and TCCIP are
essentially identica1,in spite oftbedifferent
hazard phenomena being addressed.
Risk management
The concept of risk,and the practice of risk
management, received a significant boost
in Australia with publication of ASINZS
4360:1995.This generic guide provides the
philosophical framework within which
Cities Project studies are developed. That
process is outlined in Figure I .
This paper deals largely with the risk
identification,riskanalysisandrisk assessment stages of the process.The tasks of risk
prioritisation and risk treatment are left to
other stakeholders such as the Cairns City
Council and the Queensland Government

Treat risks
1

FiguIp 1: Risk management overview
(Standanls Austmlia, 1995, Fig 3.1)

agencies that have that statutory responsibility.
What is Risk?
AS/NZS4360:1995 (page5) defines'risk'as:
'the chance of something happening that
will have an impact upon objectives. It is
measured in terms of consequences and
likelihood'.
This definition is really too general for
our purposes, consequently we have chosen
to follow the conceptual basis developed
under the Office of the United Nations
Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNDRO) in
1979 and cited by Fournier d'Albe (1986)
as follows:
Natural hazard means the probability of
occurrence, within a specified period of
time in a given area, of a potentially
damaging natural phenomenon.
Vulnerabilitymeans the degree of loss to
a given element at risk or set of such
elements resulting from the occurrence
of a natural phenomenon of a given
magnitude.
Elements at risk means the population,
buildings and civil engineering works,
economic activities, public services,
utilities and infrastructure, etc., at risk
in a given area.
Specific risk means the expected degree
of loss due to a particular natural phenomenon: it is a function of both natural
hazard and vulnerability.
Risk (i.e.'total risk') means the expected
number of lives lost, persons injured,
damage to property and disruption of
economic activity due to a particular
natural phenomenon, and consequently
the product of specific risk and elements
at risk.
Total risk can thus be expressed simply
in the following form:
Risk (To, =.Hazard x Vulnerability x
Elements at R ~ s k
This approach is not only elegant, it is
also very practical. Given the complexity of
urban communities and the degree to
which the various elements at risk are
interdependent, the 'total risk' approach is
considered mandatory. Further, it also
lends itself equally well to quantitative,
qualitative and composite analytical approaches.
Risk mitigation (i.e. moderating the
severity ofa hazard impact) is the principal
objective of risk management. In this

context, risk mitigation might be seen as
the process by which the uncertainties that
exist in potentially hazardoussituationscan
be nlinimised and public (and environmental) safety maximised. The objective is
to limit the human, material, economic and
environmental cost o j a n emergency or
disaster, and is achieved through a range of
strategies from hazard monitoring to the
speedy restoration ofthe affected community after a disaster event.
It is clear that uncertainty is a key factor,
indeed it can be argued that the effectiveness of risk mitigation strategies is inversely proportional to the level of uncertainty that exists. The risk management
process, particularly the risk analysis and
risk assessment stages is, therefore, clearly
aimed at developing the best and most
appropriate information with which to
reduce that uncertainty.

Risk identification
A detailed understanding of what events
have occurred in the past (including paleo
events) and their effects provides the basis
for understanding what could or will
happen in the future,ie it is the key step in
the risk identification process. To this end,
AGSO has developed catalogues on historic
earthquakes, landslides and tsunami
events, whilst the Bureau of Meteorology
maintains comprehensive collections on
severe weather events such as cyclones.The
insurance industry maintains some data
on the loss associated with such events.The
material accumulated by the Newcastle
Region Public Library on the 1989 earthquake in that city stands out as an exemplar
of the type of comprehensive historical
information resource that is needed to
underpin community risk assessments.
Whilst there is no comparable collection
yet available for Cairns, Figure 2 provides
an overview of the'risk history' of that city.
It is important to note that the earthquake of record occurred in 1896 (felt
intensity of MMI 5+), the flood of record
occurred in 1911 (15.39 metres gauge
height) and the most significant cyclone
impact on record was that of 1927 which
put a storm tide of about I metre above
high tide level through the town. In 1927
the population of Cairns was only 10% of
its current level! The list does not include
Australia's first BLEVE (boiling liquid
expanding vapour explosion) accident that
occurred in Cairns in 1987 or the numerous bushfires that have occurred in the
area.
It is perhaps of little wonder that today
there is a widespread belief in Cairns that
they face little, if any, risk, from severe
natural hazards.The myth of the'glass wall'
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protection provided by the Great 'Barrier'
Reef and the hinterland mountains unfortunately has great currency in Cairns.

Risk analysis
Phenomenon process knowledge. The focus
of hazard science research is on the mechanisms that cause,create,generate or drive
the hazard phenomena e.g. what causes
earthquakes and what influences the
transmission of their energy through
different strata. This is underpinned by
information relating to the background
climatic,environmental, terrain,ecological
and geological aspects of the site that are
relevant to hazard studies, e.g. the depth
and nature of the sediments and their
microtremor response.Whilst there is little
that can be done to eliminateor reduce the
severity or frequency of these phenomena,
a good understanding of what drives them
enhances our ability to forecast or predict
their behaviour. It is also fundamental to
establishing an understanding of event
probabilities.
Elements at risk and their vulnerability.
This is a relatively new area of study and is
focused on developing an understanding
of the vulnerability of a wide range of the
elements that are at risk within the community e.g. the buildings, infrastructures
and people. It draws on disciplines as
diverse as geography, engineering, demography, economics and psychology. It is in
this aspect that the synergy between the
Cities Project and TCCIP has been most
effective,given that theelements at riskare
common, regardless of the hazard involved.
A very significant effort has been made
to develop very detailed data on the
principal elements at risk in the built
environment of Cairns, whilst comprehensive statistics of good resolution are
available from the quinquennial national

census to provide at least basic measures
of human vulnerability. The broad groups
of elementsat risk for which data have been
collected in Cairns include:
Thesetting. Basic regional data has been
accumulated from a very wide range of
custodians for themes including the physical environment (climate, vegetation,
geology, soils, land use, topography, etc),
access (external links by major road, rail,
air,marine and telecommunications infrastructures) and administrative arrangements (local government,suburb and other
administrative boundaries).
Shelter. The buildings that provide shelter
to the community at home,at work and at
play vary considerably in their vulnerability to different hazards. A range of
information relating to their construction,
including materials of the walls and roof,
the shape of the roof, the height of the floor
above thesurroundingground, the number
of stories and the age of the building, is
required. These building characteristics
contribute to the relative degree of vulnerability associated with exposure to a range
ofhazards,as shown in Figure3.Adatabase
containing such details on more than
33,000' individual buildings in Cairns has
been developed.
Access to shelter is also significant, so
information on mobility within the community is needed. Details of the capacity and
vulnerability of the road network and the
availability of vehicles, for example, have
been acauired. as has the location and
status of designa~edemergency shelters or
safe havt.ns.l'he detailed street network is
held in topological form so that the neces1 Coliedion of this data was made pwssible by a grant
from the Australian Coordinating Committee lor the
International Demde for Natural Disaster Redudion in

1995.
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sary route modelling analysis can be
undertaken.
Sustenance. Modern urban communities
are highly reliant on their utility and
service infrastructures such as water
supply, sewerage, power supply and telecommunications. These so-called lifelines
are significantly dependent on each other
and on other logistic resources such as fuel
supply (see, for example, Granger, 1997).
The community is also dependent on the
availability of food supplies, clothing,
medical supplies and other personal items.
Information is being accumulated on all of
these, as well as on the enterprises that
wholesale, distribute and service these
sectors (such as transport, material handling equipment and storage).All of the key
facilities in Cairns have been identified in
the building database and basic data on
power and water supply infrastructure are
available.
Security. The security of the community
can he measured in terms of its health and
wealth and by the forms of protection that
are provided. Physically, these may be
assessed by the availability of facilities such
as hospitals, nursing homes, industries,
commercial premises, agricultural land
use, ambulance stations, fire stations,
Buildina- aae
Floor height or vertical regularity
Wall material
Roof material
Roof pitch
Large unprotected windows
Unlined eaves
Number of stories
Plan regularity
Topography

I

up the community Extensive use is being
made of the detailed data from the 1996
National Census to flesh out our understanding of the socio-demographic and
economic dimensions of vulnerability
under both the 'security' and 'society'
components.
Whilst other approaches to comprehensive risk assessment, such as HAZUS
(NIBS, 1997), may segment the elements
at risk differently, there is very close accord
on their overall and individual significance.
Synthesis and modelling. Clearly, the
range and variety of information needed
to fuel a comprehensive risk analysis is
enormous. Whilst there are many sources
now available from which such information can be captured or derived, much of
it with the essential spatial and temporal
attributes needed, there remain important
gaps. Our knowledge of hazard phenomena
and the processes that drive them, for
example, are far from perfect. It is necessary, therefore, to develop appropriate
models (process, spatial and temporal) to
fill the knowledge gaps. The behaviour of
some hazards,such as bushfires and floods,
have an established body of modelling
research behind them, whilst others, such
as cyclones and earthquakes, especially in

.I.

Figure 3: Relative contribution of building chamctensti(1(to vulnembilily

police stations and works such as levees.
Also important are socio-demographic and
economic issues related to the elderly, the
very young, the disabled, household income, unemployment, home ownership
and the resources available at the fire and
police stations. Emergency plans are also a
key component of community security.
Society. Here we find most of the'warm
and fuzzy' measures such as language,
ethnicity, religion, nationality, community
and welfare groups, education, awareness,
meeting places, cultural activities and so
on. Some of these may be measured in
terms of the facilities that they use,such as
churches, meeting halls,sporting clubs and
so on; however, the more meaningful
measures relate specifically to the individuals, families and households that make
Summer 1998/99

intraplate areas such as Australia, are as yet,
less well served.
A key aspect of these models is an
understanding of the probability of recurrence of events of particular severity and
the levels of uncertainty that exist in both
the data employed and the models themselves.Given theseuncertainties we remain
cautious about presenting most of our
findings as predictions of risk; rather we
prefer to caveat them as providing nothing
more than indications of what the future
may hold.
The synthesis of data and the essential
mapping of the spatial relationships between the hazard phenomena and the
elements at risk requires the use of tools
such as geographic information systems
(GIS). In the work undertaken in the Cairns

case study 85 to 90% of the information
used has some form of spatial content.
Similarly, the relationships that are most
significant in risk analysis and risk assessment are largely spatial. To accommodate
this spatial emphasis, the Cities Project
makes extensive use of GIS tools and
technologies.
Whilst GIS have been used over the past
decade as tools to address specific aspects
of the risk management problem, especially in hazard mapping and the spatial
modelling of phenomena such as bushfires,
or flood and storm tide inundation, there
are few examples of integrated risk management applications. There are obvious
advantages in developing a fusion between
a philosophy of risk management and the
power of GIs as a decision support tool,
hence Risk-GISas it has been christened in
the CitiesProject. As such Risk-GISprovides
the analytical 'engine' which drives the
CitiesProjectkurbangeohazard riskassessment process. Risk-CIS also provides a
most potent form of risk communication
(an aspect about which AS/NZS 4360:1995
is unfortunately silent) through its capacity
to provide a visual representation of risk
situations.
Risk assessment and prioritisation
Scenario analysis. This is an emerging
technique that contributes to 'future
memory', an understanding of 'what will
happen when . ..'. The output embraces
forecasts or estimates of community risk
including economic loss and potential
casualties, or assessments of the impact of
secondary or consequential hazards, such
as the spread of fire or the release of
hazardous materials following an earthquake. It also provides essential input to
both the development of risk treatment
strategies and to framing long-term forecasts or estimates.
In an effort to address the diverse range
of applications to which the output from
riskscenarios may he put,we haveadopted
the practice of running a range of scenarios, typically extending from the relatively small and more frequently occurring
events to those in the'maximum probable'
or 'maximum credible' range. Figure 4, for
example, illustrates the cumulative range
of risk associated with storm tide iuuudation scenarios for Cairns. This figure is
similar to the'risk curves'employed by the
insurance industry and, indeed, the x-axis
could be scaled to dollars of loss or potential fatalities, whilst the y-axis could be
scaled (perhaps logarithmically) to event
probability
Acceptability In the approach to risk
assessment set out inAS/NZS4360:1995, it

is the practice to compare the
has reasonable historical depth,
level of risk found during the
seismic monitoring coverage has
On propetty
assessment process with preuntil recently been relatively
viously established risk criteria,
poor, with only the larger (and
/< lmover
so that it can be judged whether
less frequent) events heing measifloor
the risk is 'acceptable'or not. At
ured by distant instruments.
first glance this may seem to he
Warnings andforecasts. An
> lmover
something of a 'chicken-andeffectivewarning and forecasting
system, combined with a high
egg' process-if you do not
n
HAT 0.5 1.0 15 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
level of community awareness
know what the level of risk
Metres
posed by earthquake is in
and risk appreciation, is clearly
Cairns, for example, how can yon
one of the most potent mechFigure 4: Number of buildings affectedby differentstorm tide scenarios
anisms by which to achieve risk
realistically determine what in Cairns with he@& above highest asfmnomical tide (HAV.
level of risk is acceatable?
mitigation. Whilst these warnthose in which deep soft sediments are
ings are typically taken to mean short-term
Levels ofacceptahity are,however,'built
most likely to maximise earthquake im- warnings such as those issued by the
i d to such things as urban planning design
constraints and the Building Code, where
pact.Conversely they are the areas that are
Bureau of Meteorology for the hazards that
criteria are based on 'design' levels. For at least risk from landslide impact and, to
can literally be seen coming, such as
cyclones, floods and severe storms, they
example, under the earthquake loading some degree, from severe wind impact.
Additionally, the impact on the Cairns
may also embrace the longer-term esticode AS1 170.4-1993 Earthquake Loads
community of cyclone hazard with a 150- mates of the'hazardnusness' of areas such
(Standards Australia, 1993), the 'design
as those contained in the earthquake
year return period is likely to be more
level of earthquake shaking'is one in which
there is an estimated 10% probability of the
severe than the impact of the shaking
hazard (acceleration coefficient) maps that
accompany AS1170.4-1993 or by hazard
ground motions heing exceeded in a 50 associated with a 150-year return period
earthquake; but the maximum credible maps specifically prepared for a city. They
year period i.e. the acceptability criterion
earthquake event may have a greater
can both besignificantly enhanced through
is set at a 10% chance of exceedence over
the nominal lifetime of a'typical'building.
potential for catastrophe, than the maxithe scenario analysis process.
mum credible cyclone.
Not all acceptability criteria can be
Mitigation strategies and response options.
Risk assessments are made so
expressed as categorically as this
that strategies may be developed
because they deal with human
vuberablllly
that ultimately will lead to the
nature and the political'outrage'
elimination, reduction, transfer
1
dimension of risk management.
or acceptance of the risks,and to
They alsovary considerably over
ensure that the community is
time-the threshold of accepprepared to cope with a hazard
tance is typically much lower
impact. Whilst the develnpment
immediately after a hazard im~""imnmm,
and implementation of these
pact than it was immediately
strategies lie essentially outside
before the impact, hence the
the remit of the CitiesProject,our
need for a strong feedback
mechanism hetweei establish- I
I
experience in working with
Figure 5: Cities Project understanding of Ule risk management process
emergency managers and others
inp.
and the formu-acceatabilitv
.
to date suggests that amongst the most
Risk mitigation strategies
lation of risk mitigation and response
strategies.
Whilst the Cities Project is concerned effective strategies are:
well maintained and appropriate inforPerhaps the risk'formula'could be better primarily with risk identification, analysis
mation that is fundamental to risk
expressed as:
and assessment, it does have some linkage
assessment
Risk (,,d, = (Hazard x Vulnerability with elements of the risk mitigation prox Elements at Risk)A~~e~'abiiib'
risk-based planning of settlement, devcess.
elopment and key facilities (such as
Monitoring and surveillance: One of
to reflect the strong modifying influence
hospitals)
of acceptability. Clearly, a key element in the principal sources of historical hazard
protection plans for key facilities and
determining limits of acceptability rests event information and hazard phenomlifelines
with effective risk communication and
enon knowledge is the extensive network
cost-effective engineered defences such
public policy develnpment.
of monitoring stations and remote sensing
as levees and retrofit programs
The'acceptability'factor is central to the resources that have been established across
appropriate and enforced building and
process of risk prioritisation which is the Australia. For example, the Bureau of
planning codes
first step in the allocation of resources to Meteorology maintains some 45 weather
emergency management plans, resources
risk mitigation, especially if considered in radar sites, 246 automatic weather stations
and training based on risk assessments
and 3,029 stream gauging stations, whilst
a multi-hazard context. We are beginning
wide-spread and ongoing community
to address the complex issue of comparing AGSO has access to more than 150 seisawareness programs based on risk histhe risks posed by hazards with greatly mographs across the country. The Bureau
tory, scenario analysis and an effective
different impact potential. In Cairns, for also takes data from the Japanese Georisk communication capability.
example, there is a strong spatial corre- stationary Meteorological Satellite 26 times
These components of the Cities Project's
lation between the areas that are most at a day in addition to data taken from the
risk from major inundation hazards (river polar orbiting US NOAA. Whilst weather understanding of the risk management
flooding, storm tide and tsunami) and monitoring of Cairns is comprehensive and process are illustrated in Figure 5.
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The bottom line is that if we get all of
this right, the outcome will be safer, more
sustainable and more prosperous communities.
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Introduction: the need for
a social concept
The theory maintained in this paper arose
from a certain discomfort and a questioning on the application of emergency
measures-specifically the lack of importance given to the voice of the victim and
the democratic loss. Is it possible to get
people to adopt a social behaviour with no
reference to a social concept?
The return to normality often requires a
shared in-depth social study that should
provide a communication concept much
broader than the transmission of authoritarian directives. The large number of
disasters the world has encountered in
recent years gives us a good opportunity
to explore new directions in emergency
situation communication.
Theshocks areso important that weneed
to consider more than just the technical
aspect. We have to go back to the basic
conceot. The social destabilisation created
by enlqencies stress?> the importance of
thinking over the wcial link and what it is
made of. Because of its dramatisation
process, emergencies may make apparent
some fundamental mechanisms of society.
Two important concepts: 'social
link' and 'communication action'
The social link concept came a long way
from notorious ancestors. Viviane Chatel
(1997) relates this tradition in Lelien social
et I'inach2vement de la modernirk. On his
part, Durkheim mainly studied the link
between individuals and society. For
Durkheim,social belonging follows a triad
made of the individual, the group and
morals. It is exactly with a will to share
these morals that the sociability process is
carried on. The individual moves from I to
we. For Durkheim, belonging to a society
is the result of a wilful and well-informed
agreement to rational collective morals.
Max Weber, another notorious ancestor,
looked at the social link concept from a
very different angle. The individual is a
decoderofmeaningswitbin thesociety and
the integration process is realised according to the principle of social action
coherence. It is from the meaning that
individuals give to their action that the
social concept and the social link may be
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materialised. We must remember these
elements when facing a period of social
vulnerability, particularly whileexamining
the role of the media.
However, the author who established a
direct relation between social link and
communication activities is Jiirgen Habermas. His works (1987) on communication
action give us a clear and precise study For
Habermas, the communication action is at
the centre of the social link. Refusing the
principle of instrumental reasoning, he
does not accept the theory of a society
based on technical parameters but suggests
a society made up of individuals who are
actors in their own story-informed individuals, subjects able to participate in a
public discussion held according to the
argumentation rules. This view carries a
democracy ideal that suggests that political
decisions must be submitted to all members of the society This action, resulting
from a consensus process,will lead to social
emancipation. It is impossible to summarise these monumental writings but 1 will
try to isolate some key elements suggested
by Habermas.
Individuals are the essence of society.
These individuals are subjects. They can
take part in public discussions. These
discussions must be held under argumentation rules.
This vision of society includes a democracy ideal that postulates that political
decisions have to be discussed by all
members of the society. The action
resultine" from this consensus will then
have a social mancipat~uncapacity.
For Habernwthe first step is theshared
decision. The consensus is the base of
social action and of the social link.
Communication action is opposed to
strategy action.
This type of action is not only shared in

actions:

the discussion process but in the consequences as well.This theory maintains
that communication action is at the heart
of social action in total cohesion with
society by sharing the meanings freed
from instrumental logic. Communication action requires that an intersubject agreement be shared. An action,
taken up in its decision process as well
as in its consequences, must be defined
from a common exchange between
elements socially concerned and aimed
at an agreement. Performance is not the
subject here but a just process in expressing ideas-inter-comprehensiveness.
Obviously, inter-comprehensiveness
requires the setting up of a number of
prerequisites. The process of expressing
ideas can only take place in conditions of
shared knowledge where the actor is either
a speaker, addressee or observer. Intercomprehensiveness objects to any unidirectional or linear principles in the
exchange process.
Another author, Putnam (1996) refers
to Social Capitalof a society just like others
refer to GDP (Gross Domestic Product).
The author refers to standards and networks of a civil society that make communication actions possible among citizens for mutual benefits, optimising the
efficiency of political, social and institutional actions.Weconsider this to bea must
condition. In modern liberal societies,
whether we adopt, like Habermas, the live
world concept or the discours social
commun (from Fossaert) there are enough
possibilities to provide the references
needed for communication actions. The
communication action concept must,
however, be based on the tvorldj live actors
like social institutions, culture and individuals.
The democracy ideal brought up by
communication action is made up of more
than must conditions. It is bond to establishing ethics, validity requirements of the
various categories of social actors. The
learned world must bear a desire for truth;
the community world must aim for a
normative universe based on precision and
individuals must show intentions to be
authentic.Then,the communication action
concept emerges from a program that sets
Australian Journal of Emergency Management

up the limits, determines the contents, the
normative process of interpretation, conciliation and behaviours.
A few words about methodology
In scientific literature (Weinberg, 1996)
four integration locations of the social link
are generally identified as the family, the
community, the workplace and the state.
From these integration locations we can
study communication action in emergency
situations. It is impossible to review all that
has been done in this field in recent vears.
However, the most significant points can be
underlined.This inference process is based
on the analysis ofemergency situations, the
consulting of large scale simulation as well
as on experiences in management,
planning and intervention in exceptional
situations. For the analysis, various types
of emergencies (natural, technological and
psycho social disasters) have been selected.
In certain cases, access is available to firsthand information. For other cases, where
the disaster was very important (e.g. an
extremely severe flood in Saguenay, a
region of Quebec, Canada), data is used
from other sources. Every integration area
of the social link can be studied from the
vulnerability level as well as the capacity
to re-create the social link. An inductive
and a deductive reading of these two interrelated logic axis will help us makedifficult
reports and identify tracks for our reflection.

Integration locations of the social
link in exceptional situations
The family
The family, as it is in our modern times
(divorce, parental role etc.) may not really
an ideal integration location of the social
link. Let usstate clearly that the family does
not help the development of a culture of
civil protection. The notion of personal
scenario does not flourish and information
on potential risks is not integrated into
family life. It is easy to imagine the consequences of this situation. The enlarged
family alone is given a function. It is then
confined to act as additional help leaving
behind prevention action and united
actions in emergency situations. State
contribution is to be later examined in
another article; multi-risks information
campaigns are not found in our country as
they are in the Netherlands, thus reinforcing our observation.
We have a tendency to identify the lack
of information related to potential hazards
as one of the main reasons for that situation
with many consequences. It is difficult to
justify a personal scenario without having
the right preliminary information. Without
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adequate preliminary information, it is
difficult to justify the creation of a personal
scenario. Prevention, without foreseeable
priorities could not establish the appropriate links to a credible and possible
reality. lndividual motivation development
is also lacking a key element, the association process that can make the citizen
directly concerned. The information on
potential hazards is an essential element to
the setting up of a valuable personal
scenario, allowing for the relative sharing
of personal and social benefits of the
action. We are not convinced that municipal authorities and the business and
administrative world are doing what they
should in that field. There are many
responsibilities and a good co-ordination
is needed.
We believe the culture of civil protection
could not exist without a significant change
of attitude from these key actors of emergency situations. The family could not
become a social cohesion location without
the information needed to do so. We are
now facing an essential notion, the theory
of communication action that has to be
brought up in place of the strategic action.
The communication action requires a
sharing of the information and,as a result,
a sharingof power that comes with it.This
notion cannot be set apart from the basic
principle of our society, that is the upholdingofa level of information that makes
it possible for the citizen to be the judge of
his life, his family and of his co-ordinated
social actions.
We are now in the centre of the democracy process. For that principle to be
respected in emergency situations, it is
necessary to come to inter-subject agreements, prioito disturbances. These agreements can, of course, only be related to
potential hazards. We agree with other
researchers that a good number of persons
have a socially coherent judgement in
emergency situations. Even if it is impossible to foresee every hazard, it is quite
possible to democratically anticipate
protection and self-protection measures
for individuals and their community. For
these reasons, we disagree with the municipal authorities that doubt whether emergency planning is important or necessary.
The personal scenario is important to
minimise thevulnerability of the family. To
measure this importance, we need only to
take a lookat theamount ofwork that came
to the community health centre in the case
of the Saguenay flood. Too often, because
of the will to maintain institutional and
inter-organisation cohesion or in the rush
for deadlines, we forget that the notion of
emergency must take its meaning right

here. For the physical and emotional
vulnerability of individuals within the
family, we can feel the real sense of emergency. Apart from these parameters, there
are only technical problems.
The duration of the emergency situation
can be very hard on the family. This length
of time can modify, in many ways, the
conceptual diagram of the emergency
action. For individuals and for the family,
a crisis period may go on much longer than
the recovering time accepted by administrators. We have observed that, at the
moment the Government comes to the end
of its emergency actions and while the
media was reporting that things weregoing
better, a family living a profound sadness
while looking at its home burning because
the damage where too severe. Family
members also have been seriously disturbed by the delays involved in insurance
claims. Emergency actions can become
totally asynchronous with social time as
lived by the family. This time difference
makes it impossible to create or restore the
social link. In such cases, communication,
far from supporting social integration, may
become an element that will separate and
make more distant theexpressed positions.
Other points, not often raised, that are
also related to the duration and to the
gravity of the emergency situation,are the
actions undertaken during the recovery
period. Emergency recovery measures can
be felt like a crisis by a family that had not
been touched at all by thedisaster.After the
flood in Saguenay, the rebuilding of some
industries, with trucks and heavy equipment operating 24 hours a day, created an
unliveable situation of noise and dust for
some parts of the town. Public health and
safety were also endangered by the large
number of trucks loaded with dangerous
chemicals going through. Because of the
many damaged railroad tracks, hundreds
of trailer trucks had to be driven in
residential areas on roads that are not
suitable for this kind of transportation.
Apart from spill hazards in urban areas,
this truck traffic was a real danger for
young children used to a quieter area.
As it can be seen, the social link concept
goes beyond all of the normal parameters
of communication and calls for a reconsideration of the usual temporality of emergency situations, while redefining the
actors. Known emergency phases may
become asynchronous or even contradictory. Upholding the social link with
communication puts the protagonists in
diametrically opposed positions, their
validity criteria being different. Although
these problems are difficult, preliminary
discussions may seriously reduce

consequences and help put up corrective
or extenuating measures. Gregory Bateson
taught us that coherence may only survive
in paradoxical situations with recallingand
sharing the logic order. The setting up of
an authentic communication action needs
to be well oreoared and it takes some time.
A consensus must be reached on the
definitionsofthereasonsfor theaction,the
representatives must be previously identified and the exchange conditions have to
be accepted and shared by all.
The structuring of the social link in the
family would be impossible without a
cohesion with the other integration locations of the social link. Family is closely
related to the State.As for the relation with
the business and administrative world, we
noted several problems in that sense.
For now, we are looking at the close
relation between the family and the community during exceptional situations.
Often considered as the enlarged family,
mainly in rural areas,the community is the
expression of the social link as well as a
dimension of its materialisation measure.
The integration of family activities in the
community activities, during emergency
situations, may become an expression of
solidarity, an extenuation of the anxiety
caused by the event becauseof the security
feeling that the participating action can
produce.
The State can also minimise the level of
stress in the family by setting up some
administrative or legal programs-compensation,unemployment insurance,lease
cancellation etc. The relation between the
family and thecommunity has always been
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organic but the relation with the State is
quite different.Oneof the many reasons for
this seems to be that the convention is not
shared by all participants. When a citizen
does not know the advantages of an emergency measure, if they do not know its
adjacent parts and if they have never been
consulted on its validity, it is quite possible
that they do not understand it and they
would not help put it up or accept it.
Communication in emergency situations
is important. Making it possible is a must.
Some people told us that thecrisis had been
negotiated between media and the decision
makers.This statement illustrates well that
the social link integration location set up
in the family is not seen (or perceive) by
individuals as a priority for the emergency
situation actors.
However, it is very difficult to set up an
authentic communication process. Perception of necessity is a problem, the level of
authority could be another one e.g. the
municipal level does not always share our
view, nor does it have the time, money or
knowledge to set up an adequate communication process.
As we said before, sharing information
is also sharing power. However, it is imposssible to imagine the culture of civil
protection without the principle of the
communication action.
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isk management is progressively
being applied to emergency management and is a useful development.
It has notions of 'community' and
'vulnerability' as key elements. These
concepts are not well drawn out in the risk
assessment process. If we examine these
issues in functional terms and move away
from a dependence on arbitrary administrative boundaries for emergency management, we can make progress towards
targeting services more effectively and
achieving greater community involvement
in emergency management.
Introduction
The goal of emergency management is the
effective delivery of services to a target
population. This applies to prevention and
response activities as well as it does to
recovery activities where defined programs
and recipient groups are often easier to
identify.
For services to be effective, delivered
efficiently and in a timely manner and
through appropriate systems they must be
must be planned and designed to meet a
particular need, that is they must be
targetted as precisely as practicable. Once
needs and recipients have been identified
they may be aggregated into a community
for which a service delivery structure can
be developed that directly links services
and needs.
A key issue therefore, for emergency
managers is to define the most appropriate
catchment for delivering services to meet
needs.
To achieve effective services emergency
managers therefore need a clear understanding of the phenomena with which
they have to deal.These include the hazards
(such as fire and flood) in themselves and
they also include the social phenomena at
risk from the hazards.
Communities, meaning in its broadest
sense local populations, are now accepted
by emergency managers as an integral and
fundamental part of the emergency management structure.
Having a better understanding of the
phenomena with which we have to deal,
whether they are of bio-physical, social,
economic or psychological origin, will
enable us to develop strategies and actions
across prevention, response and recovery
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that better achieve their goals and maximise public safety.
There are alternative perspectives that
can be applied to planning services for
emergency management and these perspectives may lead us to modify the basis
on which some services are currently
planned and delivered. At least, these
alternative perspectives will allow us to
more effectively target services by a more
precise definition of needs and target
groups.
I do not want to suggest that existing
administrative areas are, necessarily.
inappropriate but I do believe that in the
interests of better program management
and more effective servicedelivery we need
to constantly review the basis of our
planning and operational arrangements.
This applies increasingly in a world subject
to change (such as municipal amalgamations and agency restructures) where we
need to work from the most stable and
constant elements in a changing environment.
Until recently the paradigm of understanding that applied to emergency management concerned itself largely with the
hazard agent itself. As a result, describing,
measuring and controlling hazards, and in
turn preventing or suppressing them, were
the priority activities of emergency management.
This approach made good sense in the
early years of systematic emergency management, given that protecting life, property and well being must be the initial
concerns of emergency managers. The
understanding we have gained of hazard
dynamics enabled us to develop effective
and professional response systems.
However, this approach makes less sense
in prevention and recovery activities where
social activity,and the interaction between
the community and the hazard, is at least

of equal importance to effective program
delivery as an understanding of the hazard
itself.
Hazards are important only in so far as
they threaten or harm human activities or
assets or those (such as the environment)
on which we place some value.
Despite the need to understand communities and affected populations so that
services can be targetted and priorities for
programs established there is virtually no
assessment of need or vulnerability analysis currently undertaken.
VlCSES are promoting the need to carry
out vulnerability studiesas part of the risk
assessment process and DHS undertakes
locally-based needs analysis after disasters.
But neither agency approaches these
assessment processes with consistency
across the State, with rigour or with an
understanding of the theory and methodology required by studies that will yield
useful outcomes in terms of offering direction to planning and program development. Both agencies are developing their
capability in this area but are constrained,
in my view, by the limits of the risk
management documentation.
In its strategicsense emergency management is not just about understanding
hazard causation; it includes understanding the full range of consequences of
hazard impact, and it is about understanding the relationships of environmental, political, social and economic
forces that influence shape the frequency,
nature and location of emergencies.
Unless we understand these issues we
will not be able todevelop effective prevention and preparedness programs and we
will not be able to develop systems and
programs that effectively mitigate impacts
or sustain communities in recovering from
impacts.
Most importantly however, if we are to
base emergency management on the community, if we are to engage the community
in planningand self-protection then we require a clear and accurate sense of what we
mean by community. Our current, simplistic notion of community as all the
people in a given area (ignoring internal
diversity and external links and relationships) is not adequate to meet the needs
either of emergency managers or of local
people themselves.

Risk management
In recent years the emergency management
community has acknowledged the need to
improve planning theory and capability
and in response to this a risk management
approach is being adopted by many agencies. This is a significant step towards
achieving a clearer understanding of issues
and priorities in achieving higher levels of
public safety.
The risk management approach moves
away from a single focus on the hazard
agent and gives more attention to:
the social, political and environmental
contexts in which hazards occur
the values and principles that guide
decision making
the risk (potential consequences for
identified populations)
the rangeof options to deal with the risk
the process for selecting, implementing
and monitoring risk treatments.
In Victoria a risk management approach
to emergency management is being progressively adopted and promises significant advances in management and operations. Both the Victoria State Emergency
Service and the Country Fire Authority are
making notable progress in integrating risk
management with their planning, prevention and response operations.
The risk management approach relies in
part, but significantly,on the key concepts
of community and vulnerability. In operational terms a risk management approach
involves the community in the planning
process and uses the concept of vulnerability as a criterion in assessing risk and
then allocating resources.
However,'community'and'vulnerability'
are undeveloped concepts that are applied
bluntly. As a result they have less utility than
if their elements 'were elicited and
expressed with greater clarity and
understanding. They could then be applied
with precision in evaluating the functional
requirements of emergency management
programs.
Aparticulardifficultywith theriskmanagement standard ASlNZS 4360 and its
derived processes is that it does not indicate how to identify communities, vulnerabilities and resilience. Given that these
concepts are central to risk assessment the
methodologies to achieve evaluate these
elements of the process are not well understood by the emergency management
community. Even outside this professional
group the application of these issues to
emergency management has not been
explored in any depth.
I would like to explore the notions of
comnlunity and vulnerability and to show
how they can be developed in a more useful

manner than they are currently in most
risk management activities.
First,let me give my own definitions. By
community I mean any grouping of people
that have something in common, something shared (and believing that they have
something in common and having only
that as a communal attribute may be
sufficient to define a community).
By vulnerability I mean a propensity to
loss. However, implicit in my understanding of vulnerability is the notion of
differential vulnerability (that is, different
people or groups may be exposed to
different magnitudes of loss or may be
exposed to different types of loss). As a
constant, albeit often silent, partner of

The risk management
approach relies in part, but
significantly, on the key
concepts of community and
vulnerability. In operational
terms a risk management
approach involves the
community in the planning
process and uses the concept
of vulnerability as a criterion
in assessing risk and then
allocating resources.

vulnerability I include the notion of resilience, which I take to be the capacity to
withstand damage or to recover from a loss.
I want to indicate some key aspects of
these concepts, which will allow us to more
clearly articulate relevant issues, and in
turn to develop and apply better services
more effectively.
Let me reiterate my acknowledgement of
the progress we have made in moving from
a simplistic hazard-centric view of emergency management to a risk management
approach. But while we have the impetus
of change with us we have an opportunity
to move further ahead.
I would like to draw out some of the
issues in understanding community and
vulnerability and to then illustrate these by
reference to some recent emergencies in
Victoria.
Let me say that the ideas expressed in
this paperaremy own.The work1 describe
is clearly 'work in progress' and we have a
long way to go before we can be confident
that these notions can be applied successfully in a practical sense, especially since
Victoria's emergency management arrange-

Figwe I : Community based on area or admink
tmtiveunit (there is little or no differentiation ofsub
groups or parlicular needs or service reguiremen&j

ments are demonstrably effective in planning and action and are responsive to local
needs and issues. However, we are continuing to explore these issues in the context of
recent events in East Gippsland. We hope
that our understanding of community,
vulnerability and resilience and social
needs analysis will be applicableacross the
rest of Victoria. We also expect to develop
planning and evaluative methodologies
that will further improve our capacity to
plan for effective emergency management.
Community
In practice, it seems to me, community is
often taken to be synonymous with the
people living within a defined administrative unit-typically a local government
area. Otherwise, community is most often
used to either refer to all the people within
a defined cultural unit (almost always a
town or locality) or to refer to the population of a more or less identifiable spatial
area -such as East Gippsland or northeast Victoria.
These definitions are useful in two ways.
First, Government and non-government
services are often provided on the basis of
local government area, or town or locality.
Service delivery administration therefore
defines a community (even if thecommunity includes people who are not significant
recipients of services). Second, by identifying a community with a geographic
area we may be thereby creating a commonality of interest that can be used for
emergency management purposes.
But this argument is double-edged. Many
agencies, includinglocal government,State
and Commonwealth public sector, private
sector and non-government organisations
do not have co-terminous boundaries.This
in turn requires considerable effort to coordinate planning and operational activities over jurisdictions with dissimilar
spatial boundaries.
But these are very blunt characterisations of community and we have to ask
how they actually advance us in providing
better services. In many ways the added
benefit is not substantial.
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This coarse grained approach may also
confuse planning and operational issues
with which we are required to deal by
encouraging us to overlook the complexity
of the groups (communities) and relationships between the groups within the
relevant units of operation.
We need a more trenchant analysis of
community if we are to respond to complex
events such as emergencies and disasters.
The complexity of disasters is central to our
need to better understand communities.
Disasters are events that by their nature
may affect all sectors ofthe population and
may impact on all aspects of economic and
social activity. There may be differential
impacts on different groups and the needs
generated by the impacts and consequences may persist for longperiods,while
other needs may arise or diminish as time
elapses.
Another typeofcommunity is that based
in a hazard prone area-such as a flood
plain or an airport flight path, a slope or a
vegetation type shares exposure to a
particular hazard-but which may share
little else. The common element is a risk
and a need for mitigation services and, if
an event occurs, assistance measures.
We can also have communities that are
based on economic enterprise, such as
farmingand tourist activities. Often different economic activities will co-exist within
the one area and the business owners may
share more than one common characteristic. Nonetheless, when disasters impact
very extensive areas, the most significant
common attribute for the entire area may
be the economic activity.
Communities based on age are relevant
to need and therefore to the provision of
disaster services. Age may be especially
relevant in terms of the extremes, youth
and old age, or in terms of particular
periods of crucial development, such as
adolescence. Gender-based losses and
needs can often be easily discerned and
these form another basis for delineating a
community, women and men may have
particular requirements for services and
support, especially after disasters.
Other commonly occurring causes of
need after disasters include low income,
disability, ethnicity and isolation.
This notional matrix (Figure2) suggests
that a person may belong to a number of
different communities that will overlap but
not necessarily be co-terminous. Mapping
communities will therefore give a set of
complex relationships, networks, hierarchies and nested groups and 'Venn diagrams'much different to the flat,homogenous geography implied by an approach
based simply on administrative unit.
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The range of categories of need that may
be generated by a disaster is extensive,
including health and wellbeing, food and
sustenance,medical,shelter, income maintenance, transport, communications, psychological and social support as well as
restoration of damaged bio-physical environments. Needs may occur at any system
level of individual, family, group, organisation and government and may occur
across levels to include oneor more of these
levels in the required support and recovery
process.
Any affected community is likely to cross
some defined administrative boundaries
on which much of our planningand service
provision is based. Therefore to ensure

Another type of community
is that based in a hazard
prone area-such as a flood
plain or an airport flight
path, a slope or a vegetation
type shares exposure to a
particular hazard-but which
may share little else. The
common element is a risk
and a need for mitigation
services and, if an event
occurs, assistance measures.
~

~~p~

service effectiveness and to ensure equity
and appropriateness in programs, we may
have to make efforts to ensure at a very
minimum that there is effectiveco-ordination between administrative units.
Given that any one administrative unit
or geographic area may not be relevant to
all,or even many, disaster generated needs
it may make sense to plan on the basis of
need (or common interest or community)
instead of on the basis of administrative
unit. In this sense co-operative planning
and activity is preferable to co-ordinated
action.
The point of this approach is it is not
based on a broad-brush approach that
conceals through its generality essential
issues that need to be addressed as part of
the emergency management process.
Rather, it identifies with precision the
communities that will require assistance,
support and services.
It is not based on the (at least partial)
artificiality of administrative boundaries.
It is based on a functional assessment of
needs that allows services to be specifically
targetted.

Figure 2: example of a malrix lo idenlily cow
munilies of need (notional only)

This functional approach has been
adopted by the Shire of East Gippsland in
assessing and planning for social needs
over the next decade. They approached
their population's needs not from the
standpoint of the various demographic
groups per se but from the basis of the
needs people haveand the services that are
required to meet those needs.So community needs are assessed as health,education,
youth services, housing, recreation, cultural development and special needs, rather than the needs of the aged, young etc.
The proposed approach to planning addresses the substantive issue, which is need,
rather than beingdriven by the administrative basis on which services are provided.

Vulnerability and resilience
This discussion of identifying communities by function requirement (services
derived from needs) brings us to the point
where we need to consider vulnerability
and resilience. Most of the work that has
been carried out on vulnerability has
focussed on groups that are, prima facie,
exposed to a risk.
However, assumptions implicit in this
approach havenot been critically examined
and a proper assessment of the basis of
vulnerability and resilience has not been
made.
As I indicated above most of the literature on vulnerability identifies the aged, the
very young, the poor, the socially and
physically isolated, the disabled and ethnic
groups as being particularly vulnerable.
This approach does not drill down into
the subject to try to ascertain why these
groups may be vulnerable and nor does it
address attributes which these groups may
have which reducevulnerability and which
enhance resilience.
Importantly also it ignores the issues of
differential vulnerability. This I take to
embrace two concepts. Different groups
may be exposed to different types of losses.
Within groups individuals may be exposed
to different magnitudes of loss. Vulner-

abilitplike risk,is not homogeneous across
social and geographic landscapes.
Most risk assessments also ignore the
issue of resilience.That is the capacity that
people or groups may possess to withstand
or recovery from emergencies and which
can stand as a counterbalance to vulnerability.
If weaccept the notion of resilience then
we may consider directing some resources
away from repairing loss to enhancing
skills and other attributes to minimise loss
in the first place or to strengthen capacity
to recover.
More importantly these categories of
vulnerability are not obviously relevant to
vulnerability and therefore disaster generated need and therefore protective and
support services.
Emergency managers can do nothing
about age, they cannot make the old young,
or the very young more mature. They cannot modify the values and behaviours of
ethnic groups. They can do nothing about
teaching the illiterate to read and write.
People are not vulnerable because they
are old, but because they lack resources,
because they have reduced mobility.Ethnic
groups may bevulnerable not because they
are not indigenous but because they have
reduced access to services and information
because of language (and therefore communication) difficulties.
So,categorisation of vulnerability has to
be on the basis of an issue relevant to the
matter of a particular event or type of
emergency. Further, we know that all
groups of people, men and women, young
and old, rich and poor, may be vulnerable
in different ways. We are all vulnerable to
some loss. So we need a method of more
finely assessing and assigning a priority to
vulnerabilities.
Equally we need to look at resilience.
While the aged have reduced mobility, for
arguments sake, so they may have more
substantial life experience that enables
them to withstand the stresses of emergency impact and the requirements of
recovering.The young may not have a fully
developed capacity to integrate and work
through the stresses of disasters. However
being young they may have additional
supports (such as parents and teachers)
they may possess a natural adaptiveness
and they may have a longer period (compared say with the aged) to overcome loss.
What I propose is that there are certain
meta-categories of vulnerability, which
include but are not limited to:
Management capacity (for example, the
capacity to deal with one's own affairs
and to meet ones own needs, physical or
mental disability)

Resource availability (e.g. wealth, income, insurance)
Cultural attitudes and values (e.g. different expectations of help, religious or ethnic attributes that may require special
attention or which may separate a person
from the broader supportive community)
Access to services (e.g. language barriers,
literacy, geographical distance)
Social isolation (e.g. having poor social
networks, beingmarginalised in society)
Significant change over a short time span
(e.g. change in industry structure)
Pre-existing stressors (e.g. previous
exposure to a disaster)
People who match these categories
positively may be said to have a degree of
resilience.
Theseare types ofcategories with which
we can deal and which we can assess in a
practical and determined manner to
achieve a very definite outcome.We cannot
assess vulnerability on the basis of,say, age.
This is meaningless in the disaster context
and at best draws us to include large
numbers of people, with many different
characteristics, into the one broad pool.
The question arises as to how we can
identify these characteristics. There is no
definitive answer to this yet. Currently we
have to use proxy data in many cases, which
can force us to revert to the old categories
of age,gender anOd the like to identify the
need and vulnerability.
We are working to improve our capacity
in this area. The significant progress we
have made is in conception vulnerability
in functional terms that we can address in
practical ways rather than in terms that are
surrogates for other needs and which
cannot be addressed substantially.
This approach or way of thinking about
needs gives us a tool for assessing vulnerability and applying it to a particular area,
population group or situation.
Consonant with this meta-structure it
may be possible to identify more specific
dimensions. People exposed to the following losses need to be assessed in terms of
the meta-categories to assess their vulnerability.
These dimensions of loss may include:
death and injury
trauma
damage to homes
damage to social networks
damage to expectations, values and
beliefs
damage to the environment
damage to business (capital, trade, cash
flow and income)
community disruption and dislocation
of social networks
damage to infrastructure

--

As part of the planning process we
should try to match anticipated damage,
such as house loss, psychological trauma
and income loss, with the meta categories.
In turn, this will allow us to derive a
hierarchy or index of vulnerability.
It will also indicate functional needs and
will show how they may extend across
administrative boundaries. In turn, this
may suggest a more appropriate basis for
planning than on the simple and single
local government administrative unit.
After an event when we monitor impacts
on individuals, groups and communities
we can consider indicators which measure
change over timeor deviation from average
or expected levels, such as:
death rates
morbidity
suicide rates
mental illness
accidents rates
property sales
divorce
bankruptcieslenterprise closures
These indicators are still being developed, and they require base line data for
any given area or population to maximise
their utility, but we are progressing in our
development ofcriteria which will indicate
community well-being and how the status
of individuals, groups and communities
changes over time.
These indicators are easier to assess at
the individual level. At increasing levels of
aggregation it becomes more difficult to
identify relevant and key factors and to
measure the impact of any specific event.
Drawing out the impact of a 'spike' such
as a disaster from structural long term
changes, such as the change in the economic base of a community, can be difficult. In many situations disasters may
accelerate negative trends and he neutral
or selectively beneficial for positive trends.

--

Case example:
East Cippsland floods, June 1998
Floods occurred in the East Gippsland
Shire, in the eastern part of Victoria on 23
June 1998.There was minor flooding in the
adjacent Shire of Wellington but it was of a
minor and localised nature.
The floods occurred over an area of
approximately 200 km by 200 km and
affected urban centres such as Bairnsdale
and Lakes Entrance, the coastal strip which
houses where 30,000 people live as well as
extensive areas of the hinterland where
another 10,000 people reside.
For 2 years prior to the floods the area
had experienced the worst drought recorded and this had impacted significantly on
farm viability, local economic capacity, the
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emotional wellbeing and strength of the
local communities and the economies of
the local urban centres.
The flood occurred within the one local
government area and the municipality
used its municipal emergency management plan for the to direct its response.The
municipality worked collaboratively with
the Department of Human Services and
agencies such as the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment (with responsibilities for agriculture, natural resource
management and some infrastructure) as
well as the Victorian Council of Churches,
the Red Cross, Salvation Army and the
Society of St Vincent de Paul, local community health centres and other local
groups as well as major utility providers.
It soon becameclear that the needs ofthe
population of East Gippsland were not
homogenous.
An initial issue with which we had todeal
was that the municipality had been formed
a few years previously from the amalgamation of four smaller local government
areas. Many residents who still related, or
retained a loyalty to the old areas had not
welcomed this amalgamation. For the
people these areas were more local, local
government had been closer,more familiar
and more responsive. Equally, for some
people there was if not hostility then
resentment to change and the amalgamated, larger local government area. This
meant that, for some purposes, we were
dealing with an actual municipality and
four virtual (ghost) municipalities, which
existed in a practical way as an outcome of
local people's history,traditions, hopes and
expectations of local representation.
In Bairnsdale, Lakes Entrance and
Paynesville the major damage was confined to houses and to small business, and
assistance was required to repair homes
and to provide some financial support and
financial services to these groups.
Behind the coast there are four major
valleys running approximately north to
south from the Great Dividing range to the
coastal plain, cutting through rugged
mountain terrain. Land communication
east to west in East Gippsland is therefore
possible only along the coastal strip and
these valleys are effectively separated from
each other.
Bairnsdale, the largest town, is at the
western end of the municipality. Some
affected areas are up to 4 hours drive from
Bairnsdale and are therefore remote from
services. Access to services was therefore
an issue for some people. In fact for day to
day services they rely on urban centres
such as Delegate in New South Wales. This
required recovery managers to put in place
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special communication and information
arrangements.
Other areas had particular social and
physical infrastructure needs. In the first
case, for example,childcare or hospital care
were issues in some areas but not others.
In the second case some areas had special
requirements for roads and bridges.
Within each of the valleys drought and
flood affected farmers had similar requirements for assistance in disposing of dead
stock, repairing farm assets and replacing
stock. But given their geographic separation different logistical arrangements had
to be applied.
Within each valley there was also agroup
of people who had chosen an alternative
lifestyleand wereoften referred to as'ferals'
by local farmers. These people ran small
subsistence properties and had less need
for farm support.
There were clear cultural differences
(and at times antagonisms) between
farmers and alternative lifestylers. Also
each valley had small numbers of small
businesses,such as local stores,motels and
services stations, that required different
sorts of financial assistance to the farmers.
So we have five distinct geographic areas
divided by different occupational groups.
Other significant divisions occurred along
age lines and family lines. The average age
of farmers in East Gippsland is in the low
sixties and this reduced their capacity to
manage their own recovery. At the same
time, given the remoteness of the area
families with young children often had
difficulties (which were becoming apparent
during the drought) of ensuring that
adequate services and social contact was
available for young children. The flood
impact heightened these needs and made
them more urgent.
At the same time there are longer term
social processes occurring in East Gippsland,such as environmental degradation of
farming areas, population loss from towns
and the movement into debt of the farming
community that all reduced local capacity
to manage recovery.
The recovery process also encountered
cultural values that initially restricted
recovery services. There was a clearly
articulated belief that East Gippsland had
experienced flood and drought before and
had survived these events and would
therefore survive the current drought and
floods. This culture of independence and
self-reliance was an asset (a display of
potential resilience) but it also led some
community leaders to be very suspicious
of assistance measures from outside the
local area.
The response to this of recovery agencies

was to engage the local community in
dialogue to identify needs and to learn
from local people what sorts of assistance
measures and delivery processes would be
appropriate.
Local people were employed as community development officers and local
services received supplementary funding
to ensure that existingservices could meet
new demands and where necessary, new
programs could be put into place.
The Department of Human Services, in
conjunction with other social service
agencies,engaged in a process of needs and
service mapping which it did through a
process of engaging local communities,
interest groups and service providers in
discussion as well as formally surveying all
relevant service providers in the area.
This allowed the development of assistance measures that were targetted to
particular needs and areas. The special
needs of families in remoteareas have been
recognised and the requirements of farmers for innovative financial support to
manage the future of their farms have been
acknowledged by the government.
Victorian gas disruption,
October 1998
The gas shortage occurred across the
greater part of Victoria and was managed
centrally out to DHS regions and then to
local government.
Initial impressions were of an homogenous population affected by the event.
However, as time elapsed the general
population resolved itself into a number of
distinct groups.
people who were simply inconvenienced
by the shortage
people who had to buy additional appliances and who were without financial
resources (such as the poor),people who
were laid off or whose businesses were
forced to close)

-

those who required heating for health
and safety issues (such as the frail
elderly)
those who required hot water washing
facilities ( such as some people with skin
disorders)
those who reouired a 'hosoital in the
home'q. pren;arure babies, bxaplegics)
This event was managed not on the basis
of geography or of azministrative unit
(though local government did co-operate
in delivering and co-ordinating services
locally) but on the basis of need.
The response to the event was characterised by an ongoing needs assessment that
examined and monitored the impact of the
gas shortage and through professional
knowledge, community input and direct

public enquiry, identified needs groups.
From this assessment it was relatively easily
in organisational terms (though made
difficult by the scarcity of gas) to develop
systems and services to meet the needs.
Without an ongoing needs assessment,
however,existing structures and programs
would have been inappropriate
.. . to support
..
people significantly affected by the event.
The response was characterised by a high
degree of initiative and adaptiveness in
assessing the situation, identifying personal and social requirements,establishing
criteria to allocate scarce resources and
putting systems into place to deliver the
resource or assistance measure.

Conclusion
We need to recognise that community and
vulnerability are not simple concepts and
first questions we need to ask are who is
vulnerable to what, what strengths and
resilience do they possess and where are
people with similar characteristics located
-and to continuously monitor and assess.
The essential point is that we need to
recognise that community is not based just
on administrative unit, and that it may
make good sense in emergency management terms for communities to be recognised as often crossing administrative and
political boundaries. Of course these
boundaries have utility in terms of day to
day delivery of services but their usefulness
to emergency management needs to be reassessed.
In particular we must ask whether many
units of administration are now so large,
geographically and in population that they
do not conform in any sensible way to
notions of community or local.
From an analysis of common interests or
needs we can develop a more appropriate
basis for our concepts of who constitutes a
community and what the vulnerabilities
are and from this we can move to a more
effective basis for developing services.
At the moment emergency management
services are often developed in a broadbrush fashion with little regard for local
difference, whether this is based on geography, occupation or some other relevant
social factor. This means that servicesparticular in recovery-have to be developed on the run, after an event has occurred.At best this can lead to delays in service
provision.
We must also accept that much of emergency management has been responsive to
the issue of damage or potential damage,
and has directed its efforts to stop damage
occurring through structural means,
protective services or recovery programs.
This approacb (preserving life and safety)

is obviously understandableand necessary.
These programs have usually been provided to local people rather than drawing
on local capacity to develop local strengths.
However, by a more careful analysis of
community we should be able to identify
assets and characteristics that can be used
to support resilience. If we identify and
strengthen these we can improve the
capacity of individuals, families and
communities to prevent or reduce impacts
in the first place.
ldentifyingvulnerabilities and resilience
will also allow us to identify social issues
or trends that are not necessarily part of
the narrow area of emergency management. Nevertheless we may be able to deal

Identifying vulnerabilities and
resilience will also allow us to
identify social issues or trends
that are not necessarily part of
the narrow area of emergency
management Nevertheless we
may be able lo deal with these
-foremergencymanagement
purposes-through the
application of other policies
initiatives and programs.

with these-for emergency management
purposes-through the application of
other policies initiatives and programs.
Where, for example, vulnerability to a
hazard is a matter of poverty then we may
be able to mitigate impacts through the
financial redistribution programs (local
tax regimes, regulatory costs, buy back
schemes and so on).
The approacb proposed in this paper
already has some precedents. Catchment
Management Authorities in Victoria manage water-related activities on the basis of
a catchment and watersheds defined by
function rather than by administrative or
arbitrary boundary.
And efforts to achieve co-ordination
across different administrative units are
being improved constantly as improvements in communications improve our
capacity to communicate and to exchange
information in real time in diverse ways
(fax,video and audio conferencing, virtual
conferences), using various media (internet,email,mobile phones, telemetry, radio,
satellite phones).

Further Geographic Information Systems give us the capacity to map demographic and cultural phenomena more
quickly and more intelligently, and to
display the results in more easily understood ways than was imaginable even a
decade ago.
A crucial issue is how we identify proxies
for the meta-categories of vulnerability.We
have some understandine" of. oroxv
rela>
tionships with the meta-category where it
cannot be identified immediately. However,
we need to be creative in our thinking to
develop new ways of identifying the substantial issues that need to be addressed.
Methodologies such as social planning,
social audits needs analysis and social
impact analysis already exist.We can refine
and develop these as tools that will enable
us to more efficiently understand the
groups tbat makeup the communities tbat
we seek to work with in emergency management.
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Introduction
This paper discusses a range of approaches,
successful and otherwise, that have been
developed to deal with different flood
conditions, institutional arrangements and
cultural practices. Examples are drawn
from a developed world context in the UK,
USA and Portugal, but with a particular
focuson the UK.ln all threecountries there
are organised institutional structures to
plan for and manage floods and a range of
approaches has been adopted. These are
dependent upon local factors,both physical
and,more importantly in the context of this
chapter, human.The paper examines flood
management decision making and the role
of the flood defence engineer in the construction and alteration of floodplain
landscapes, primarily through the provision of structural flood defences, and
discusses how the engineer's vision can
conflict with the values of some local residents. It draws on both quantitative and
qualitative research with river engineers,
floodplain residents and others involved in
flood hazard mitigation (Fordham, 1992)
and includes some of the findings from two
major research projects: the Public Perception of Rivers and Flood Defence Project
and the European Union-funded EUROflood Project. What unites these otherwise
diverse cases is the preponderance of topdown, expert, masculine models of decision
making that,whileslowly changing,still find
difficulty in relinquishing control and
acknowledging different voices and values.
Planning for floods is a complex endeavour even when, as is often the case, the
decision-making parameters are restricted
to the scientific and technical dimensions.
However, the reality is more complex than
this and even the most technically competent proposals can fail to win thesupport
of the communities at risk if other, social
and cultural, dimensions have been excluded or included too late. In recent years
the need for public consultation and
participation has become more widely
recognised and further stimulated through,
for example, Local Agenda 21 initiatives.
Yet, far from being consensus-building,
these activities can be conflict-generating
and can expose major disparities between
those in professional decision making roles
and the lay public about what constitutes
both the problem and its solution.
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The paper critically examines the dominance of top-down, scientific and technical modes of analysis in decision making
structures for flood hazard mitigation. It
explores the possibilities of incorporating
more diverse and contextual knowledges
-emphasisingsocial and cultural,as well
as scientific and technical, dimensionsand creating more democratic forms of
decision making.
The structural bias
in flood hazard management
Floodplain management is a multidimensional problem which has been ill-served
in the past by a uni-dimensional, technicalengineering approach resulting in a bias
towards structural 'solutions' to flood
hazards. This approach has been based on
an'objectivist'(Cvetkovich and Earle, 1992)
view of flood risk, which assumes there is
an objectively measurable,'true' level of
risk, rather than a 'constructivist' view of
risk which explicitly recognises that environmental hazards are social issues, involving subjective judgements about what is
valued:
Risk is not an inherent quality of the
physical world but represents an interaction between physical and psychosocial characteristics (Cvetkovich and
Earle, 1992: 6).
However, the concept of multiple adjustments to flooding is not new.Gilbert White
(1945) discussed this concept in some
detail over a half-century ago. Nevertheless,
structural approaches generally became
the norm in those countries that could
afford themand even some that, arguably,
muld
nnt.
..-.- .
....
Many agencies with a responsibility for
flood management have traditionally had
a significanr proportion of (male) engineers on their staff (as opposed to planners,
for example) who have a bias towards the
construction of physical structures to
control and limit flood damage. This
structural bias has meant that non-structural approaches (such as flood warning
systems and land use planning) have
fulfilled a secondary role, complementing

physical structures or replacing them only
when there is some overriding obstacle to
their development. However, during the
1980s particularly, the increasing costs of
structural solutions and, more particularly,
thegrowingenvironmental concern at their
impact, meant that the structural bias
slowly began to be eroded.
This national commitment to the taming of rivers and coastal waters ranks
among the foremost undertakings of
mankind, equivalent to thepyramids of
Egypt, the Great Wall of China, and the
moon program. It is now in theprocess
of joining them as past history (Platt,
198629-31).
This was perhaps a rather optimistic
assessment of the demise of physical flood
programmes, even in the US, hut certainly
more non-structural measures came to be
used and multi-functional approaches
developed throughout the 1980sand 1990s.
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Tulsa, on the Arkansas River, has a long
history of floods, which became increasingly frequent and damaging as floodplain
development intensified. Flood control
measures were piecemeal and reactive for
many years and Tulsa is typical of many
flood-prone areas locked into the damaging spiral of the 'levee effect', with floods
occurring every two to four years throughout the 1960s and 1970s as billions of
federal dollars were spent in structural
flood control projects to protect and,
ironically, encourage the increasing development of the floodplain (Patton 1993). In
the 1980s Tulsa experienced more Federal
disaster declarations for flooding than any
other community in America (FEMA
1998).
Policies were geared towards re-establishment of the status quo and the'system'
worked against proactive initiatives to
mitigate damage. Government funding
supported rebuilding in situ and locked
people into a cycle of repetitive flooding.
Local people petitioned and lobbied over
many years and eventually were successful
in stimulating an official response which
incorporated a multi-functional approach.
This approach included inter alia acquisition and relocation ofhigh-risk floodplain
properties and a change of land use to less
damaging recreational purposes (City of

Tulsa 1994). The aesthetic, ecological and
recreational properties of river environments were incorporated into future
planning in addition to the more usual
hydrological aspects. Tulsa is one of 50 US
communities to become Project Impact
Disaster Resistant Communities: this is a
community-based, partnership effort
initiated by the US Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to help
individuals, businesses and communities
reduce their risks and future disaster costs
(FEMA 1998).Tulsa is an early example of
this kind ofbroader approach to floodplain
management whichgoes beyond the structural to incorporate non-structural approaches, environmental enhancement,and
community-government partnerships.
One of the major stimuli for changing
flood planning practices has been the
increasingly hostile reaction of the public
to large scale,'hard'engineering structures
(straightened, deepened, concrete-lined
river channels etc.) in what areoften scenic
and valued environments. This has been
generally (but not exclusively)on aesthetic
rather than (scientific) ecological grounds:
thegeneral public often havinga somewhat
limited knowledge of ecological principles
but a strongly held sympathy for the
conditions of wildlife; and a strong landscape sensibility.
The next stage in this developmental
process was the emergence of river restoration projects (Holmes and Nielsen 1998;
Vivash et al 1998; Tunstall et al 1997; RRP
1993, 1994) which seek to return river
environments to their pre-disturbance
state. Their overall strategy to 're-naturalise' previously over-engineered rivers is
dependent upon an ecologically sensitive
rationale and a stated aim of public participation and partnership. Nevertheless they
are still primarily engineering projects.
Although the provision of flood defences
to populations at risk of flooding is the
responsibility of both statutory agencies
and individual riparian owners, individual
responsibility is less significant in the UK
context because of the considerable scale
and tinancial cost of flood protection, and
its conceptualization asa publicgood (it is
difficult to provide major defences,such as
flood relief channels and embankments,
for one person without also benefiting or
impacting upon others). Such flood defence projects are widely perceived to be'for
the public good'and thus would appear to
be uncontentious. However, this is not
always the case and conflict between flood
engineer and floodplain resident can (and
frequently does) arise (Fordham, 1993).
The reasons for conflict are various but
include, often fundamental, differences in

what river landscapes and environments
symbolise and in the way environmental
decision making is organised institutionally.

River landscapes
River landscapes have different meanings
for different groups of people. For many
people who have chosen to live by rivers,
river landscapes have strong symbolic
meanings. In the suburban context they
often mark the separation of the working,
or outside, environment from that of the
home: they can represent a ribbon of rustic
escape, the repository ofa pastoral aesthetic and the last bastion of unchanging
values. It is less often the case now in the
industrialised North, that people living by
rivers also gain their livelihood from them.
Few river engineers live close to rivers
because this would bedeemedan irrational
act due to the flood risk they present. For
many engineers the river is their place of
work; a flood control mechanism and the
raw material of the engineering craft:
synonymous with, and dependent upon,
change,development and control.Cosgrove
has argued (1990) that control of the river
goes beyond curbing the negative effects of
free-flowing rivers on homes and livelihoods: water represents power-machine
power (mills and turbines) and political
power (the so-called hydraulic civilisations
are the most obvious example).
Many riverside dwellers minimise the
separation between home and river and
view the river as an extension of their
property and so the construction of floodbanks and floodwalls between them and
the river represents a direct assault (Fordham, 1992); firstly,on what is perceived as
their most valuable asset, their home, and,
secondly, on their aesthetic sensibilities. It
is easy to underestimate the effect that
environmental schemes-whether for
urban renewal or flood defence-can have
on some people. The affect can be similar
to bereavement:
'We never thought in our lifetime that
weil be able to afford something like
this, with that view and of course then
we lost it.. . The thing is, irkgoneforever.
That view is never ever going to come
back and irkgone.' [Riverside resident,
southern England].
This transcript extract, from an interviewee whose previously uninterrupted
view of the river had been interrupted by a
three metre high flood embankment,
cannot convey the intonation and facial
expression which would better support the
comparison with bereavement. Links can
be made to research examining the attitudes of former inhabitants ofan American

urban renewal scheme in Boston (Marris
1974) where the description has been
found to be apt for some strongly affected
floodplain residents:
For the majority it seems quite precise
to speak of their reactions as expressions of grief: These are manifst in the
feelings of painful loss, the continued
longing, the general depressive tone,
frequent symptoms ofpsychological or
social or somatic distress, the active
work required in adapting to the altered
situation, the sense of helplessness, the
occasional expressions of both direct
anddisplacedanger, and the tendencies
to idealise the lost place. (Marris
1974:43).

The Thames Perception
and Attitude Suwey
In the Thames Perception and Attitude
Survey (Tunstall and Fordham 1994),
which examined attitudes to flood defence
and the environment in the River Thames
floodplain, strong attachments to place
were demonstrated. The findings showed
the importance of proximity to the river in
affecting responses to flood risk. lnterviewees expressed their preparedness to live
with range of flood risks (see Figure 1 and
Table I ) , from a 1:200 risk to a 1:5 risk.
Those that lived closest to the river ('riverside'dwellers) wereconsistently more likely
to accept the risk because of the environmental advantages that the river afforded
them. For many of these interviewees, they
had chosen to live there because they loved
the river: they had made a trade-off
between risk and environment (Fordham
1993, Fordham et a1 1991).

Figure 1: Preparednness to live wiU, various flood
risks

There is, of course, great spatial and
experiential differentiation (between those
flooded and those not; those who live close
to the river and those who do not; those
who havechosen to live by a river and those
who have not; those who live in scenic river
environments and those who live in degraded river environments; those forwhom
the river represents beauty and asset, and
those for whom it represents risk and
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a 1 in 200 risk, each and every year, that your house would be flooded;
a 1 in 100 risk, each and every year, that your house would be flooded;
a 1 in 50 risk each and every year, that your house would be flooded;
a 1 in 25 risk, each and every year, that your house would be flooded;
a 1 in 10 risk, each and every year, that your house would be flooded;
a 1 in 5 risk, each and every year, that your house would be flooded?"
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Table I : PIeparpdness to live with varying levels of flood risk (n = 494) flunstail and Fordham, 1994)
threat) that can create major divisions in
communities. The differences can be
complex but even those who have been
seriously flooded can be opposed to flood
defences which may be unacceptable on
aesthetic grounds:
'You must be careful about engineers,
they don't care about the look ofa thing.'
These are the words of a woman on the
south coast of England who had recently
experienced flooding in which several tons
ofgravel and sea waterhad broken through
the windows of her home (Fordham
1991b). She still objected to proposals for
flood defences, comprising a gravel embankment, which would block her view of
the sea. This was generally regarded as an
irrational and even selfish position by some
of the proposing engineers. Other examples
of risk-environment trade-offs can be seen
in both the US and, perhaps surprisingly,
Bangladesh.
Big Thompson Canyon
Something of the tension between local
residents and officials with decision making power is apparent in Colorado where a
flash flood in 1976 killed 146 people
(although seven bodies were never found)
in the Big Thompson Canyon (Gruntfest
1977; 1987).This is one of the most scenic
areas in the Rocky Mountain region. Some
of its residents have also made a riskenvironment trade-off; trading the risk of
flash flood (although thelevel of risk of the
1976event has been put as high as 1:10,000
(Gruntfest 1997)) against the considerable
beauty of the location. But for local people
there are many factors which keep them
there which may not easily be quantified
or rationalised. Therefore, it can seem
perverse to professional emergency managers that they continue to put themselves
and, some would argue, others at risk (two
emergency responders also died during the
flood disaster) through their continued

presence in the canyon. The residents'own
voices were heard at the Symposium held
in 1996 to discuss what had been learned
in the intervening 20 years (Gruntfest
1997) but, interestingly, they had not been
on the original list of invited participants
(Wamsley 1996 pers. comm.). While this
oversight was redressed, it is indicative of
the way 'experts' can assume their own
appropriateness in making decisions for
absent others.
The Big Thompson example is also
notable for the subsequent emphasis on a
simple but effective non-structural response. As you travel along the canyon you
are faced with several road signs warning
you toclimb to safety in case ofa flash flooi
(Figure 2). it remains a problem to get
people to abandon their cars in times of
flash floods andaccept that they are'better
wet than dead'(Gruntfest 1997).

CLIMB
SAFETY!
IN CASE OF A
FLASH FLOOD
tigure 2 A sfmple but eMfve wamfng
for flash floods fn Colorado

Bangladesh

Even in Bangladesh, a country hugely
vulnerable to floods,attitudes to floods and
flood-prone areas are not as simple as some
experts and 'outsiders' often believe.
Research among the char-dwellers of
Bangladesh (Schmuck-Widmann 1996;
1998 pers. comm.) has shown the strong
sense of place (Relph, 1976) that (among
other things) binds people to hazardous

environments. Chars are river~islands
created, and often destroyed again, by silt
transport. The chars may be washed away
in a year or may last for decades. They
clearly represent a high level of risk to their
resident population who are acutely vulnerable and yet these islands are not
entirely defined by the risk they represent:
'On the chars we are free as birds.
Sometimes we live here, sometimes
there. Weare not bound to oneplace like
the 'mainlanders: On the mainland we
would/eel like in a cage.' (SchmuckWidmann 1996: 68).
Even during the major floods to hit
Bangladesh in the summer of 1998, risk
and environmental benefit were seen to be
in some kind of balance:
Xn old man standing up to the neck in
thefloods said indeed it was a tough
time, "but despite (this] I love to live here
on the chars in the middle ofthis river,
because here I get peace"' (SchmuckWidmann 1998, pers. comm.)
It is important to approach flood planning from diverse perspectives in which
local knowledge and preferences have
equal weight to those of visiting experts.
river engineer
There has been a shift in attitude and
practice in recent years among engineers
working in river and coastal management,
from the former, dominant paradigm of
working to control nature, to the more
recent model that espouses working with
nature. There is evidence, however, from
the research discussed here, that many
engineers have not complied willingly with
this change; that rather than jumping freely
into this new environment they have had
to be pushed into it by public opposition
and subsequent legislation. Some engineers would challenge the view that they
have been forced into adopting these
changes (Fordham 1992):
'Most of us tend to be drawn towards
countryside and nature and that sort
ofthing. So I don't really think there is
a great conflict. Nowadays 1 think
people tend to want conservation,
things that look nice, and that is what
they'regiven but 1 think that thegeneral
attitudeofengineers is that that is what
we should be providing anyway . . .
because this is why most of us tend to
come towards this sort ofjob.' [River
engineer].
'Where we can do things to enhance, we
do. You know, we're not forced into it,
we do it quite happily.'[River engineer].
However, the perceptions and attitudes
of engineers have been found to have the
characteristics of a closed system (Sewell
The

8 Citizen control

7 Delegated power
6 Partnership
5 Placation
4 Consultation

3 Informing
2 mempy

Citizens are given management
power for selected or aii

Advice is received from
citizens but not acted upon
Citizens are heard but
nof necessarily heeded
Citizens' rights and
options are identified
Powerhoiders educate
or cum citizens
Rubber-stamp commiftees

1 Manipulation
L
Table 2: Arnstein's 'ladder of Citizen Partiapation' (source: Amsfein, 7969)

1974): their attitudes appear strongly
conditioned by training, and to be closely
allied to the standards and practices of
their profession. They believe themselves
to be highly qualified todo theirjob and to
be acting in the public interest (Sewell
1974120, Fordham 1992). Sewell concluded that 'experts are not in favour of institutional change, especially if it means that
their own role will be altered'(1974:129).
This is characteristic of social systems
generally and can be conceptualised as a
state of 'dynamic conservatism'or a tendency to fight to remain the same (Schon,
1971). In the case of institutional structures for flood defence, environmental
factors have already forced a degree of institutional change to accommodate them
(i.e. in the provision ofconservation and landscape officer posts and the imperatives of
environmental legislation). In recent years
the need for ~ublicconsultation and oarticipatiun has becume more widely reiugnised and further stimulated through Earth
Summit and Local Agenda 21 initiatives
Consultation or participation?
Increasingly it is considered necessary to
involve the public in the decision-making
process in order to attempt to achieve
consensus on what can be controversial
issues. The 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED)-The Earth Summit-also
made a major focus on public participation
in environmental issues. The subsequent
documentation, The Rio Declaration and
Agenda 21: Programme of Action for Sustainable Development, encouraged the
development of local level, popular participatory techniques (UNEP 1993).
The European Community Directive 851
3371EEC made public participation a legal

) degrees of

) degrees of

) tokenism

1
1
1

) non-participatory

1

requirement in European member states.
There is, however, some discretion in
interpretation and implementation. In the
UK this directive was implemented in 1988
through Statutory Instrument 1217 (in
respect of proposals for land drainage
improvement works). This requires an
environmental statement to be produced
for projects likely to haveasigniticant effect
on the environment. The agency proposing
to carry out works must decide whether the
proposed works are significant and to
announce in thelocal press either that they
propose not to produce such a statement
or that they have produced one. If the latter,
copies must be produced for interested
parties. The public involvement in this
process tends to be at the end stageconsultation after production of the statement or assessment-and not necessarily
in a pro-active way at the early stages of
decision-making.
The full integration of participatory
opportunities and techniques in public
decision making is likely to take some time
to become a widespread reality due,in large
part, to inherent secrecy within institutions. Many public participation efforts
have been limited to top-down consultation (Fordham et al, 1990) whereby a
chosen option is promoted to the public
who have little opportunity but to accept
or reject. This can lead to an unacceptable
polarisation of views (Fordham, 1992).
The terms 'participation' and 'consultation' are frequently used interchangeably
but they are in fact discrete. Participation
invariably implies consultation at some
stage but theconverse is not necessarily the
case. Consultation can occur without any
real participation in the decision-making
process:views can besought but disregarded. Involvement through consultation may

not effectively influence the outcome.
Resource managers rarely have the communication orgroup problemsolvingskills
necessary for effective participation (Sewell and O'Riordan, 197619-20). National
Rivers Authority (now Environment Agency) engineers interviewed in the early
1990s (Fordham, 1992) reported a major
growth in consultative aspects of their
work and a lack of any formal training at
any point in their engineering career
A.classic analysis of participation is
presented in the form of Sherry Arnstein's
'Ladder of Citizen Participation'(Arnstein,
1969). The eight rungs of the ladder (see
Table 2,) reoresent varving
, u levels of citizen
control.According to this typology,consultation can be mere tokenism which simply
reinforces the status quo and provides
means for informedconsent rather than an
expansion of democratic choice (Nelkin,
1984:36). Just how far up the ladder it is
possible to go, and how far any decisionmaker would want to go (given the largely
voluntary nature of much consultation in
the area of flood management) is debatable.

.

Whom to involve
Differences in perception between professionals in various fields and the public have
been recognised for some time (White,
1966a, 1966b; Craik, 1970; Sewell, 1971,
1974; Sewell and Little, 1973; Cotgrove,
1982). Early work by Sewell (1974) provides an introductory framework of some
of the key issues. He notes the reliance on
expert opinion (notably engineers among
others) in decisions relating to environmental quality which, he suggests, results
from the complexity of the problems
involved, from the uncertainty of individual decision-makers in the adequacy of
their judgements and also partly from the
promotional abilities of the professionals
themselves.
A consequence of this has been the
development of a technical elite which has
assumed responsibility for the identification of problems and their solutions and
whose advisory role has been institutionalised within administrative structures. A
further consequence has been 'the alienation of the public in the policy-making
process' (19741 11). Engineers, for example, not only define the problem to be
solved. thev also determine the o ~ t i o n for
s
u solution d n irequentlv
~
&st tie stratep
to beadopted.This proiesc ine\,it~hlvgivrs
expressidn to their-views of what society
wants (1974:112) or needs.
Sewell found scepticism on the part of
professionals (particularly in the sciences)
about the involvement of the public in
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policy making because the latter were
perceived as not sufficiently well informed
and liable to produce a profusion of
opinions which would make policy making
impossible. However, while the presentation to the public of a few discrete
alternatives has the advantage of simplifying the process of choice, unless the values
of the public-rather than those of the
professionals-are reflected in the alternatives,they may all be rejected (1974129).
When practical decisions are needed
open debate can rapidly yield place to
authoritarian rule. In this respect the
link between water management and
power remains unbroken. (Cosgrove,
1990:ll).
The dominant masculine engineering
values and culture favour the rational over
the emotional and can lead to theexclusion
of subordinated groups and values. Even
the language used in science and engineering is indicative of this androcentric
dominance: masculinelobjective, femininelsubjective; masculine science is 'hard'
science while feminine knowledge is
subjectiveand'soft'(Keller 1985).Feminist
sciences and epistemologies attempt to
transform partial, distorted, androcentric,
mainstream representations, theories and
practices (Harding 1990) but to date there
has been minimal impact on the engineering culture. What is sought here is not
necessarily a replacement of a masculine
science and practice with a feminine
paradigm but to acknowledge the legitimacy of alternative discourses:
Feminist inquiry can aim to produce
less partial and perverse representations without having to assert the
absolute, complete, universal, or eternal adequacy of these representations.
Harding 1990: 100).
Identities are contradictory, partial and
strategic (Haraway 1990:197) and this
becomes apparent in environmental disputes, of which flood defence scheme
proposals are one. The selection of who
'gets to sit round the table'and make their
voice heard is a strategic decision.
While it is accepted practice (and often
a statutory duty) for agencies to consult
official government bodies and selected
groups, it is perceived to be more difficult
to deal with a diffuse and heterogeneous
public. Professionals prefer to deal with
representatives unless members of the
public involved are very few in number.
This was the model adopted for the earliest
stages of the Maidenhead scheme which
subsequently proved problematic. Although,in order toachieve the best possible
(at the time) environmental option, the
Thames Region of the National Rivers
Summer 1998199

Authority (NRA, now EA) had moved
forward considerably in terms of a more
inclusive and wide-ranging decision making process (see Gardiner 1988),the public
opposed its plans to route the flood relief
channel across an area selected as suitable
by the'experts'and not officially designated
as of great wildlife importance (Tunstall,
Fordham and Glen 1994; Fordham et al
1990). While'officially' un-designated, the
area was valued nevertheless by local
people.These findings showed up in social
surveys carried out after the formal consultation period in which local people's views
had been presumed to have been canvassed
through representatives. Those interviewed
in surveys have expressed a preference for
consultation with both the general public
and their representatives (see Figure 3 and
Table 3) in order to ensure their own voices
are heard.
When to Involve the public
Evidence supports the view that participation should occur early within the decision-making process, before major choices
have been made and options foreclosed
(Kasperson 1986:276; Rruton 1980:440).
However, many arguments against early
participation have also been advanced;
such as that information collection (possibly of a technical or scientificnature) may
not yet be complete and the opportunity
exists therefore for confusion when further
assessment is carried out at a later date;
that there is likely to be a profusion of
interested and possibly competing parties
requiring information; and that early
consultation can increase theopportunities
for opposition (McNab 1997; Kasperson
1986:277). However,once the problem area
is defined, inertia on the part of decisionmakers can make a fundamental re-examination of policy issues extremely difficult
and costly: technical and policy issues are
rarely clearly delineated (Krimsky, 1984:
50).
A series of social surveys (Tunstall,
Tapsell and Fordham 1994; Tunstall and
Fordham, 1994) carried out between 1987
and 1993 in several areas of England for
the National Rivers Authority as part of the
Public Perception of Rivers and Flood
Defence Project,asked floodplain residents
for their views on public consultation
processes. The findings showed a strong
preference for early consultation, either
before the AuthoritylAgency starts studying and choosing options or at the stage
when several options have been selected for
them to choose between (see Figure 4 and
Table 4).
This preference of the public was at odds
with theusual timing ofconsultation where
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river engineers favoured consultation at the
preferred option stage or when they had
selected several preferred options for the
public to choose between. A major flood
defence scheme for the Maidenhead area
in southeast England, which involves the
construction of a flood relief channel (a
second 'River Thames'), met with early
controversy through its decision to consult
at the later stage when a preferred option
had been selected (Fordham et al 1990).
The NRAIEA has since learned from
these public relations failures and now opts
for a somewhat different model. It began,
when it was still the NRA, with Catchment
Management Plans (Gardiner 1992) which
examined the whole catchment area rather
than focusing on a project-by-project
approach and used wide-ranging consultative exercises. It now develops Local
Environment Agency Plans (e.g. EA 1997)
which again take a catchment-based approach but also propose an integrated plan
of action, combining flood defence with
water resources, pollution control and
development issues. This again places
emphasis on early and wide consultation
with the public and even devolves organisational control of many meetings to local
groups.Thus a wider public can have access
to the decision making arena. There remains a danger however that subsequent,
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I3nfham 1994)
individual, flood defence schemes may not
adhere to such 'open' forms of management.
Techniques used in
public consultation exercises
Professionals involved in flood planning
and management employ a range of techniques but typically favour a limited
number,such as public meetings with slide
and video displays, and written information or newsletters. These clearly favour
one-way communication-from the expert to the public-and leave the professionals largely in control (although public
meetings can, of course, be highly adversarial and threatening to those 'at the
front').
The Portuguese case study for the European Union-funded 'EUROflood Project'
(Correia et al 1996) was focused on the
town of Setubal in the metropolitan area
of Lisbon. This is a town with 90,000
inhabitants,located 35 km south of Lisbon,

in the estuary of the River Sado. It is under
considerable development pressure and
was oneof the most seriously affected areas
during severe floods in 1967 and 1983.
The main focus of this particular element in the EUROflood Project was to
design a Geographical Information System
(GIS) for Setubal (Correia et al 1996) with
an emphasis on its use as a public information tool.Thus,a GIS was proposed which
would allow, inter a h , the involvement of
the public in the different stages of the
planning process of risk alleviation; the
simulation of different scenarios such as
different flood levels; the opportunity of
seeing and understanding some of the
technical aspects of the flood problem; and
the possibility of active participation in the
decision process, in a user-friendly environment,using innovative methods such as
multi-media and the incorporation of oral
histories etc. Thus, a large database could
be constructed incorporating anecdotal,
qualitative material as well as the more
usual quantitative and'scientific'data.
The use of a GIS was seen to be an
advance in flood hazard communications
strategies,particularly in a country without
a culture of public participation in such
decision making areas. The graphical
display properties of a GIs were regarded
as a positive element in the conveyance of
complex human-environment interactions.
However (perhaps somewhat typically) the
technical aspects of data gathering and
inputting absorbed the available resources
and this final stage of public involvement
was not completed.
While this was an innovative development in flood hazard information management, it remains one modelled largely on
Irwin's ((1995)'deficit model' i.e. providing
the public with (technical) information
which they lack and have difficulty in
understanding or accessing. The extent to
which it could be used more proactively by
the public remains untested.
Conclusion
It has been argued (Sewell and O'Riordan,
1976) that the ultimate aim of participation
is'community participatory design', through
an integration of the latent planning
potential of the public and the expertise of
the elite: this being" most oossible at the
small ~cale,cummunitylevel whereinterest
is high.A cuntrihutury aim in flwd hazard
mitkation is often the achievement of
consensus; a notion based on social homogeneity. However, inevitably, distributional
consequences occur, with costs and benefits being unevenly distributed (Lowe and
Goyder, 1983:98-105); and, in nonhomogeneous communities, increased

participation is likely to highlight differences and increase conflict. Therefore, it is
important to examine whether a condition
for consensus exists: if so, participation
may further its realisation; if not, (if a
condition of diversity exists) then participation is likely to contributelittle to conflict
resolution and may increase conflict by
creating conditions for confrontation and
polarisation (Wengert 1976:27). This
would make imperative the setting up of
parallel agencies, departments, or processes for conflict resolution in, the more
usual, heterogeneoussocial configurations.
But the perceived need for, and form of,
consultation and participation can be
different depending on whether one is
communicating (officiallengineer) or
receiving (floodplain resident) information. A differentiation can be made
between the public official's perception of
the role of public participation-as a
means to accomplish ends (characterised
by such goals as: correcting misperception;
educating the public; reducing conflict;
easing implementation; and increasing
legitimacy)-and the public's approach to
public participation which tends to concentrate on ends rather than means and is
characterised by conflicts over fundamental ethical issues such as: appropriate
or tolerable levels of risk; who is to decide
such levels; and, in terms of scheme or
project development, whether it should go
ahead at all; and for the benefit of whom?
(Kasperson, 1986).
Despite recent developments in floodplain management which favour a broader
agenda and more inclusive consultative
policy, decision making is still dominated
by an androcentric engineering culture
which privileges a top-down, technocentric
approach,a relationship to the public based
on a 'deficit model', and a focus on the
means to accomplish ends. Although the
importance of ecological principles in river
works is now generally acknowledged,
these are founded upon a scientificltechnicallrational discourse to which a more
emotional ('feminine') sensibility is subordinated. Thus concerns about 'ordinary'
landscapes and the 'look' of flood defence
schemes can be relegated to thelowest level
of priority and consideration. Engineers
and planners can underestimate the importance of residents'attachment to their local
areas and how it comprises a vital component of their social identity.% threat to
their physical environment thus becomes
a threat to the self.'(Hillier 1997: 19).
Alternative approaches, such as those
informed by qualitative methodology and
feminist theory for example, offer the
possibility of a more inclusive form of
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EMA news
The Hon John Moore i s the Minister for Defence in
the second-term Howard Ministry, replacing the Hon
Ian McLachlan who retired from Federal Parliament.
Mr Moore has government-wide responsibility for
emergency management, including the approval of
Federal assistance t o States and Territories during
times of disaster.
His early years were spent on a cattle property west
of Bowen in North Queensland. He has a Bachelor of
Economics from the University of Queensland. Before
entering Federal Parliament in 1975, Mr Moore was
a successful businessman and stockbroker. He i s an
enthusiastic sportsman, an active supporter of
community organisations and has held senior
positions on both the Queensland State Executive
and Federal Executive of the Liberal Party.
In 1980-82 he served as Federal Minister for Business
and Consumer Affairs and in 1996 he was appointed
Minister for Industry, Science and Tourism.
Mr Moore i s married and has t w o sons and a
daughter.

Mitigation
In July 1998, the Minister for Finance and Administration agreed Mitigation Guidelines for the Natural
Disaster Relief Arrangements (NDRA) which make
mitigation a pre-requisite for disaster relief funding
for recurrent disasters. In August, the Minister
announced that the Commonwealth is prepared t o
provide $3 million on a dollar-for-dollar basis with
State and Local Governments to enable risk management and mitigation studies t o be conducted.
I n 1998 the Local Government Association of
Queensland conducted an inquiry into the NDRA.As
a result, the National General Assembly of Local
Government carried the following motion at i t s
annual meeting:
'That the Australian Local Government Association
welcomes the financial assistance announced by the
Federal Government for risk assessments and the
development of disaster mitigation plans but calls
on the Federal Government not to fully activate the
recently released NDRA Determination on mitigation
requirements until agreement is reached between
all three spheres of government as t o what i s an
acceptable level of disaster mitigation; and funds are
provided to not only support the development of risk
assessments and disaster mitigation plans at the local
level but also the implementation of key capital works
to put into effect the mitigation plans.'
The Coalition also made the following election
commitments: SlOm for Rural and Regional Floodplain Management Program for flood plain managementlflood mitigation projects in rural towns and
regional centres. $10 over t w o years for flood

prevention works in major regional centres - for new
infrastructure (including levees) and repair of existing
infrastructure. Removal of restrictions in the Natural
Heritage Trust which limited flood mitigation
assistance t o towns with populations less then
40,000.
Further details on criteria and the implementation
of these initiatives are unavailable at this stage. EMA is
working with other Commonwealth agencies and
State and local governments on the implementation
of these measures and will keep stakeholders
informed on progress.
For further information contact Jonathan Abraham,
phone (02) 6266 5219, fax (02) 6257 7665 or e-mail:
jabrahams@ema.gov.au.

Urban search and rescue
In November 1998, the National Urban Search and
Rescue (USAR) Steering Committee met to continue
development of a national capability. During the
meeting, the Committee commenced work on the
development on an Australian Emergency Manual
(AEM) on Urban Search and Rescue.
For further information contact Trevor Haines, tel: (02)
6266 5169 or e-mail: <thaines@ema.gov.au>

Review of PNG Disaster
Management Project
AusAlD recently commissioned a team to redesign
the 1995 PNG Disaster Management Project which
had languished for a number of reasons.The team,
which included Mr Phil Stenchion from EMA,visited
PNG during October 1998.Following meetings in Port
Moresby and a number of provinces,a workshop with
key national-level stakeholders reached agreement
on a revised design for the project. The revised
design is essentially a scaled-back version of the more
ambitious 1995 project and, given t h e recent
disasters in PNG, appears certain t o proceed.
For further information contact Phil Stenchion, phone
(02) 6266 5441, fax (02) 6257 7665 or e-mail
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Response to NBC terrorism course
In the event of a chemical, biological or radiological
attack on Australian territory, emergency response
agencies would be faced w i t h managing the
consequences o f the incident. To ensure that
response agencies are better prepared t o deal with
such a situation, EMA is currently developing a
Response t o NBC Terrorism course. It is planned t o
conduct the pilot course in late 1999learly 2000.
For further information contact Don Patterson,
phone (02) 6266 5165, fax (02) 6257 7665 or e-mail
dpatterson@ema.gov.au.

In December 1998, a workshop was held at the
Australian Emergency Management Institute t o
exchange information on the management of the
consequences of Y2K remediation failures. All States
and Territories and the Australian Defence Force were
represented. The outcomes of the workshop are
being used in contingency planning being undertaken by EMA and State and Territory Emergency
Management organisations t o address public safety
issues.
For further information contact Rod McKinnon, phone
(02) 6266 5328, fax (02) 6257 7665 or e-mail
rmckinnon@ema.gov.au.

World Disaster Reduction Campaign 1998:
Disaster prevention and the media (NSW
Media forum and national launch of SEWS)
The theme for United Nations' 1998 World Disaster
Reduction Campaign was 'Disaster Prevention Begins
with 1nformation:The media were a special focus for
the campaign, due to their critical role in spreading
information about disaster prevention and providing
early warning systems to a wide audience.
Activities in Australia focused on a forum held in
Sydney on 7 October 1998 and the launch in most
States and Territories of the Standard Emergency
Warning Signal (SEWS). SEWS is a distinctive siren
sound to be played on radio and television t o attract
attention before urgent safety messages.The signal
has been used very successfully for many years in
northern Australia for cyclone warnings but now may
be used for any serious emergency anywhere in
Australia.
At the NSW forum, over 70 invited emergency
managers and media representatives met at the
Australian Museum, Sydney, t o discuss "Public
Information,Media and Disaster MitigationlThe forum
was hosted by the New South Wales State Emergency
Management Committee and funded by the Australian IDNDR Coordination C0mmittee.A summary
of discussion is on the EMA homepage, based on the
following sessions:
Accuracy, Timeliness and Consistency of lnformation - Facilitating the Flow of Public lnformation
and Preventing Public Panic.
Joint Media lnformation Centre: Our Joint Responsibility During Emergencies.

-

-

Public Education and lnformation t o Reduce
Natural Disasters: an On-going Role for all
Emergency Managers and the Media.
VictimxTreatment in Emergencies and Disasters.
Media and Community Services: Appeals and
Tributes.
International activities in support of the campaign
included seminars and round tables in a number of
other countries and a free international Internet
Conference run by the UN IDNDR Secretariat,
QUIPUNET (a Peruvian distance education provider),
and San Francisco State University from 28 September-18 October 1998. The conference encouraged
emergency managers, the media and the community
t o consider how they can cooperate i n disaster
prevention. The agenda focused on: Media and
Disaster Prevention; Public Information: How to get
the message out? and What is the Disaster Prevention
Message? Conference papers are available at the
following web site: http://www.quipu.net:1998/.
The UN IDNDR Secretariat also released a press kit
containing information about media and disaster
prevention which i s available at: http://
156.1 06.1 92.1 30ldha-ol/programs/idndr/presskit/.
For more information about Australia's involvement
in the 1998 World Disaster Reduction Campaign,visit
the EMA web site at http://www.ema.gov.au (under
main menu, IDNDR) or contact Pip Marks, Australian
IDNDR Secretariat, by phone t 6 1 (0)2 6266 5408,fax
t 6 1 (0)2 6266 5029 or e-mail: idndr@ema.gov.au.
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Seventh IDNDR Pacific Regional
Disaster Management Meeting
held in Nadi, September 1998

The Seventh IDNDR Pacific Regional Disaster Management Meeting was held in Nadi, F i j i o n 24-26
September 1998.The theme for the 7th IDNDR
;\
Meeting was 'Partnership in Nationa1,Disaster
Management Programming.' Since $aster manage- ,' \,
ment cuts across all sectors, ne~~partnerships
have/
\.
to be formed and old ones sfrehthened to promote
the right environmenyfor successful disaster
management in each Fountry. Partnerships help to
build cooperation, t o cons$idate achievements,,to
sustain project efforts, and t o - e s ~ b l i s hoperational
t
platforms for attracting c o n t i n u e d ~ u p p o r from
donors.
\,
!
Senior disaster managers from fourteen Pacific Island
I
Countries were invited to participate in the meeting,
along with representatives from a range of NonGovernment Organisations from the Region and,
observers from various regional organisations and:the
United NatiomThe meeting was held back-to;back
with the Joint Meteorologists and National Disaster
Managers Meeting in Nadi, and the South -Pacific
Applied Geoscience Commission (SOPAS) STAR
session a_ndGoverning Council meeting in Suva.
has been drbtted and
A report&he-meeting
,r'
will be placed on t h > ~ ~ ~ _ ~ o m e
onc:~ a it~ i es
finalised. 5or printed copies ofthis or earlier meetr
ings, contact the Australian IDNDR Secretahai,
phone t61\(0)2 6266 5408, fax 461 (0)2 6266 5029
or e-mail: idndr@ ema.gov.au.
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Sasakawa Award for Disaster Reduction
The Australian International Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) Coordination Committee
was presented with a Sasakawa certificate of
distinction for i t s work in Australia o n disaster
prevention, preparedness and mitigation, and i t s
wider role in the Pacific.
The United Nations Under Secretary General for
Humanitarian Affairs, Sergio Vieira de Mello, presented the award at a ceremony at the United Nations in
Geneva o n 14 October last, the 1998 UN World
Disaster Reduction Day.
Alan Hodges, Director General, Emergency Management Australia, accepted the award as current Chair
of the Australian IDNDR Committee.
The Australian committee was established in 1989,
and is acknowledged internationally as an example of
effective disaster prevention and preparation, in
particular its education and awareness training and
disaster preparedness and mitigation programs. It
comprises representatives from Commonwealth and
StatelTerritory governments, emergency management agencies, research institutions, the insurance
industry and non-government organisations.
The Australian IDNDR Committee works closely with
the small island states of the South West Pacific and
provides assistance for a number of information
projects, especially those directed at the community
level.
The Sasakawa award i s funded by the Japanese
philanthropist, Mr Ryoichi Sasakawa,and is designed
t o help minimise damage and loss of life in the case
of natural disasters and other emergencies and
recognises outstanding work in these fields.
For further information contact, Alan Hodges, Director
General, EMA, phone +61 (0)2 6266 5183 (w), fax
+61 (0)2 6257 7665, or e-mail ahodges@ema.gov.au.
1

Worehop highlights holes in
emergency response system
\

At a recent wor,kshop at the Australian Emergency
Management)nst~;ute addressing existing arrangements ~r,countering emergency animal disease
oufbreaks, ~ u s t / a l i a ' i ~ u l n e r a b i l and
i t ~ a lack of
adequate prepa/ation was identified.
/
.\
D
r'
Geoff Neumann, reterlnyy consultant, said after
the workshop,that emergency service agencies,the
animal indyitriesand the a n h a l health community
had deve;oped high-level skil(s and had all made
careful pfeparations.However, tve integration of the
three g r y p s had been run down,over time and there
v
s a presstng-ncd t o re-establish better working
relat~onsh~ps
at everylevel.
\
1
Senior representatives from emergency services,
State and Federal governm/entsland peak animal
industry bodies met to rpview how they could better
link together t o quickly stamp out an outbreak of
&infectious
- ,
dEeas6 in the nation's'herds and flocks.

\

little day-to-day

Neumann said."While everyone recognises the need,
the workshop concluded that immediate action was
needed to address the deficiencies'.
The outbreak of the poultry affliction, Newcastle
disease, near Sydney in 1998 was a further demonstration that these events will happen and cannot be
ignored.
'Fortunately, Australia i s free of most of the world's
serious animal diseases and Australia's animal health
status is the envy of most countries."We need to keep
it that way.'said Dr Neumann.
An outbreak of the most serious of all threats, foot
and mouth disease, if not eliminated quickly, could
lead to significant damage to the Australian economy.
'Not only would the farmers suffer, but the damage
would flow through t o affect all Australians:
The workshop was organised and conducted by a
partnership of Australian Animal Health Council
Limited and Emergency Management Australia as
part of the latter organisation's 'National Studies
Program:
Further details are available from Dr Geoff Neumann
Australian Animal Health Council.phone+61 (018 8377
2022 or Colin Fiford,Australain Emergency Management Institute, phone +61 (013 5421 5100. fax
+6 (0)3 5421 5272, or e-mail cfiford@ema.gov.au

New and revised publications
now available from EMA:
Hazard Action Guides.
(One-third A4 magnetic cards).
Six of the seven in the set have been revised and
facelifted.They are Flood, Severe Storm, Lightning
Protection, Cyclone, Heatwave and Earthquake
and give practical advice on what to do before,
during and after. (Copies available through State/
Territory Emergency Services.)
Surviving Cyclones
(A5 fold-out colour pamphlet).
This joint EMAIBureau of Meteorology publication
has been revised and features new photographs
and updated information on the formation and
dangers of tropical cyclones and storm surges. It
also covers the warning system and information on
preparedness and safety precautions. (Copies
available through StatelTerritory Emergency
Services in Qld, NT, WA and northern NSW.)
Sixth IDNDR Pacific Regional
Disaster Management Workshop Report
(New 85,104-page book covering proceedings
of the IDNDR-sponsored 1997 workshop in
Brisbane).
Available from Australian IDNDR Secretariat, phone
+61 (0)2 6266 5408, fax +61 (0)2 6266 5029 or
e-mail: idndr@ema.gov.au.TheExecutive Summary
for this publication can be viewed on the EMA
homepage.

to cause the topic of
the back-burner" Dr
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Australian Emergency Manual Series: Part I The Fundamentals
Manual 3:Australian Emergency Management
Glossary
- Manual 4: Australian Emergency Management
Terms Thesaurus
(Copies available through your Stateflerritory
emergency management organisation secretariats.)
M t Macedon Papers Series
M t Macedon Paper Number 711997: Record of
the 'Putting Community into Emergency Monagement Workshop',
- M t Macedon Paper Number 811997: Record of
the 'Legallssues Workshop'.
(Mt Macedon papers are available from EMA
Canberra or EMA Mt Macedon.)
EMA addresses for publications orders (check above
for appropriate EMA Office or StatelTerritory
authority):
Emergency Management Australia
PO Box 1020
Dickson, ACT 2602
Australia
Australian Institute of Emergency Management
Main Rd
Mt Macedon,Victoria 3441
Australia

-

-

,

The Australian Journal of Emergency Management
will be distributed in PDF format.The journal provides
an information-sharing forum for everyone involved
in emergency management. I t has a large and
steadily-growing national and international audience.
INFOrecent is a bulletin produced quarterly by the
centre to provide clients with current information on
new material received. I t provides a subject listing
with a short description of each item. INFOrecent is
a vital tool for people wishing to keep abreast of the
current disaster management literature.The material
included in it is only a selection of some of the matter
received by centre staff in the previous three months.
Journal Abstracts is an annotated list of a selection of
journals received and abstracted by the centre. It is
produced monthly and assists researchers and
practitioners in keeping up-to-date with the most
current literature. These abstracts are not included
in INFOrecent.
The Australian Journal of Emergency Management
and INFOrecent will continue to be distributed in hard
COPY.
The updates of emergency management seminars
and conferences are produced monthly and incorporated into the larger database located on the AEMl
home page, which includes a search engine.
For further information contact Rob Fleming, phone
+61 (013 5421 5214, fax +61 (013 5421 5273, or e-mail:
rfleming@ema.gov.au.

Landslide Management Workshop

I

14- 18 June 1999

This workshop will consider all aspects of managing
landslides. Key considerations will include planning,
public education and risk management.The major
outcome will be a best practice guide for the
management of landslide.

1
!

On-line subscription available to AEMl's
Publications and lnformation
The Australia Emergency Management Institute
(AEMI) lnformation Centre is pleased to announce a
listserve facility for four of its services:the'Australian
Journal of Emergency Management,"INFOrecent,'
'Journal Abstracts,' and Seminars and Conferences
updates.At present ail services are available on the
EMA World Wide Web home page http://www.ema.
gov.au.
Instead of sending an e-mail message to initiate these
services, subscribers should go to:
they will find a subscription form
indicate their full name, location
The journal and INFOrecent are
and the other material on a monthly basis.
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decision making in which no dimensions
are barred from consideration, and in
which reflexive and democratic processes
are uppermost. 'Traditional forms of
planning decision-making have tended to
convey a message of place as identified and
controlled by outsiders (the planners).'
(Hillier 1997: 19) but sustainable environmental management, of which flood planning and management is a part, must
include full integration of insiders' and
outsiders' views. Andrew Maskrey has
argued this case albeit largely within a
'Third World' context but it is a model
which can he transposed to, so-called,
'developed' world initiatives:
The participation of people in the analysis of problems and the development of
proposals is a vital characteristic of community based mitigation. The starting
point is always the specific problems a
community faces and people's perceptions
of how to solve them. Proposals must be
developed gradually, step-by-step. While
this is a longprocess,in which each element
has to be discussed and approved laboriously in meetings, it avoids the difficulties
which can arise when proposals are generated outside, do not coincide with local
needs and demands and overlook conflicting interests and objectives within the
community. The long process of achieving
consensus is worthwhile as it results in
better proposals and a stronger community
organisation (Maskrey 1989: 94).
The incorporation of such, seemingly,
radical models and approaches into traditional engineering practice may appear
utopian to some but a more achievable
target is to ensure flood hazard mitigation
is far more multi-disciplinary and end the
separation of the technical and sociocultural dimensions. There are signs that
this process is beginning in some places
but it is, as yet, at the earliest stage of
transformation.
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disaster and the central roles they play
before, during and after disaster. The
authors recommend strategies for policy
makers and emergency practitioners to
more fully engage women in disaster
planning and response.
Contents include:
The neglect of gender in disaster work:
An overview of the literature
Gender inequality, vulnerability, and
disaster: Issues in theory and research
The perspective of gender: A missing
element in disaster response
Social construction of gendered vulnerability-eve and adam among the embers: Gender pattern after the oakland
berkeley firestorm
A comparative perspective on household,
gender,and kinship in relation todisaster
'Men must workand women must w e e p
Examining gender stereotypes in disasters
Women and post-disaster stress
Balancing vulnerability and capacity:
Women and children during philippine
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Case studies of women responding to

disaster; gender,disaster,and empowerment: A case study from Pakistan
Women in bushfire country
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Women's flood experiences in rural
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Information Services, 648 Whitehorse
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service@dadirect.com.au.
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Australlan Journal of Emergency Management

Strengthening community parkipation in disaster management by
strengthening governmental and non-gowemental organisations and networks

u

his paper focuses on issues and
weaknesses related to disaster management in the 1995 Dinar (Turkey)
earthquake, and subsequent attempts to apply the lessons learned from
this earthquake into astudy of strengthening community participation in Bursa, a
province of Turkey which is located in the
first-degree seismic zone, specifically
focusing on earthquakedisaster.The study
in Bursa is a pilot one included in a general
project for strengthening Turkey's disaster
management system. The first step involved the study of a disaster-stricken
community following the I October, 1995
Dinar (Turkey) earthquake. The findings
related to attitudes and evaluations of the
Dinar community and local and central
authorities on some aspects of disaster
management will be presented. Subsequently, the initial stages of the pilot study
in Bursa, partly employing the findings
from the Dinar study will bedescribed.The
paper will focus on important dimensions
of disaster management, the facilitating
and hinderingaspects of disaster management in Turkey and will provide a discussion of the findings in relation to the
sustainability of disaster management.

Introduction
Disaster management is a multi-faceted
process that entails various stages. These
stages are commonly conceptualised as the
disaster impact phase, relief and rehabilitation, reconstruction, mitigation and
preparedness phases. Effective planning
and action for disaster reduction involves
various social units such as central and
local governmental agencies, NGOs, local
communities and international agencies.
The importance of strengthening the
capacity of local communities in disaster
reduction has been repeatedly stressed
(Dynes, 1993;World Conference on Natural
Disaster Reduction, 1994). Therefore, it is
crucial to understand the attitudes, expectations and resources of the local community in order to develop plans that can
be integrated into the ongoing social life of
the communities living in disaster prone
areas.
Natural disasters, like earthquakes have
extensive psycho-social impacts on the
affected populations (Durkin & Thiel,
1993). Survivors of natural disasters have
Summer 1998199

Karanci N.A. and Aksit B.,
Departmen6 of Psychology and Sociology,
Middle East Technical University, Ankara,
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to adapt to drastically altered physical
environments,economic losses,disruption
of activities and homelessness. They also
have to cope with the emotional trauma of
witnessingloss oflives,injury and property
loss (Baum et a / , 1983; Karanci and
Rustemli, 1995; Rubonis and Bickman,
1991). Adversities following the disaster,
such as lack of housing and break-up or
displacement of families, were found to be
related to the continuation of psychological
distress (Goenjian, 1993). For effective'
disaster management it is very important
to have plans for mitigation and to create a
community awareness for the risks of
future disasters and to empower local
communities and authorities by giving
information on how to mitigate future
disasters For the sustainability of disaster
management plans it is essential to institute community participation. In order to
create awareness of future risks and to
motivate preparedness it is fundamental to
understand the attitudes, expectations,
political, economical and socio-cultural
contexts of the communities living in risk
areas. (Habitat International Coalition,
1996; Bates et al, 1991 ; Karanci, Aksit &
S U C U O ~1996).
~U,
This paper will focus briefly on the
legislation concerning disasters in Turkey
and will report findings related to some
aspects of disaster management from the
1995 Dinar earthquake. Subsequently, the
preliminary stages of an ongoing project
aiming to strengthen community participation in disaster management in Bursa,
which is a metropolitan city located in the
first degree seismic zone, but which has
not yet experienced a recent earthquake
will be presented.
The Turkish Disaster Law and
institutional framework
In Turkey, the first law concerningdisasters
was enacted in 1944 and solely focused on

earthquakes.The reason for this being that
the major type of natural disaster affecting
Turkey is earthquakes. This law was a
response to the 1939 Erzincan earthquake
and several similar subsequent earthquakes and it was the first law to stress the
need for plans for rescue, material aid and
temporary shelter prior to the occurrence
of earthquakes. The law also had a clause
that emphasised compensation for the loss
of property.The formation and the funding
of provincial rescue and emergency aid
committees was also introduced (Severn,
1995). In 1959, the 1944 law was replaced
by a new more extensive law covering
disasters other than earthquakes,like fires,
floods,landslides and similar disasters.The
responsibility for the execution was given
to the Ministry of Public Works .This law
established the duties and the responsibilities of theCProvincialRescue and Aid
Committees'. The main emphasis is to
make and keep the plans for provincial
rescue and aid updated and to clearly
delineate the personnel involved in such
plans. In 1983, in order to ensure the
coordination between the central and
provincial administration an 'Extraordinary Status Co-ordination Council'has been
developed which is established if the need
arises by the government.
The development of earthquake zonation
maps in Turkey started in 1944 and with
numerous revisions the most recent one
wasdevelopedin 1996.Similarly,construction specifications were revised several
times and the most recent one was published in 1997.
As can be seen, although detailed responsibilities are given to the provincial and
central governmental institutions, the nongovernmental organisations and the private sector are not involved in the system.
Furthermore, measures on mitigation are
not included.
The October 1,1995
Dinar earthquake
The aim of this study was to examine the
attitudes and expectations of the survivors
of the Dinar 1995 earthquake, about
different phases of disaster management.
More specifically the aims were to examine
the impact of the earthquake on socialeconomical dimensions, to explore the
attitudes about the houses constructed

after the earthquake by thestate, beliefs in
the possibility of hazard mitigation and
who is regarded as responsible for such
action and future risk perceptions.
Dinar city is located at the juncture of
the Aegean, Central Anatolian and Mediterranean regions in Turkey.The estimated
population before the earthquake was
around 40,000. Agriculture and trading
and small crafts were the dominant activities. An earthquake of magnitude 5.9
struck Dinar on October 1, 1995 at 17.57
p.m.The mainshockof theearthquake was
preceded with foreshocks for four days, the
largest one having a magnitude of 4.7.
These foreshocks initiated structural
damage in many buildings which were then
severely aggravated by the mainshock.
Numerous aftershocks were recorded in the
following days, which continued for more
than three months.The mainshock having
a duration of 20 seconds was immediately
followed by a strong aftershock two hours
later with a magnitude of 5.0. The Dinar
earthquake caused a death toll of 90, and
more than 200 injuries. The economical
losses were estimated at US$250 million.
The total population affected by the
earthquake in the region is 100,000and the
number of residential units is about 24,000.
The damage observed in thecity is beyond
the expectation when it is considered that
the Dinar earthquake is not a severe one.
According to thedamage survey conducted
in the affected region after the earthquake,
out of 24,000 residential units,4340 (18%)
were heavily damaged, 3712 (15%) were
moderately damaged, 6104 (25%) were
lightly damaged and the remaining 9844
(41%) were undamaged. Since 4340 units
were either collapsed or severely damaged,
a death toll of 90 might be considered as
less than expected. The foreshocks in the
preceding four days of the main shock
considerably reduced thedeath toll because
many residents had already left their
houses or the city before October 1 by fear
and expectation of a big quake.
Building stock in the city mainly consisted of one- and two-storey adobe, brick
and stone masonry buildiigs,and 3- 6storey
reinforced concrete-framed buildings.
There are also 3-4 storey masonry buildings that were originally constructed as
single or hvo-storey buildings, with upper
stories added by permission from the
municipaladministration,whichisstrictly
against the Turkish Seismic Design Code.
Examination of t h e disaster
management aspects of t h e
Dinar Earthquake
Our study of the Dinar earthquake took
place in two stages. The main findings

related to disaster management from the
two phases of the study will be presented
separately.
Stage 1
This part of thestudy took place within the
six months following the Dinar earthquake. The main objectives were the
assessment of the mitigation andpreparedness, relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction phases of the disaster management cycle in Dinar and to formulate the
weaknesses and the strengths of the
existing disaster management system.
The data sources for this stage were indepth and focus group interviews with
Dinar residents, experts and officials in
Dinar and surrounding cities and in

Previously prepared
disaster management
plans could not be
implemented. T h e plans
just stayed in written
docaaments kept in dusq
shdves.' Faarthermore, the
community was not
adequately informed
abod rescue and relief
operations.

Ankara, the capital of Turkey,observations
during the field trip to Dinar and the
examination of written documents related
to the Dinar earthquake.
Mitigation and preparedness
Dinar had its first urban planning in 1971
and subsequently two revisions were made
on the first plan. The final plan before the
1995earthquake was prepared in 1990.The
fact that there had been three urban
planning experiences since 1971 is an
indication of movement towards rational
planning. However, the results of the 1995
earthquake showed that the enforcement of
the urban plan and the building codes were
evaded,monitoringandevaluation of these
enforcement activities were not carried out.
Our analysis revealed that a number of
actors , such as the owner, the project
engineer, the contractor and the controller,
the municipality, and the community
members ,share responsibility in this state
of affairs.
Rescue and relief
The majority of officials and community
members pointed out that rescue and relief

activities were poorly coordinated and that
the local administrators were inefficient
because a. they were victims themselves
and b. they were inexperienced in disaster
management.Adequate national and international aid (tents,food etc.) was available,
however its distribution was unsystematic
and aid was delivered for a very lengthy
period (6 months).
Previously prepared disaster management plans could not be implemented.'The
plans just stayed in written documents kept
in dusty shelves: Furthermore, the community was not adequately informed about
rescue and relief operations.
Thus, it can be suggested that the formation of regional civil defense teams and
professionalism and specialisation in relief
and rescue work is necessary. It also seems
essential to establish the involvement of the
local community. Aid should be distributed
systematically and the community needs
to be informed regularly about the activities.
Temporary settlement
The General Directorate of Disaster Affairs
conducted a survey with earthquake
victims just a few days after the quake. Four
choices were given. Ninety-eight per cent
of the respondents chose 'receiving rent
allowance'. All victims with heavy or
moderate damaged houses (7166 families)
were provided with rent allowance which
was delivered for 12 months. However, this
decision was afterwards criticised because:
the survey was conducted when the
victims were still in shock
it led to the desertion of Dinar by its
residents and paralysed economic activities
it created a substantial increase in rents
in neighboring provinces
it forced the most needy segment and
some ofthecivil servants to stay in Dinar
in spite of receiving the rent allowance
and live in tents
it compelled children to separate from
their families, friends and their schools.
The majority of community members
and officials stated that prefabricated
disaster housing situated in Dinar would
have been a better option. Thus,care should
be given to settle the community in their
own neighborhoods.

-

-

Reconstruction
The preferences of the Dinar community
and the local officials were mainly one-or
two storey buildings without soft stories,
the separation ofshops and residences,and
the supervision of construction by honest
and technically-expert engineers. It was
also stressed that the final approval should
be given by the state and not the muniAustralian Journal of Emergency Management

cipality. Another main point was the need
to educate engineers and skilled workers
on earthquake resistant construction.
What is constructed by the State
The new settlement plan for Dinar suggested three- and four-storey buildings and
also contained buildings with shops in the
basement. As a result of damage surveys
1480 new units were constructed and 1300
units were strengthened. The new residential units were distributed to the right
holders with long term loans in October
1996 (one year after the earthquake).
As can be seen, the preferences of the
community on one- or two-storey houses
was not taken into account, with the new
houses being three- or four-storey buildings with shops in the basements. The
attitudes of the right holders towards the
newly-constructed disaster housing were
assessed in the second stage of the study.
Stage 2
This part of the study involved the administration of an extensive questionnaire in
order to examine attitudes related to
different aspects of disaster management
and some psychological variables like distress,copingand social support.Only some
of the findings related to disaster management will be presented here.
The questionnaires wereadministered to
315 adult residents [I65 (52.4%) females
and 150 (47.6%) males] of Dinar. The
female sample was selected from the
twenty-six neighborhoods in Dinar on the
basisofthe typeofcurrent housing(disaster housing, built after the earthquake;
houses that had moderate, light and no
damage from the 1995 earthquake) and
some of the female but the majority of the
male sample was selected on the basis of
status at work (self-employed; State
employee and wage workers). 31.7% of the
respondents were living in governmentbuilt disaster houses, 22.5% in houses that
had no damage from the 1995 earthquake,
27% in lightly damaged, and 15.9% in
moderately damaged and repaired houses.
The mean age of the respondents was 34.3
(sd =I 1.48) and the mean number of years
ofeducation was8.3 (sd = 3.73).Themean
household size \vas 4 persons. 90% of the
respondents stated that they were in Dinar
during the 1995 earthquake. 70.8% of the
sample were born in Dinar and 72.4% were
married.
The questionnaires were administered
by 11 trained undergraduate and graduate
students from the Departments of Psychology and Sociology of the Middle East
Technical University, Ankara, Turkey in
February, 1997, sixteen months after the
earthquake. The interviewers went either
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to the houses or work places of the respondents and individually administered the
questionnaires as structured interviews
with a few open ended questions and
recorded the replies themselves. The
administration of each questionnaire took
about approximately 45 minutes. Data was
analysed by using the SPSS program.
Attitudes and evaluations related

to housing
The questionnaire contained 19 items
tapping views on current houses, neighborhoods, relationship with neighbors and
services provided by the municipality and
the availability of social institutions. Each
item was rated on a 4-point Likert type
scale by the respondents (I= Completely

The (reconstruction)
preferences of the Dinar
community and the local
officials were mainly oneor two storey buildings
without soft stories, the
separation of shops and
residences, and the supervision of construction by
honest and technicallyexpert engineers.

disagree;4= CompletelyAgree).The factor
analysis of the responses (varimax orthogonal rotation) yielded five factors explaining 50.2% of the total variance. These
factors were labeled as 'satisfaction with
the current house','satisfaction with the
relationships with neighbors','satisfaction
with the neighborhood','satisfaction with
the currently inhabited building' and
finally 'satisfaction with social services'.
Mean factor scores for each respondent for

the five factors were calculated by summing
the scores on the items that had above .35
loadings on each factor and dividing them
by the number of factors. An analysis of
variance was conducted examining gender
by type of current house (disaster; no
damage; lightly damaged; moderately
damages) by the five satisfaction factors as
the repeated measure. The results yielded
only a significant interaction effect for type
of house by satisfaction factors (F=3.52,
p<OOOl).
As shown in Table I , the most pronounced differences on satisfaction seems
to be between those living in disaster
houses and those living in moderately
damaged houses. For the house and the
social services satisfaction, those living in
the disaster houses are significantly more
satisfied than those living in moderately
damaged and repaired houses. For those
living in the moderately-damaged houses,
although there is governmental aid to
strengthen their houses, the owners need
to pay for the non-structural repairs and
at the time of the study these houses were
not strengthened.Thus, this state of affairs
might have caused the relatively negative
evaluations of this sample. The disaster
houses were distributed to their owners
one year after the earthquake, and the
occupants were very recently settled in
their houses.Thus, they werequite satisfied
with the speed of reconstruction and
seemed to be satisfied with their houses
and the social services. However, since the
disaster houses are distributed randomly
to the right holders, they had no choice in
determining their neighbors. This lack of
control over choosing neighbors seems to
be reflected in their lower satisfaction with
their neighbors compared to the other
groups,especially to the no damage group.
However, considering the fact that four is
the maximum satisfaction score, their
mean satisfaction rating of three still
reflects quite a favorable attitude towards
their neighbors.

Mean satisfaction scores of the sample living in different types of houses

House Satisfaction 1, 2
Neighbor Satisfaction
Neighborhood Satisfaction
Building Satisfaction
Social Sewices Satisfaction
'pc.05;"pc.

3.20 a
3.09 a
2.50
2.85
2.67 a

3.10 a
3.42 b
2.57
2.70
2.50a b

2.98 a
3.28 a b
2.48
2.97
2.48 a b

2.60 b
3.27 a b
2.47
2.62
2.24 b

I

10.19 "'
5.51 "
0.31 NS
0.34 NS
3.15'

Wl;"'pc.WOf,N.Sp>.O5.

1 Mmm with d l n m t s ~ b m i are
p ~ rigiRanUy diWrentfmm eah ohm
2 me range for the sale xorer Is 1-4, hi@w rarer re0%iing more ratirlaaion.

3bie I: Presents the mean satiskction scores on the five h(t01Sof the samoielivinc in lour differpnt twes of

Beliefs on mitigation
and hazard perceptions
For the planning of disaster reduction
measures it is important to explore the
beliefs of thecommunity on the possibility
of mitigation and their perceptions of
future risk. In order to examine these
dimensions six questions related to mitigation,future earthquake expectations and
evaluations of the current house on its
resistance to futureearthquakes were used.
All of these questions were rated on four
point Likert type scales. The responses to
these questions were factor analysed in
order to reduce them into appropriate
dimensions. The varimax orthogonal
rotation yielded three factors explaining
74.2 % of the total variance. The factors
were labeled as'doubt about the resistance
of the house', 'belief in mitigation', and
'perceived risk'. Mean factor scores were
computed for the three factors. A Multivariate Analysis of variance using gender
by type of present house (Disaster; No
damage; Light Damage; Moderate Damage) by the three earthquake-related
cognitive factors was conducted. This
analysis showed that the type of house
(Wilks =.94, p<.03) and gender (Wilks=
.95 p<.OO2) effects were significant.
As shown in TaOIe2,theonly significant
difference was about the evaluation of the
safety of the houses.There was a systematic
increase in doubt as we moved from the
disaster housing and houses with no
damage from the 1995 earthquake to
houses which suffered light damage. The
inhabitants of the moderately damaged
houses were least confident about the
safety of their houses.
These results point out that the evaluation of the disaster housing is quite
favorable and may reflect trust in state
supervised construction practices. For the
moderately damaged houses the decision
was repairing and strengthening the
buildings. However, this doesn't seem to be
a satisfactory solution for the inhabitants.
Thus, it may be valuable to inform them of
the strengthening procedure and give
details on how strengtheningwill improve
the resistance of their houses.
When the earthquake related cognitions
were examined according to gender, it was
seen that theonly significant difference was
on beliefs in mitigation. Women tended to
believe less in mitigation (M=2.33;
s.d=.81) as compared to men (M=2.62;
s.d=.73; F= 10.76; p<.001). Further analysis revealed that education is positively
related to beliefs in mitigation for both
females and males. However, for females
being employed was also related to beliefs
in mitigation. Employment may enable

Mean factor scores of earthquake cognitions
for the subjects living in four different types of houses 1

Doubt about the safety of the house
Belief in mitigation
Perception of risk

2.23 a
2.59
3.13

2.29 a
2.48
2.29

2.75 b
2.41
2.75

3.32 c
2.23
3.32

34.36 *
2.46 NS
0.41 NS

'pc.001; N.S : p > 0 5
1 Means wih differem ebstrlpts are slgnlflantly different from eadl o!her

able 2: Mean hdor scores on the thme eafthquake cognition hdors for the four types of houses

women to have access to more information
in regards to what is being done and what
can possibly be done, and thereby may
increase their beliefs in the possibility of
doing something for disaster reduction.
This finding implies that for community

The evaluations of the
state-built disaster houses
were very positive. The
inhabitants seemed to be
satisfied with the houses,
the social sewices and had
trust in the seismic safety
of their houses. This is a
very favorable picture and
seems to reflect the
appropriateness of the
decisions about where and
how these houses were
built

participation it may be important to built
networks that can also reach housewives.
The present results seems to point out
that the Dinar community is perceiving the
risks of a future earthquake and that they
believe to some extent in mitigation. However, to the question'have you done something as a preparation for a future earthquake?' only 14% replied affirmatively.
Thus,it seems that although the social base
is cognitively ready for mitigation they have
not turned this into action.The answers to
the question on assigning responsibility for
mitigation ('Who should take actions for
mitigation?') seems to solve this puzzling
finding. The respondents believed that
mitigation measures should be taken by the
state (41%), the municipality (38%), the
major (15%), Civil Defense Units (6%).
Only 26% stated that it is their own duty.
Thus,although they believed in mitigation,
they placed the responsibility for mitigation on external, mostly governmental

agencies. Thus, for future action plans on
disaster reduction it seems important to
shift this externalised and centralised
responsibility locus to internal and local
sources.
Conclusions and suggestions
The evaluations of the state-built disaster
houses were very positive. The inhabitants
seemed to be satisfied with the houses, the
social services and had trust in the seismic
safety of their houses. This is a very
favorable picture and seems to reflect the
appropriateness of the decisions about
where and how these houses were built.The
fact that the construction was completed
within one year may have also contributed
to these favorable attitudes. However, the
same picture was not true for the occupants of the moderately damaged houses.
Sixteen months after the earthquake the
strengthening process was still not completed and the inhabitants anyway did not
seem to trust thesafety of the strengthened
buildings. Therefore, it may be necessary
to hold workshops using participatory
adult learning principles, in order to
understand the reasons for their distrust
and dissatisfaction and modify their
beliefs on the strengthening process.
Although the respondents perceived
risks for future earthquakes and believed
in the possibility of mitigation, very few
engaged in preparatory activities. Furthermore, they believed that taking measures
for mitigation is the responsibility ofagents
outside themselves. Thus, it seems important to investigate ways of initiating and
maintaining community participation.
Women tended to believe less in the
possibility of mitigation. Therefore, in the
plans for community participation it seems
important to give special emphasis to
integrating women.
Project to strengthen community
participation in a province not
recently struck by a n earthquake:
BUM as a metropolitan city located
in the first-degree seismic zone
Bursa has been chosen as a pilot city to
identify existing and prospective local
institutions and networks and strengthen
Australlan Journal of Emergency Management

or empower them so that local people will
be able to better prepare for a future
disaster when it strikes or have greater
welfare if disaster does not strike.
Bursa is one of the seven metropolitan
centers with a population of 500,000 and
over.These metropolitan centers have main
municipalities consisting of city portions
ofmore than onedistrict,eachofwhich has
its own municipality (SIS, 1993). Bursa
metropolitan center with a population of
more than one million has three district
municipalities. All of these three municipalities, but especially two, have received
a massive influx of migration. According to
recent calculations in the period between
1980-85 Bursa received 15,600 migrants
every year. In 1985-90, yearly migration
inflow increased to 25,000. Among seven
metropolitan centers in Turkey, Istanbul,
Bursa and Gaziantep are the only three
cities where yearly migration rate has
increased from one period to the next.
In 1990, the city population of main or
metropolitan Bursa was 834,576. However,
the urban population in Bursa province as
a whole was 1,157,805. Over the last 70
years a complete reversal has taken place.
In 1927, 28.6% of population in Bursa
Province was living in city centers in the
province, while 71.4% was living in the
villages. In 1990,72.2% of population was
living in the cities, while the percentage
living in the villages was only 27.8%. These
figures indicate mass migration from the
villages of the province as well as from the
villages and cities of other provinces in
Turkey, including immigrants from SouthEastern European (Balkan) countries,Such
as Bulgaria.
Bursa is in first degree earthquake zone
and last major earthquake took place in
1855. Close to one and a half century
elapsed and according to earthquake
engineers andgeologists it isvery likely that
a major earthquake will take place in the
region.
Our aim is to see how local organisations
can be set up so that the local populations
will be ready for such a disaster before it
strikes.Our interviews in Bursa haveshown
that it is possible to bring together central
government agencies, main or
metropolitan municipality and district
municipalities and Non Governmental
organisations to establish community
networks in the neighborhoods. We have
observed that this local need has already
some beginnings in the establishment of
Local Agenda 21 in Bursa, which is a
global initiative set up in 1994 during the
Rio Summit Meeting of United Nations. It
is a global initiative to organise local
communities.
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Dinar city was not prepared for adisaster.
Existing zoning and housing regulations
were not enforced by the municipality.
Building construction was carried out to
maximise urban rent. But this was not
combined with minimising losses in a
disaster such as an earthquake. As we have
shown in the previous sections households
and the community are not still organised
for a better mitigation and preparedness
for earthquakes.
We are hoping that Bursa will be more
prepared for a disaster through the local
organisations that will involve men and
women as individuals and households as
groups into community networks. We have
already noted that Local Agenda 21 has
already been set up in Bu1sa.A pilot Local
Consultation Center in one of the neighborhoods within the boundaries of Niliifer
district municipality of Bursa Metropolitan
Municipality has already been established.
However they admitted that they do not
know how to involve local people into such
networks. Community participation in
these new forms are not readily forthcoming. Old forms of community particioation should beunearthed and new forms
shoulJ be J t v i d and ~mplemenredSomr
NCO..
, :,:,u~h
. as Chaniher of Civil Eng~neers,
Chamber of Commerce and industry,
RotarvClub and so on needs to be involved.
The problem is to get it going. One of the
ways to start it rolling will be to have a large
meeting with the aiready existing urban
Council by inclusion of new partners or
stake holders. If smaller groups are established in such a large meeting it will be
possible to carry out training workshops
in community participation. These workshops and committee organisations should
becarried from metropolitan municipality
level to district municipality levels. Then
these should be repeated in neighborhoods.

Note
This research was supported by a grant
from the Middle East Technical University
Applied Research Fund and the UNDP. We
are also grateful for the assistance of the
Turkish General Directorate of Disaster
Affairs.
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The tyranny and tdanmph off d8stance

actors such as distance, population
'istribution and cultural differences
;ontribute to Queensland being
considered Australia's most decentralised state. Queensland is Australia's
second largest state, with an area of 1.7
million square kilometres, or approximately onequarter of the nation's total land
area. Less than half of Queensland's 3.4
million people live in the capital city,
Brisbane (Australian Bureau of Statistics
(Queensland Office), 1998). As a result,
many government and non-government
services are increasingly decentralised, and
agencies involved in responding to disasters are no exception.
Decentralisation and the resultant high
degree of local control over services may
be seen to have a number of advantages.
These include improved effectiveness,
sensitivity to local issues, faster response
times, and greater commitment to service
provision (Hodges, 1997). However, there
are also disadvantages inherent in decentralisation, which present significant
challenges to service planning. These
include difficulty ensuring consistency
between local areas, coordination of services between local areas, and difficulty
providing the full range of services in areas
where the local population is not sufficient
to support these. Queensland Health has
recently undertaken a project to implement
effective disaster response planning by
mental health services, which is both
consistent and coordinatedacross the State.
This experience has provided an excellent
opportunity to examine the tensions
between locally-based and centralised
organisation, in addition to a review of
effective strategies for meeting the community's specialist mental health needs in
the circumstances of a disaster.
Disaster response arrangements
a n d mental health services in
Queensland
The provision ofhealthservices inQueensland is the responsibility of 39 district
health services. The Mental Health SubPlan forms part of the Queensland Health
Disaster Plan,which in turn is a functional
plan of the State Disaster Plan (Figure I).

Craig Hodges, Senior Projed Officer,
Mental Health Unit, Queensland Health
Resented at the Disaster Management:
Crisis and oppmtunily: Hazard Management
and Disaster Preparedness in Austmlasia and
the Pacilic Region Conference, James Cook
University, Centre for Disaster Studies,
November 1-4, 1998, Cairns, Queensland.
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plans was conducted in 1995. The review
found that mental health services' participation in disasterplanning, their ability
to respond effectively, and the currency of
plans was found to be widely variable
across the State. Moreover, there was little
coordination between district health
services.
The full range of mental health services,
with both community-based and inpatient
services (Figure 2), is not available in all
Queensland Health districts. This applies
to mast remote or predominantly rural
districts with small populations. However,
satellite mental health services have been
developed in a number of key rural centres,
which employ at least one mental health
professional. These satellite services are

Dirtrfd health

disaster plan
L

Figure I :

QueenslandHealth Disaster Planning

The Queensland Health Disaster Plan
broadly outlines a strategy for activating a
mental health service response. District
health services are expected to have developed local procedures which correspond
with the objectives set out in the Queensland Health Disaster Plan. Additionally,
involvement of mental health services in
the recovery phaseof a disaster are activated and coordinated by the Department of
Families, Youth and Community Care
according to the Community Recovery
Functional Plan.
Development of mental health disaster
planning in Queensland has followed an
interrupted course and the emphasis on
particular roles to be adopted by mental
health services in the disaster circumstances has shifted over time. This course
reflects development and debate in the
research literature, and variable commitment by stakeholders. In the early 1990's
efforts to ensure implementation of appropriate disaster response planning included
the distribution of a resource manual to
mental health services, who were then
responsible for preparing their own plans
(Queensland Health, 1990). Subsequently,
a review of mental health disaster response

1 Referral, intake and assessment,
including extended hours capacity.

2 Continuing treatment, using a case
management approach, including:
community treatment services
outreach services
acute inpatient treatment
mobile intensive treatment for
identified 'at risk' individuals
extended inpatient treatment and
rehabilitation services for special
needs gmups.
3 Mainstreamed, integrated services to
promote continuity of care across
service components.
4 Prioritised services to those most in
need.

wered

topeople with mental disonle~
and serious mental health problems,
including people suffering from acute
and persistent psychoses, mood,
anxiefy, or eating disorders, and hose
with situational crises that may lead to
self-hann or inappropriate behaviour
directed towards others.
Figure 2: Ten-year Mental Health Strategy for
Queensland 1996
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each linked to,and supported by a principal
mental health service centre, located in a
major district health service (Queensland
Health, 1996). There are currently 15
principal mental health service centres,
with two more planned within the next two
years. Eight of these arelinked to a network
of satellite servicesbased in the remaining
22 Queensland Health districts.

Models for service delivery in
disaster planning literature
Since World War ll,and in particular, since
the 1970s,the involvement of mental health
professionals in responding to disasters has
been argued strongly (Pawsey, 1983,Raphael 1986, National Health and Medical
Research Council, 1992). Contrary arguments are much less compelling, and have
been based largely on the manner in which
mental health services are provided; for
example, stigmatisation of service recipients, over-diagnosis of pathology, etc
(Pawsey, 1983). While most individuals
affected by a disaster will experience a
psychological response which may seen as
being part of a spectrum of 'normal'
responses, a significant proportion may
experience more clearly pathological
responses (National Health and Medical
Research Council, 1992, Bromet & Dew,
1995, Krug et al., 1998). The number of
people affected psychologically is generally
greater than the numbers physically affected, the effects may be less obvious, and
they may easily become chronic conditions
(New South Wales Health Department,
1996). A number of adverse psychological
sequelae of disasters have been identified.
In the immediate aftermath, acute stress
reactions, organic disorders, acute anxiety
and panic disorders, precipitation of
psychotic states, fugue and other dissociative states, acute decompensation, sleep
disturbance and inappropriate or suicidal
behaviour have all been described. The
longer term sequelae can include post
traumatic stress disorder, depression,
anxiety disorders, drug and alcohol abuse,
psychological problems in those physically
injured, complicated bereavement, and
more generalised problems such as relationship and work difficulties, anger
towards those perceived as responsible and
survivor guilt (National Health and Medical Research Council, 1992,Bromet & Dew,
1995, Erikson & Lundin, 1996, Krug et al,
1998).
The literature provides less consistent
guidance about what particular approaches mental health services should
adoot in resoondine" to disasters. The
r.ffickyd s o k high prolile mcntal health
approachc.s,suchasCritiiaIInciden~Slress
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Debriefing, has recently been questioned
(Deahl& Bisson. 1995. Ra~hael.
Meldrum
,
&Mc~arlane,1995,~arret al., 1997,Gist &
Woodall, 1998), which has lead to increasing awareness of the importance of well
designed research. It has also resulted in
much more cautious planning in the
deployment of resources. Having said this,
there is general support in the literature for
the following elements (Raphael, 1986,
McFarlane, 1989, Aptekar & Boore, 1990,
National Health and Medical Research
Council, 1992, McDonnell et a/, 1995).
The focus of the mental health service
response should be ensuring continued
access to mental health services for new
and existing service recipients
Involvement of mental health services at
the earliest phase to assist in informing
and coordinating the response
Emphasis on healthy responses to disaster
Utilising pre-existing relationships and
roles as much as possible, to maximise
continuity and community trust
The site at which a mental health response is required is not necessarily the
actual major incident or disaster site
Education and information are provided
to disaster workers and the general
community prior to, and following a
disaster
Those in need of more specialist mental
health assistance are identified
Specialist mental health intervention is
provided to thesmall proportion who are
severely affected, or are at high risk of
developing a disorder
The presentation and needs of children
and young people are different to adults
(in location, timing and character), and
specific child and youth mental health
services need to be provided in addition
to adult services
Collaboration should occur with other
services involved in a disaster response
and the community recovery process.
,

-

Planning process
A 12-month project has been undertaken
by the Mental Health Unit, Queensland
Health in order to address these issues in a
coordinated fashion across the State. The
project is supervised by the Chief Psychiatrist, and employs a senior project officer.
Importantly, the project has utilised a
consultative framework in order to maintain an emphasis on localised arrangements, and to ensure ownership by key
stakeholders. Membership of the steering
committee has comprised officers with
State-wide responsibilities and representatives of district health services. The
committee determined that an effective
strategy for ensuring consistency in disas-

ter response planning was to develop
detailed guidelines which district health
services were to adopt. However, the
guidelines needed to reflect the wide
variability in mental health service
arrangements, interagency agreements,
culture, and population distribution and
size between districts. Therefore, a process
of drafting and wide consultation was
conducted, which utilised the experienceof
the district health services, in addition to
other key agencies; some of whom had
recent experience of a disaster.

Disaster planning guidelines
for mental health services
The finalised disaster planning guidelines
were endorsed at the Departmental level on
5 August 1998,as a benchmark for disaster
planning for mental health services. The
guidelines reflect the basic requirements
deemed essential for an efficient and
effectivedisaster response by mental health
services, and were designed to be used in
one of two ways:
where mental health services already had
sophisticated plans, the guidelines were
intended to assist in reviewing the
suitability of the existing disaster plans.
Alternatively, the guidelines were structured in such a way as to allow for use as
a template, onto which locally relevant
information could be added.
Provision was made for the document's
inclusion as a sub-plan of each district
health service's disaster plan. In addition
to the district health services, copies of the
disaster planningguidelines weredistributed to other key disaster response agencies
at a State level,and to Emergency Management Australia.
The disaster planning guidelines for
mental health services describe the activation, philosophy, provision, and review of
mental health services in the circumstances of a disaster. The document was
prepared in accordance with Section I:
(Mental Health Plan) of the Queensland
Health Disaster Plan and the Queensland
Disaster Management Principles. At the
district level, the guidelines additionally
form a supporting plan of the District
Community Recovery Plan. Appointment,
activities and responsibilities are outlined
for the State Director of Mental Health,
Mental Health Controller (who has responsibility for activation and oversight of the
disaster response locally). Mental Health
Response Coordinator, and Mental Health
Response Team members. The guidelines
additionally describe trainin;: and support
requirements for staff.
The focus of the mental health service
planning and response toa disasterwill bc

ensuring continued access to mental health
services for new and existing service
recipients. This may include:
providing home-based services or transport to mental health services where
appropriate
ensuring necessary treatment is continued, including medications
providing information to other emergency or recovery services and the
general community about healthy responses to disastersmd coping strategies
providing information to other emergency or recovery services and the
general community about signs of mental illness, and referral and assessment
resources and processes.
The mental health service will be represented at the local Community Recovery
Committee and is responsible for negotiating and coordinating the provision of
mental health services in conjunction with
the other recovery agencies. Generally, the
role of the mental health service in the
community recovery process includes:
education of recovery workers and the
general community in the mental health
aspects of disasters
consultation and assistance to primary
health care providers and crisis counselling services, and support for disaster
affected persons
consultation and assistance to existing
organizational structures in psychological support of recovery workers.
Inter-district arrangements
Clearly, in those districts with small, low
density populations, and those without the
full range of mental health services, all of
the roles outlined by the disaster planning
guidelines could not be provided by that
district's services alone. In order to solve
this problem, theguidelines were designed
such that the response could be coordinated between district health services, in a
manner corresponding with mental health
service network arrangements. That is,
disaster response planning is designed to
occur, not only in conjunction with other
local agencies, but also with neighbouring
district health services. Collaboration in
staff support and training, and hand-over
of coordinating roles are outlined.
An additional factor identified as a
significant challenge to providing consistent disaster response planning is the very
definition of disaster. What might be
considered a distressing incident in a large
community, might be seen as a disaster in
a small community. For example, the
traumatic death of a number of people in
a small community might represent a
significant proportion ofthe population.As

a result, the definition provided by the
Queensland Health Disaster Plan, as any
event of such magnitude that it overwhelms the resources available to combat
it, was adopted. In addition, disasters are
understood to affect the whole community,
in addition to individuals alone; to require
a total community response; and to produce chronic difficulties, rather than acute
difficulties alone.
Implementation
The implementation of disaster response
planningby thedistrict healthservices has
been lent a great deal of assistance by the
involvement of key stakeholders throughout the development of the disaster planning guidelines. A sense of ownership has
been fostered, which in turn has set a high
priority on disaster response planning,and
facilitated the process of adoption of the
guidelines at the district level. From an
early stage of this process, staff were
identified in each district to coordinate
activities and distribute information
locally. A three-month deadline for implementation was set, during which time
the project ofticer worked closely with these
identified staff members, as well as other
key district staff. The task was to ensure
that essential activities were undertaken,
and that local disaster response planning
met the benchmarks set by the disaster
planning guidelines.Staff awareness of the
document was enhanced through a series
of workshops and inservices, which provided an opportunity to discuss and problemsolve local challenges to effective implementation. The document is also accessible
to Queensland Health staff via the Statewide electronic network, known as QHiN.
Review and continuous improvement of
the implementation of appropriate disaster
response planning by mental health services has been designed to occur at district,
State and service network levels. A Statewide review was conducted following the
initial implementation phase. Subsequent
reviews are planned on a yearly basis, and
following activation of the disaster plan.
Conclusion
Whilst the State Disaster Planning documents in Queensland contain broad guidelines for the provision of a disaster response by mental health services, the
corresponding plans at the local level have
historically lacked consistency,and in some
cases were inappropriate, or inadequate.
Factors which have presented a significant
challenge to the implementation of consistenband comprehensive plans included the
distribution and coverage of mental health
services across the State, the debate in the
literature about effective approaches, local

expectations of mental health services,
resource implications and the required
continuation of services to priority groups.
The strategy adopted by Queensland
Health to overcome these challenges has
sought to capitalise on the benefits of
decentralised service structures. These
include efficient mobilisation of resources,
significant local expertise, and strong preexisting local networks. The strategy was
then incorporated into existing interdistrict support arrangements to maximise
understandingofroles and responsibilities.
Consistent with the approach outlined
above, a further task to be undertaken by
this project will be to develop standardised
printed material that might be provided by
mental health services to other disaster
response agencies and the general community in the circumstances of a disaster.
Once again, such a resource must contain
locally relevant information,such as advice
about available services. Additionally, a
training package for mental health workers
will be developed to augment local expertise in disaster response planning.
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The literature on greenhouse climate change makes frequent reference to the
possibility of marked changes to the magnitude and frequency of those natural
hazards related to meteorological causes. The adverse impacts of these changes
upon urban communities at risk from riverine flooding are often cited asexamples.
However,detailed studies that consider the effects of climate change scenarios on
flood regimes are few and those that convert these changes in hydrology to
estimates of urban flood damage are even more sparse: The review by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of the economic and social
dimensions of climate change comments that little information is currently
available regarding the socioeconomic impact of changes in frequency and
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to redress this deficiency by considering the effects of climate change on flood
losses for Australian case studies.
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to model flood frequency and magnitude under enhanced greenhouse rainfall
intensifies.
to use the greenhouse flood date to assess changes to vulnerability of flood
prone urban areas and to express these in terms of tangibleand intangiblelosses.
to consider policy response to meet the changes to vulnerability and damage.
Four case studies were selected-the Hawkesbury-Nepean corridor,
Queanbeyan, Canberra and the Upper Parramatta River. These were chosen
because each had detailed building databases available and the localities are
situated on rivers that varv in catchment size and characteristics. All fall within
a region that will experience similar climate change with the availablegreenhouse
scenarios. This is i m ~ o r t a nbecause
t
variations in catchment resvonse to flood
under similar conditions can be investigated.
The study was funded by a grant from the Atmospheric Protection Branch under
the Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation Program administered by the
Commonwealth Department of Environment, Sport and Territories.
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s with most agencies involved with
emergency management planning,theVictoria State Emergency
Service (VICSES) has participated
in discussion and planning on 'lifelines'.
When the power crisis occurred in Auckland it aooeared to VICSES to be an
opporrunity IO ohservc~.likline failureand
possihly identifv somz'downstrem effccts'
which may not have been anticipated in the
planning process. In the same vein, it was
an ideal opportunity to confirm the effects
that had been identified in theory, and
assess their impact on thecommunity. Due
to the excellent relationship between
VICSES and the New Zealand Ministry of
Civil Defence, permission was received for
Deputy Director Gareth Davis to travel
immediately to Auckland and join the Civil
Defence office in that city. He subsequently
reported on his trip to the peak emergency
management body in victoria, the Victorian Emergency hlanagement Council
(VEMC). Some time after the crisis, the
New Zealand government directed that two
inquiries take place:
A ministerial inquiry instigated by the
hlinister of Energy and with terms of
referenceconcerningwhy the failureoccurred etc.
A 'low-key debrief and review of the
response activities', instigated by the
hfinistry of Civil Defence (MoCD), with
terms of reference concentrating on the
emergency management aspects of the
event.
As one of the aims of the latter review
was to analyse the performance of the
hloCD, it was considered desirable to have
'an outsider' involved, and Gareth Davis
was asked to participate. The report of the
review was issued in June 1998 and was in
a form dictated by the terms of reference:
answers to five key questions. This article
is Gareth's initial report supplemented by
some information from the Ministerial
review.
8
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The scene
The city of Auckland, on the North Island
of New Zealand, has a population of
350,000. Its central business district, a
block of some three square kilometres,
contains a residential population of approximately 5,000, mainly in high-rise
apartments,and a business sector of 7,000

By Gareth Davis, Deputy Director, Victoria
State Emergency Service, Melbourne
businesses, employing approximately
68,000 people, most of whom commute
daily. Some of these business are large
corporate bodies but there is a significant
number of small businesses of a variety of
types. Many of these involve food preparation and storage ranging from small
sandwich shops to super markets.
The night population of the CBD can
increase to approximately 7,000 because of
the number of entertainment and accommodation premises.Two education institutions, Auckland University and the Auckland Institute ofTechnology,have a significant effect on the day population figures
with combined student numbers of 35,000.
In employment terms, the CBD involves
28% of the city's employment, over 13%
of Auckland regional employment and 5%
of New Zealand's employment.
In summary, the city block under discussion is small in area but extremely
significant in Auckland and New Zealand
terms.
The problem
Electric power in Auckland is reticulated
and sold by Mercury Energy.
In the main CBD, power is supplied via
four main l lOKv feeder lines and a fifth
22Kv auxiliary line. Two of the main lines
aregas filled and have capacities of 50 MW
each and two are oil filled with a capacity
of 60 MW each. The fifth line is able to
carry approximately 40 MW loads and all
the lines, combined with 'transfer power'
have theability to provide power to the level
of 285MW. As the total CBD load is normally around 140 Megawatts it is obvious
that when the load is evenly divided
between the feeders, they are operating on
a load approximately one half peak capacity.
The 40 Megawatts provided by the
auxiliary line may appear insignificant. In
the context of this event the ability to
provide this power proved to be extremely
important.
The first indication of any problems was
a request by Mercury Energy, on Thursday
19Ih February 1998, for their CBD customers to conserve power 'otherwise
drastic measures will have to be taken.'

What was not explained was that three of
the four main feeders had failed. On Friday
afternoon, for whatever reason, the fourth
feeder failed and left the power available
to the CBD,at the maximum,40 MW. This
resulted in loss of power to most commercial premises and a significant number
of residential premises d u r i n ~the day, and
supplementary effects such asloss ofsome
traftic lights and street lighting. The losses
to various Sectors was intermittent, random and unpredictable.
The direct effects
The physical effects where power was lost
were many and varied, and in the main,
predictable.
Multi-story ofice blocks
- lost main lighting, computer systems,
air conditioning and lifts
- automatic doors locked open or closed
depending on the system and affected
by fire and burglar alarm systems.
With no 240V power, those systems
went to battery operation
- staff were trapped either in lifts, or in
the building where doors were closed.
Some office blocks had emergency
(generator) power which provided
limited facilities throughout the offices. It became apparent that connection to emergency power in some
buildings was a matter of choice by the
tenant and would be reflected in the
monthly lease payment.
Residential apartments
- lost main lighting, and unlike office
blocks, most did not have emergency
lighting
- had some residents trapped in lifts or
access to apartments was compromised because of automatic door
opening which was not battery backed
UP
- had no emergency (generator) power,
and
- as would be expected, had no refrigeration which would result in the spoiling of food.
Retail businesses
- had very little emergency (generator)
power
-lost lighting which included advertising signs and the like
- lost computers, including all modern
cash registers

-
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- lost refrigeration and the ability to
safely store certain food, and
- lost electrical cooking facilities.
Police and Emergency Services
- received a significant number of calls
for assistance
- initially had difficulty handling calls
because the '1 l l system' failed due to
power surges. The equipment for the
whole of New Zealand is located at
Auckland and calls were diverted to
Wellington and Christchurch.

The secondary effects
Most of the government departments
and corporations in the high rise office
blocks re-located to suburban or regional offices if available. Others hired
temporary premises outside the affected
area.Many had difficulties in re-location
because of inflexible computer systems
which required the network wiring in the
building. It would appear that business
continuity plans did not exist.
The University of Auckland and the
Auckland Institute of Technology cancelled 'enrollment day' and advised all
students not to attend. This had a dramatic effect on a number ofbusinesses that
rely on students as their customer base.
Tourists to Auckland. oarticularlv those
arriving by sea, were significantly affected as many ofthe main tourist facilities
are within ;he area in question. Onelarge
tourist ship cancelled a three day visit
and moved on to the next port of call.
Virtually no commuters to the CBD from
offices and other businesses, removing
the day time lifeblood of some retail
businesses.
Virtually no customers, day and night,
for the retailing, hospitality and entertainment industry.
Fire department received unusual number of fire and rescue calls all related to
generators.The calls ranged from people
being overcome by fumes because they
had generators running in areas without
ventilation, to fires with people refuelling generators whilst they are still
running, through to generators catching
on fire because of running for periods
far above that for which they were
designed.
The Health Department was concerned
at attempts by a minority of food outlets
to retain food which is suspect due to
intermittent refrigeration.
Some government departments were
unable to carry out normal business
which has downstream effects. The
Lands Title Office, for example, had
thousands of transactions that are
unable to be processed. The Auckland
,
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District Court was forced to relocate to
temporary premises. The New Zealand
Reserve Bank was affected.
Traffic control was extremely difficult
due to intermittent operation of traffic
lights. Because they were not on the one
separate circuit, they were unable to be
continually provided with emergency
power and operated intermittently as
power was provided to the geographic
sector in which they were located.

The initial actions
Mercury Power requested all relevant
authorities and agencies assemble for a
briefing.
City of Auckland issued release that
included 'keep out of CBD area because
of safety'statement by Mayor.
City of Auckland activated municipal
Civil Defence (CD) organisation, despite
not declaring a CD emergency.

The University of Auckland
and the Auckland Institute of
Technology cancelled
'enrollment day and advised
all students not to attend.
This had a dramatic effect on
a number of businesses that
rely on students as their
customer base.
Ambulance, Police, Fire Authority and
Civil Defence consulted and drew up a
priority list of installations and buildings
that should receive either a constant
share of the power available, or emergency generators.
Health authorities consulted with City of
Auckland on refuse disposal, food storage etc.
Using Supermap software and data from
the last census, the demographics of the
area in question were defined precisely
and distributed to all agencies.

Next actions

- afternoon
Mercury Power arrange for morning and
briefings at their oftices, including all the agencies involved. Progress on the power situation is reported,
other actions discussed, emergency
power priorities reviewed and media
releases formulated. An updated street
map of the affected area is distributed.
The Auckland City Council CD organisation arranges an afternoon briefing for
all interested at which they report types
of assistance requested and that which
has been provided. They table an

-

-

'Auckland CBD Energy Crisis Emergency
Management Plan'
The fire authorities arrange a meeting
with companies that specialise in building lift maintenance and arrange for
them to keep a check on their customers
and'rescue' anyone trapped in the lifts.
This reduces the load on the fire department for direct checking of all lifts.
In a similar vein, the fire department
calls a meeting of companies dealing
with fire and burglar alarm systems and
requests they contact all their customers
and check the condition of system
backup batteries.
The fire authorities locate a manned
educational caravan within the CBD to
emphasise the need for fire safety with
generators and candles etc.
The40MW powera'vailable from the fifth
line is rotated around various sectors
during the day and the whole area of the
CBD at nighttime,which allows batteries
to re-charge, high rise water pumps fill
header tanks and sewerage pumps to
operate.
The health and fire authorities combine
their resources for checking premises,
with fire inspectorsand health inspectors
travelling together to check the various
safety aspects.
Extra refuse pickups are organised and
skip bins for food disposal are provided.
Some food from commercial premises is
seized by health inspectors after being
found suspect.
Mercury Energy compile a list of locations of emergency generators and import largegenerators from other parts of
New Zealand and Australia. Many commercial premises buy or lease generators
and Mercury Energy facilitates connection of same.
Regulations are'relaxed' to allow generators and extension cords on foot paths
etc.
Auckland City Council compiles a list of
building managers and includes them on
distributed information bulletins.
Because 109 accommodation units
owned by the Auckland City Council and
capable of housing 400 people were
vacant, emergency accommodation was
offered to all residents within theaffected
area. Despite many people temporarily
moving out of the affected area,only two
families accepted the Council offer. Most
people moved to friends and families.

Subsequent actions
Mayor ofAuckland calls a public meeting
to address concerns of residents and
businesses. Mercury Energy decides not
to attend. Majority of attendance and

discussion from business sector and
main concerns focus on lack of customers and uncertainty of power supply.
Some business people express the view
that if they knew when the power was
going to be available during a 24 hour
period, they could plan their business
around it.
As it appeared that therepairofonemain
cable was imminent, authorities were
faced with the dilemma of how that
limited power would beshared equitably.
A meeting is arranged between Auckland
City Council, Mercury Energy and representatives of business and resident
groups. The meeting determined to
divide the CBD into four zones with two
of the zones receiving power between 7
am and 12 midday and the other two
between 12.30 pm and 6 pm. All zones
would receive power during the night.
The expected repair did not materalise
on time, but the zone system was implemented anyway. It was advertised in the
local media and used by businesses to plan
their return to work for staff.

-

Points to ponder
Emergenq management systems
In the New Zealand Civil Defence system,
'declarations' play a significant part when
an emergency occurs. Emergencies can be
'declared' at local government, Commissioner and Director level. Whether a particular event is declared or not has many
ramifications for funding, control etc., and
it is important to note that the Auckland
power crisis was not'declared'at any level.
In other words, in the context of their
traditionalemergency management,it was
not considered an emergency.
The'declaration or not'question was one
of those addressed by the Ministerial
review, with the conclusion that
'In view of the requirements of the Civil
Defence Act, the decision not to declare was
the correct one:
The conclusion was the only one that
could be reached, becauseoftheAct, but one
must ask the question as to whether the
New Zealand Civil Defence Act is properly
structured to deal with this typeof event?
The review also identified as requiring
improvement
'Response agencies' understanding of
each others'roles and limitations in events
requiring a multi-agency response, but not
w a r r a n t ~ n declaration
~a
ofemergency,and
a mechanism by which leadership is established and
in such iases;"
Not that New Zealand is isolated in
having an emergency management system
that may not address properly lifelines
events. How many of us have? We (emer-

gency managers) are continually faced with
the dilemma of'when is an emergency an
emergency?As we follow the risk management path we continually debate 'how far
do we go? when discussing threats to the
community. Ifpeople are not dyingor being
injured and property not being destroyed
or damaged; is it our business? 1 would
suggest that the Auckland situation, and
others like it, have confirmed that emergency managers can no longer confine
themselves in a comfortable box.They can
not isolate themselves from the event which
has none of the normally associated
emergency dramatics, but because of
economic or sociological effects, is disastrous for the community or the nation.

In a similar vein it is too
much to expect that every
organisation and business
has comprehensive
continuity plans. However,
some simple contingency
planning can make a huge
difference when the event
occurs and can mean the
difference of business
continuing or not.

Lifelines planning
Many emergency management planners
believe that inadequate attention and
resources have been devoted to a study of
the integrity ofthose lifelines on which the
community is so dependent. The failure of
one or more lifelines at any one time can
be catastrophic to thecommunity in terms
of social, economic and personal hardship
and loss. The Y2K issue creates another
dimension to the possibility of lifelines
failures.
New Zealand has been ahead of most in
putting lifelines planning on the agenda.
The lifelines studies on Wellington and
Christchurch aredocumented proof of that.
And yet, in Auckland, where stage one
report of the Auckland Engineering Lifelines Project was printed in July 1997 there
has been difficulty in completing the next
phase because of lack of commitment by
some of the participants. One of those?
Mercury Energy!
Tasmania has shown, with their lifelines
projects on Launceston, Hobart and the
North West Region, that different techniques in a'horses for courses'strategy,can
produce a worthwhile result.

It is obvious that lifelines considerations
have to be included in local government
emergency management planning, and if
the riskmanagement path isfollowed,they
will.What is not so obvious is the coordination required when significant urban
areas transcend local government areas.

Special cases
What was obvious in the Auckland situation, and in other events where critical
supplies have been lost, is the need to have
decided before theevent those installations,
institutions etc. that will receive special
treatment during a lifelines crisis. Not that
it can be expected to precisely list building
by building. However, if people are aware
beforehand, and have been able to plan for
such an event, the response is more effective and, importantly, the community
aggravation is mininiised.
Resource lists
Although resource lists are generally part
of local emergency management plans,
there needs to be a broader approach when
considering lifelines aspects. A registry of
building managers,for example, would not
normally be one of the lists recorded, and
yet will be invaluable in a lifelines crisis in
urban areas.
In most cases, the lists in question need
not be kept per se, but the plan should
identify where they can be accessed.
professional associations, trade groups,
institutes etc.canbe thesourceofessential
information when a category of person is
required.
Preparedness and
continuity planning
Organisations, public and private, need to
carry out some preparedness activities
with lifelines losses in mind. With electricity supply,forexample, it is not practical
to expect all agencies to have emergency
generators for all facilities, but it could be
expected that at the least they have:
worked out what of their equipment,
systems etc.are essential for business to
continue
calculated the load of those essential
items
had facilities pre-wired to plug in a
suitable generator.
In a similar vein it is too much to expect
that every organisation and business has
comprehensive continuity plans. However,
some simple contingency planning can
make a huge difference when the event
occurs and can mean the difference of
business continuing or not.
Gareth Davis has been with the Vidorian State Emergency
Service since 1974 and has extensive experience in the
operational and planning sides of emergency management. He has a pallimlar interest in 'lifelines:
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Background
The Home Office is responsible for local
civil protection in England and Wales,
whilst Scotland and Northern Ireland make
their own arrangements. The Home Secretary is, however, ultimately answerable
for civil protection throughout the UK.
The lead response to a major incident is
normally taken by the police. Government
departments take a central role during a
civil emergency according to their day-today responsibilities. So the Department of
Environment, Transport and the Regions,
for example,gives the central response to a
coastal chemical spill. The Home Office is
in the lead on wind storms and the uncontrolled return to earth of satellites (during
which times it may play an operational role,
described below.) It also shapes thegeneral
approach to civil protection by providing
guidance on and promotion of risk assessment, prevention, preparedness and response at the national, local and international levels.
Legal framework
Emergency planning in England and Wales
developed to take advantage of the infrastructure built over many years by central
and local government during the Cold War.
The Civil Defence Act 1948 requires that
central government has in place arrangements to deal with the protection of the
population in event of a hostile attack by a
foreign power.
Regulations made in 1953 under Section
3 of that Act provide for the payment of
grant to county level local authorities as a
contribution towards their expenses for
Civil Defence functionsl. This led to the
setting up of dedicated emergency planning units in those local councils throughout England and Wales. Each local authority has such a unit staffed with between
one and ten emergency planning officers.
The Civil Protection in Peacetime Act
1986 allows local authorities to use civil
defence resources to avert, alleviate or
eradicate the effects of any disaster
whatever its cause, hostile attack or not.
Following two reviews in the early 1990s,
the Home Office decided to scale down the
preparations for war in the light of a
diminished threat and to encourage local
authorities to adopt the strategy of Integrated Emergency Management (IEM)
which is outlined in this article.
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By Sarah Paul, Head of the Home Office,

Emergency Planning Division
Civil protection in England and Wales
has now developed into a broad function,
providing safety and security for the public
across the full spectrum of disasters. The
Emergency Planning Division works today
to enhance the quality of national civil
protection at the central,local and international levels.
The central, local a n d
international interface
The Division is part of the Home Office Fire
and Emergency Planning Directorate, and
is composed of eight groups,each of which
feeds into the overall UK picture.
The Central andLocal Government Croup
amongst other things, pays grant to local
authority emergency planning units which
it monitors, assessing work methods and
disseminating best practice. There was
recent wide consultation on National
Standards for civil protection through
workshops across Britain and an internet
bulletin board. The results of this consultation should be announced early in 1999
with the aim of standardising the quality
of civil protection.
Their introduction should help develop
the profile of the function within local
authorities. A review, currently underway,
ofthe distribution of Home Office funding
will seek to introduce a more equitable
system of allocation, which should be in
place by 2000-2001.
The Central and Local Government
section maintains the Division's Emergency Operations Suite in readiness to fulfil
the Home Office's operational role as lead
department in the event of severe storms
and satellite incidents2. The department
also has major responsibilities in the event
of international crisis and war.
The group's head is the Principal Warning Officer (PWO) for the UK. In wartime
he or she would activate attack warning
broadcasts to the public. To assist in this,
30 volunteers, known as Home Office
Warning Liaison Officers,workclosely with
the Royal Air Force and in the event of war
would have a key role in transmitting upto-date information back to the PWO.
The Telecommunications Group manages
the Emergency Communications Network

(ECN), a resilient telephone system that
links central government,local authorities,
police and fire services during a civil
emergency. The network is protected from
the possible effects of electromagnetic
pulse which can compromise communications and other electronic equipment.
The group is also developing a telephone
preference scheme for essential users when
the public network is overloaded.lt advises
the NATO Civil Communications Planning
Committee, the Home Office and other
government departmentson telecoms in an
emergency.
The Research Group carries out a wide
mix of work including research on the
technical aspects of a national attack
warning system and assessment of the
economic consequences of disasters. A
member of the Research Group recently
chaired the NATO Groupof Experts and the
National Steering Committee on Warning
and Informing the public. Its current
projects include the development of hazard
models, and a sophisticated computer
based hazard and consequence modelling
environment for hazard scenario assessment.
The International and Home Defence
Group deals with the cross-nationaiboundary dimension of civil protection.
The Chernobyl incident in 1986 heightened
awareness that the effect of disasters can
travel far beyond an incident site. And
lessons learned from incidents such as the
Montreal ice-storms and the Auckland
power cut in New Zealand are informing
work on preparedness for any infrastructure failures resulting from the
Millennium Bug.
The group works closely with NATO, the
United Nations and the European Commission, harmonising UK crisis management
arrangements with international treaty
obligations,planning and playingexercises
and providing civil advice and support to
military home defence planners.
The Finance and Business Group provides the Division with strategic and
Notes

1. in 1998 the Home Office paid f t 3 m (approx.
A163354m) in Civil Defence Grants to the 178 local
authorities that have a statutory responsibility
2. Details of how the UKdeiegates responsibilities across
government departments see the Home Office publitation
&ding wifh ~imer(seefootnote 4).
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financial advice and draws together contributions to the Directorate Plan, which sets
the strategic framework for the Division.
It manages the contract for storage and
maintenance of the Emergency Fireservice
Stockpile, known affectionately in the UK
as theGreen Goddesses.These fireappliances are niobilised across thecountry during
major incidents.They arealso deployed for
Army use during industrial action by
firelighters.
The Home Office Emergency Planning
College is a venue with expert speakers and
course directors offering training on all
subjects of relevance to emergency managers, journalists, senior executives, paramedics etc. from the UK and abroad. The
College library is the European designated
centre for emergency planning documentation.
Many professional bodies recognise the
courses as contributing towards their
Continuing Professional Development
(CDP) requirement. The College is a
'moveable feast', providing distance learning and roadshorvs for those who can't
attend in-house seminars and workshops.
The Central Government Preparedness
Group is responsible for policy on central
government emergency planning,ensuring
readiness to manage civil contingencies
and operational duties as required. This
includes managing projects aimed at
minimising the potential impact of the
Millennium Bug on public safety. It encourages the exchange of information and
experiences on these matters among the
civil protection community.
Local and central authorities are being
encouraged to take Y2K considerations
into account in future exercises. Such work
complements a range of activity across
government'.The lntegrated Emergency
Management (IEM) approach advocated
by the Division and described below
demands that emergency arrangements
are able to cope with any eventuality,
making them ideally suited to handle an
unknown quantity such as consequences
of the Millennium Bug problem.

Principles of the
integrated approach
General guidance is produced in the form
of Dealing with Disaster, an internet and
'paper'document which is updated to build
on lessons learned from exercises and
major incidents. This covers everything
from command and control to the combined response at major incidents. It is
something of an emergency manager's
'bible', so all responders to a major emergency in the UK work from the same
protocol4.

Co-ordinated arrangements naturally lie
at the heart of emergency planning and
local authorities are expected to produce
them, based on the risks in their communities. The Home Office develops and
promotes the principles of lntegrated
Emergency Management (IEM) to encourage local emergency planners to
involve all organisations that may respond
duringan emergency. Consultation is vital,
and this 'inter-agency' work involves the
police, the fire and ambulance services,
healthcare providers, the utilities, managers of large dangerous sites in the area
(such as nuclear plants or chemical plants),
other local authority officers such as
surveyors, social workers and so on.
Through IEM, emergency planners are
encouraged to facilitate these arrangements rather than just write them. And
whilst no-one would deny the signiticance
of the arrangement itself, it is the planning
process which provides the chance to
involve and inform all those who might be
respond to a disaster. Responders are more
likely to remember and understand the
logic and detail of plans to which they have
contributed.
lntegrated Emergency Management
covers live areas:
risk assessment
prevention
preparedness
response
recovery.
Arrangements should be non-specific
and flexible on all the above levels, making
them fit to deal with any disaster. The
Home Office encourages their regular
exercising and provides guidance over the
internets, through its magazine Civil
Protection6 (which goes to 20,000 emergency planners worldwide) and through a
guide to planners, the latest of which will
be published in the New Year.
The exercise guide gives a checklist for
exercise designers to follow, making sure
that health and safety threats are envisaged
and all goals achieved.
The Division participates in major local
authority exercises, giving government
input and showing how emergency planning units would liaise with centralgovernment during a civil emergency. This also
tests the Emergency Operations Suite and
keeps the Division up-to-speed in its
operational role.
Contact with local authority contingency
planners is two way and involves consultation and liaison with bodies representing
the profession, such as the Local Government Association, Emergency Planning
Society (EPS) and individual emergency
planners. In preparation for the intro-
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duction of National Standards an internet
bulletin board allowed them to contribute.
To the same end, Home Office workshops
took place throughout the UK.
A Millennium Bug internet bulletin
board currently encourages interested
parties to share information on their
contingency work in this area7.And workshops organised by the EPS across the UK
are helping to determine the best way
forward.

The Y2K challenge
The Millennium Bug threat is being taken
extremely seriously in the UK. All government departments arelookingat it in terms
of both compliancy and contingency planning. The Government is providing free
training for companies through a specially
set-up company, Action 20008, which has
also launched a massive national publicity
campaign to raise awareness of the problems, particularly amongst small to medium businesses.
Action 2000 has a remit to ensure there
is no material disruption to essential public
services as we go through the millennium
date change. It is working with the Home
Office Emergency Planning Division and
the Emergency Planning Society to encourage local authority emergency planning units to bring together the key utilities, emergency service providers and
businesses in their areas to assess what
risks to safety systems may be posed by
non-compliance or poor business continuity planning. Such inter-agency work
relies on honesty and openness, which is
why the Government has asked organisations across the country tosign a Pledge to
avoid litigious action where possible, so
suppliers can admit their shortcomings,
address them or make contingency plans.
Conclusion
Local authority emergency planning units
will be executing the good practice supplied by the Home Office Emergency
NOteS
3. Issue 45 of ihe Home Omce magazine Civil Fmledhm
details Ulis adivlty To obtain a copy refer to footnote 6.
4. You can download Dealing with Disaster a1 hltp://
w.homwmo.gov.uWepd or order a copy fmm Brodle
Publishing, 110.1 14 Duke Street Liverpml L15 AG, Tel:
0151 707 2323, Fax: 0151 707 2424, E-mail:
brodie.pubiishing@vlrgin.net
5. YOU can download the advice Why Exercise You1
ReSponie to Disaslerat w.homwHia.gov.ukfepd
6. To oMain a copy of CivilFmledionor go on the mailing
list mnIad Uvil PrnWIon, Roam 658, The Home Offcee,

5 0 Queen Anne's Gate, London SWlH 9AT or email:
dvilprot@blinlemet.com

7. The Millennium Bulletin Board: hnp:l/w.homwma.
gov.uUepd
8, Adion 2000's websile is http://www.open.gov.uW
bug2000.htm
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P l a n n i n g D i v i s i o n a n d t h e Government,
particularly w h e n preparing for the mass
celebrations a n d possible I T failures in the
Year 2000. That's w h y we're c o n s u l t i n g
t h e m a n d otherinterestedvarties,on their
experiences a n d expertise in the field.
This m i r r o r s the Integrated Emergency
Management approach,so the H o m e o f f i c e

nership with its'external stakeholders'.The

introductionofNationalStandardsin 1999

w i l l further cement thisrelationship, w h e n
U K e m e r g e n c y planners,at thecentral a n d
l o c a l levels, i m p l e m e n t the standardised
aims they have ionceived together.
SamhPaui is Headofthe HomeOfficeEmergencyPlanning
Division, whim has wonsibllity for civil Pmt&ion in
Enpland
and Wales. Her main task are to devise policy
impose
good practice
on [heplanon civil contingency planning including emergency

ning

but builds
it in part-

The Program
The Australian Disaster Research Grants
orooram
. " ,orovides limited financial suooort for
researchers to go to a disaster site in'Australia
to gather valuable data that might otheiwise be
lost.
Research is to be undertaken in the immediate post-impact period [within a few days or
weeks after the event) and should include short
qualitative and quantitative field investigations
of disasters.

Eligibility
The program is open to Australian academics.
scholars and practitioners in any area of
emergency management. The applicant wiil
need to demonstrate the abiiity to undertake
the type of research intended and to draw
conclusions for application to similar events or
to other types of disasters.

Type of research
No restrictions are placed on the type of
research that might be undertaken. Natural and
technological disasters are included and areas
of investigation can include either scientific.
social or management areas.
While it is expected that physical scientists
will soecifv the tvoe of hazard to be investigated: social scieni/sts might select a topic area
that could be studied reaardless of disaster tvoe
or location.

Funding
The total annual funding for the total program
is limited to $25.000 and the maximum for a
grant is $5000. It is expected. however. that
the average individual grants will be about half
that level.
The funds can be used to meet travel.
accommodation and modest data collection
costs. Salaries, overheads, data analysis costs
and incidentals are not covered.

Applications
Application forms must include the following
information:
the research problem to be studied
background research on the identified
problem
the research design to be followed
the plan to move to the field and access the
data needed
the theoretical and/or applied benefits
anticipated
a tentative budget based on team size, time
in the field and data collection costs
contact details.
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communiations,researh,waremergentylegislation,dvil

A curriculum vitae is to be attached to the
proposal. Additionally, a letter from your institute
or organisation supporting your bid to undertake
the research is required.

Selection criteria
Selection will be undertaken by EMA from the
most meritorious applications submitted against
the following criteria:
the requirement that the data be collected in
the immediate post-impact period
the potential value of the research to enhance
emergency management capabilities
the need to focus on major risks having an
impact on public safety
the research investigates management in a
multi-agency environment
the practicability of the method proposed for
collection of data, panicularly during the on-site
investigation
demonstrated research ability and qualifications
of personnel involved in the project.

Report requirements
You are required to submit a one-page progress
report to EMA within three weeks of the
commencement of the field work is required.
Your final report is to be of five pages or more
and is required within four months of the
commencement of field work. This report is to
describe the research area, methods used.
conclusions and their theoretical or applied
significance and, if appropriate, is to be include
recommendations.
Additionally you are required to supply a threepage summary of the research undertaken in a
form suitable for publication in the Australian
Journal of Emergency Management.
The final report is required in hard copy 112
copies) and on disk (Microsoft Word or WordPerfect). On receipt of the research report. EMA
will provide a copy to the affected state or territory
for consideration leg, sub judice aspects). The
report will subsequently be distributed by EMA
to state and territory emergency management
committees and will be placed on the EMA
homepage on the World Wide Web.

Site access
If you have been selected for this program, when
an event occurs which you consider appropriate
to your area of study, you will be required to advise
EMA:
why the event is suitable for the research
proposal which you previously submitted
what on-site investigation you required lif
different from the original proposal)

defence m n t guidance and support to lomi authorities.
poiice service and voiuntary organisations with an
emergency planning mle.
ShetmnsfenedtoUleHomeMflceint989foliowingwo~
in the Cabinet Officeas an ocmpational psymologist, As

a Home Office administmtor she has worked in civil
defence, police current expenditure on establishment
assessment of senior oflicers in the opemtional services
served in one of the
fire and prison),She has
Home Office
the
Directorate of
Healthcare, from whid~she took up her cumnt post in
1996,

when the on-site investigations should
commence
* a budget estimate.
A condition of the program is that satisfactory
arrangements are made for the research to be
conducted. These wiil be undertaken by EMA
staff who will contact the relevant state or
territory emergency management committee to:
advise details of the proposed research and
on-site investigation
* seek agreement for the conduct of the onsite investigation: and
confirm operational and administrative
arrangements to apply including:
- to whom you repon and where
- limitations applying to your movement
while in the vicinity of the event
- arrangements for seeking approval to vary
the agreed on-site investigation
- limitations on the type of material you can
collect at the site k g , photographs).
EMA will advise you of any such conditions
and, on receipt of your written assurance that
these will be met, will authorise funds to
facilitate the on-site investigation.
Notwithstanding arrangements made, there
may be operational circumstances which require
the research to be terminated or varied without
notice.
It is your responsibility to make ail travel and
accommodation arrangements. You must advise
both EMA and the relevant state or territory
authority of all travel and accommodation details.
0

Program timings
Your application is required by the Director of
the Australian Emergency Management lnstitute by April 30, 1999. Those applications, which
are approved in principle, will remain current for
the immediately-following financial year.

Submission
The address for applications is:
Director
Australian Emergency Management Institute
Mt Macedon Ad
Mt Macedon
Victoria. 3441
Application forms can also be obtained from
the EMA web site at www.ema.gov.au/
ausgrantshtm
Enquires should be directed to:
Mr Rob Flemina
Tel: 103) 5421 <lo0
Fax: 1031 5421 5273
E-mail: rfleming@ema.gov.au

The need for a national Emergency
John Salter, EMA
Risk Management guideline
Delivered at the IIR 3" Annual
My underlying assumption is that for any
Emergency Sewices Forum,
service provision, national guidelines meet
Sydney, August 12-13,1998
a need to provide the basis of a consistent
approach. Further,Australians have a reasonable expectation if not a right to concommunity at risk). [Process] features in
the guidelines emphasise involving all
sistency in service provisions that relate to
stakeholders in decision making and the
public safety.
Two basic rules of life (1. change is
[outcomesl focus is on risks to communities, not just hazard agents.
inevitable, 2. change is resisted) have provided an interesting context for the development of the national Emergency Risk
Management guidelines over the last three
years.
Machiavelli aside, the range of conservative reactions to the development of
national Emergency Risk Management
guidelines has varied from the 'dismissal'
position (same wine, different bottle), to
the 'entrenched' position (when it is not
necessary to change, it is necessary not to
change).
The risk management approach is not
just business as usual, nor does it merely
provide a tool (for analysislassessment).
Theapproach provides a framework for the
systematic application of management
policies, procedures and practices to the
tasks of identifying, analysing, evaluating,
treatingand monitoring risk (ASINZS 4360
AustralidNew Zealand Risk Management
Standard:1995).
Advantages of adopting a r~skn~anagement framework (as identified and agreed
by the National Emergency ~ a n a ~ e k e n t
Committee, 1996) included:
Publicsafety has longbeen dogged by the
it is a formalised,systematic analysis and
unhelpful distinction between 'emergency
managers' and 'emergency management'.
decision-making process
The guidelines are at a level of generalit is beingwidely used, thereby providing
a common language and process across
isation with the flexibility to provide sufticall organisations,facilitatingboth promient advice to accommodate all emergency
risk management contexts-from local
otion and integration.
An outcome of that 1996 meetingwas the governments to multi-national corporaagreement to develop national Emergency
tions.
Risk Management guidelines,and to incorOther influences that have contributed to
the 'need' for a national Emergency Risk
porate the risk management approach into
Management guideline include externalother emergency management products.
ities associated with more general philosThe guidelines are derived from a standard (ASINZS 4360 AustralialNew Zealand ophies on service provisions, such as accRisk Management Standard:1995) and ountability and economic rationalism.
Overall, a positive view (reflecting a
therefore outline expectations related to
commitment to continuous improvement)
processes and outcomes. Emergency manhas prevailed in line with Beniamin Frankagement lacked clear guidance in the past
and was often marred by approaches charlin'' philosophy 'when yo&e finished
acterised by working in isolation (from the
changing, you're finished:

Exploring the evolution
of the final produd
The guidelines were developed by the
process outlined in Figure I.
Assessing the guidelines
-what do they mean to you?
Assessment is an interesting word-one
that causes the risk management industry
some angst. Internationally there is disagreement-some see it as a broad and
general term that captures 'analysis and
evaluation'; others use the term in a very
specific way related to'scientific analysis'.
It is a term the current risk management
standard still treats inconsistenly. Within
the emergency management guidelines, it
is used in the broad and general sense.

Figure I: ERM Guidelines developmenl prwess
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Analyse risks and determine vulnerability
Evaluate risks
Identify prevention, preparedness, response and recovery options
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Evaluate options
Select options
Plan and implement treatment
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figure 2: main elemen&of ihe Emergency Risk Management hamework.

The specific meanings attributed to
words are not what is most important in
the guidelines. Nevertheless, some terms
within the 'emergency management community' are terms that have a specific
particular use, special meaning or emhasi is. Indeed these context sensitive
terms,and the conccpts and priniiplcs they
reflect, differentiate the emcrxcncy risk
management guidelines from the &era1
risk management standard. These terms
provide a basis for identifyingsome of the
key features of the guidelines in terms of
'what they mean to you'.
As outlined in Figure 2, the Emergency
Risk Management Guidelines provide a
contextually-enhanced framework that
parallels the Risk Management Standard
(ASINZS 4360).
The crucial role of
Communication a n d Participation
Underpinning the emergency risk management process is a requirement for communication, consultation and participation.
The basis for this philosophy is that where
all stakeholders contribute to t j e decision
making process, there is a much larger pool
of information and expertise to enable
valid solutions to be developed. Further, for
any decision makingprocess to be successfully implemented, it must engender
ownership and commitment from all
parties influenced by it.
The resolution of issues related to risk
management is not so much technical as it
is political. It is about power and negotiation. If risk is recognised as a sociallyconstructed attribute, risk communication
becomes pivotal,and focuses on the develSummer 1998199

opment of procedures for structuring
dialogue; to develop shared understandings about risk and its acceptability. This
raises issues about the use of communication and participation to facilitate a
transfer of risk management to the community without incorporating sufficient
enabling provisions.
If risk communication, as something
fundamental to the design and implementation of treatments, is about facilitating meaningful dialogue that addresses
any concern (information,attitudes,opinions),it becomes essential to recognise risk
communication is a political process.
Implications include the need to provide
open,democratic processes that are underpinned by enabling provisions. Risk as a
social construct in this context will also
highlight the quality and performance of
organisations within the emergency management community. Report cards will
feature institutional values related to things
such as bureaucratic access, caring, competence, trust and credibility. These social
processes will be significant factors in the
alignment of risk management towards
vulnerability as any indicators of vulnerability must be chosen by reference to
assumptions about underlying processes.
The core information - hazard,
community a n d environment
As noted by Philiipe Boulle ,Director of the
International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction, 'information, such as that
necessary for understanding hazards and
assessing the nature of prevailing vulnerabilities is essential for the determination
of risk'.

The general Risk Management standard
applies a method that views risk as arising
from the interaction between 'sources of
risk'and'elements at risk'. This method is
especially appropriate for closed systems
and clearly bound problems, however it is
considered inadequate for use in the emergency management context.
'Identify and describe hazards, community and environment'involves a detailed investigationof thecharacteristicsof the
hazards, the community, and the environment that form the basis of the problem to
be solved.
'Hazard'
A hazard is a situation or condition with

potential for loss or harm to the community or environment. Hazards may include:
NaturalHazards. These include bushfire,
storm, flood, cyclone, storm tide, earthquake, and extreme heat or cold.
Technological Hazards. Technological
hazards are caused bv the failure of sociotechnical systems. These include dam and
levee failure and systems failures related to
agriculture (e.g.drought),food contamination, industrial sites, infrastructure and
transportation.
Biological hazards. These include the
spread of disease or pests among plants,
animals or people.
Civil andpolitical hazards. These include
terrorism, sabotage, civil unrest, hostage
situations and enemy attack.
Orgnnisational hazards. These include
poor organisation,low resourcing, low staff
competence, lack of awareness of responsibilities,and the potentialof these to cause
harm to the community or environment.
Most hazardous situations are rarely
simple, and the situation studied in emergency risk management processes may
involve a combination of a number of the
types of hazard above.
Characteristics
The process of hazard identification and
description involves determining information about significant fields including likelihood,spatial distribution,intensity,speed of
onset, duration and the concern that the
hazard arouses in the community. Information about a range of possibilities within
each of the fields should be considered (e.g.
in flood hazards variability in fields such as
river height,duration of flood event and rate
of river rise may be considered).
'Community'
In terms of 'community', a group may be
identified by:
Geographicalb-basedgroupingsojpeople
such as households, neighbourhood, suburbs, towns,local government areas,cities,
regions, states and the nation.
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Shared-experience groupings of people
such as particular-interest groups, ethnic
groups, professional groups, language
groups, age groupings, those exposed to a
particular hazard.
Sector-basedgroupings such as agricultural, manufacturing,commercial, mining,
education sectors. It may be necessary to
consider groups within these sectors (e.g.
the food processing group within the
manufacturing sector).
Functionally-based groupings such as
service providers responsible for systems
or networks that provide for the movement
of people,goods, services and information
on which health, safety, comfort and
economic activity depends (lifelines).
Most communities are rarely simple, as
individuals aregenerally members of more
than one community.The situation studied
in emergency risk management processes
may involve a combination of a number of
different types of communities.
Characteristics
The process of identifying and describing
a community involves determining information about significant fields including:
size,spatial distribution, remoteness,prior
experience or perception of the hazard,
degree of exposure to the hazard, capacity
to affect the environment or the hazard,
access to resources, susceptibility or
resilience to the hazard(s). lnformation
about a range of possibilities within each
of the fields should be considered (e.g. for
geographically-based communities, variability in fields such as degree of exposure
and ability to cope may be considered).
'Environment'
The'environment' is a set of conditions or
influences that surround or interact with a
community and the hazards. Concepts of
environment include:
Built environment. Elements such as
buildings and infrastructure that provide
for the movement of people, goods and
services.
Physicalenvironnlent. Elements from the
natural environment such as topographical
features, water bodies, vegetation communities, and ecosystems.
Social environment. Elements such as
politics,economics,commerce,cultureand
public safety service provisions that relate
to how the community functions.
These environments havecomplex interactions with the community and hazards.
The situation studied in emergency risk
management processes may involve a
combination of a number of different
aspects of the environment.
Characteristics
The process of identifying and describing

the environment involves determining
information about significant fields including the degree of mitigation effected on
the hazard, the degree of protection
afforded to the community, susceptibility
or resilience to the hazard(s). lnformation
about a range of possibilities within each
of the fields should be considered (e.g. for
an earthquake hazard and the built environment, a range of building types that
provide differingdegrees of protection may
be considered; for a fire hazard and the
social environment, variability in mitigation measures may be considered).
The centrality of vulnerability
Central to emergency management is a
focus on determining vulnerability by
establishing the capability of communities,
the environment and systems to anticipate,

Modellling sceunauios
accommodaUes
aancerUainUy by
examining how uesullus
vary as specific
ass8ompuions are
changed. me onoupuu
from modeUlliung
provides informaUion
that can be nosed to

cope with and recover from hazards. In
order to profile the vulnerability of a
community, the environment,or systems it
is necessary to identify appropriate vulnerability indicators. studies oivu~nerabilit~
involve both quantitative and qualitative
methods. Vulnerability indicators should
be capable of measurement and meet tests
for necessity and sufficiency.
Some vulnerability indicators will apply
across all hazards. For example the proximity of any community, system, environment or asset will be a key consideration
in relation to all hazards. However some
vulnerability indicators are peculiar to
each element of a community, the environment, or systems and will vary in relation
to specific hazards. For example different
buildings are vulnerable to different
hazards; and hence characteristics such as

the age of a component, its design, the
construction materials used, location and
prevailing ground conditions become
considerations in determining vulnerability indicators.
The nature of vulnerability varies
according to the study area and its proneness to specific hazards. Elements should
be analysed at an appropriate level of
geographic resolution for the problem at
hand (e.g. for a community the resolution
may range from individual household,
collector's district, local government level,
region, State or nation). Methods used for
vulnerability analysis may be different for
a small community as opposed to a big city,
different for an area prone to a single
hazard fromone prone to multiple hazards.
Geographic lnformation Systems are
useful in vulnerability assessment because
of their power for exploringqualitative and
quantitative relationships between communities, the environment, systems and
hazards, by visualising situations,analysis,
and modelling. Modelling is a simulation
of processes associated with the problem
being studied. Emergency risk modelling
is used to estimate risk for agiven scenario.
Modelling facilitates the progression from
a known situation to a prediction,based on
expected behaviour. Modelling can be:
Physical. A scaled replica is used for
prediction;
Mathematical. A mathematical relationship between causeand effect is used
Intuitive. Intuitive understanding of the
behaviour (based on experience or an
understanding of the processes) is used.
Modelling of the processes that give rise
to the risk is fundamental to the processes
of emergency risk management.
Modelling scenarios accommodates
uncertainty by examining how results vary
as specific assumptions are changed. The
output from modelling provides information that can be used to determine
effective treatments.
The changing nature of
service provision
The shift toward risk management has
significant implications for emergency
management service provision, especially
in terms of implementation and organisational change. As reported by Smith et a1
these include:
increased service provision diversity
(including a shift to prevention)
community empowerment and responsibility
increased inter-agency cooperation.
Under the broad public policy umbrella
of'risk management for safer communities',
we are moving into the domain of client
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focused service provision. Several new skill
sets will be required of the emergency
management community, for example:
risk communication processes (based on
planning with, not for) to negotiate
appropriate levels and types of emergency management service provis~on
will require facilitat~onskills to conduct
service reviews and agree service level
definition with clients
contract specifications associated with
outsourcing emergency management
service provision will need a thorough
understanding of and sensitivity to
implications in order to achieve appropriate outcomes and performance indicators.
Predictions for further
development of the guidelines
The material outlined above reflects the
draft guidelines as they are about to go to
the National Emergency Management
Executive Group (AUG 98). As such two
caveats apply-first, the material is only in
part and draft and should therefore not be
applied in the field; second, the draft must
go through amendment,endorsement and
forwarding to the National Emergency
Management Committee.
Theguidelines areonly that (guidelines),
and require substantively detailed supporting documentation to facilitate implementation. This 'how to' manual will be an
Emergency Management Australia priority
over the next twelve months.That there are
already several attempts at 'implementation manuals' that are inadequate in
various ways is testimony to the market
need for a quality, detailed product.
There is a gap within the required detail
at the level of 'vulnerability indicators'.
Significant work will be required to identify
appropriate indicators and associated
research methodologies. Further, modelling tools need to better integrate the
appropriate information factors and layers
(hazard, community and environment
characteristics) to analyse risk and determine vulnerability.
The guidelines could be developed into
a flexible'capability audit' framework that
could be applied in any context. Such a
product would have significant potential
for applications in the private sector (eg.
infrastructure andasset management) and
in the public sector in relation to the quality
of public safety protection measures.
Closing reflections
The management priority is how to reduce
community exposure to major risks. Hazards and strategies of prevention, preparedness, response and recovery are necessary
elements of emergency management; howSummer 1998/99

ever they are not sufficient. We have
adopted, and are grappling with, the
implications of theinternationally promulgated construct that R I H &V (where R =
Risk, H = Hazard and V =Vulnerability).
Indeed, the only reason for emergency
managers to analyse hazards and assess
vulnerability is to enhance their capability
to manage risk.
A risk management approach, centred on
considerations of vulnerability and processes of communication and participation, provides a flexible and holistic
framework to better advise emergency
management. Analyses focused on vulnerability will by identifying processes that
bring about risk, highlight management
options that address the key underpinning
social features, structures or processes.

A risk management

approach, centred on
considerations of
vuBnerablliUy and
processes of
commaanication and
participation, provides
a flexible and holistic
framework to better
advise emergency
management

In sum, in an era of increasing accountability, the guidelines provide a framework
which, by focusing on managing community exposure to major risks, will
facilitate the identification and implementation of intervention options that
address the socially significant problems.
Slumber not in the tents of
your fathers
For those of you who feel discomfort with
the heralded changes, I suggest at a minimum the words of Washington Irving:
'There is a certain relief in change ... As I
have often found in travelling in a stagecoach,that it is often a comfort to shift one's
position, and be bruised in a new place'.
However, I would urge you to consider the
more positive view that develops from a
recognition that you can not do today's job
with yesterday's methods and be in business tomorrow.

Drafl definitions
Definitions went to the NEMEG meeting
(August 98) for amendment and endorsement.
For the purpose of the guidelines, the
agreed definitions derived from those
below will apply.
Community A group with a commonality
of association and generally defined by
location, shared experience, or function.
Consequence. Theoutcomeof an event or
situation expressed qualitatively or quantitatively. In the emergency risk management context, consequences are generally described as the effects on persons,
society, the environment and the economy.
Emergency Risk Management. A systematic process that produces a range of
measures that contribute to the well-being
of communities and the environment.
Environment. Conditions or influences
comprising social, physical, biological and
built elements, that surround or interact
with a community.
Hazard. A situation, substance or condition with potential for loss or harm to the
community or environment.
Lifelines. Systems or networks that
provide services on which the well-being
of the community depends.
Likelihood. A qualitative description of
probability and frequency.
Preparedness. Measures to ensure that,
should an emergency occur, communities
and other-resources and services are
capable of coping with the effects.
Prevention. Measures to eliminate or
reduce the incidence or severity of emergencies.
Recovery. Measures that support disaster-affected individuals and communities
in the reconstruction of the physical
infrastructure and restoration of emotional, economic and physical well-being.
Response. Measures taken in anticipation
of, during and immediately after an emergency to ensure its effects are minimised.
Risk. A concept used to describe the
likelihood of harmful consequences, which
is a function of hazards and the vulnerability of a community and environment.
Risk Analysis. The systematic use of
available information to study risk.
Risk Evaluation. The process used to
prioritise risks.
Treatment Options. Measures that modify
the characteristics of hazards, communities and environments.
Vulnerability. The susceptibility and
resilience of the community and environment to hazards.

Cydone surge and
ouui~owunl~
preparedmess
Natural hazards with lead times
This paper considers community flood and
cyclone surge preparedness. In relative
terms, cyclone surges have a warning time
ofwaveringprobability likely toextend over
some days, with the erratic behaviour of
cyclones (Commonwealth of Australia
1997) making final course and severity
difficult to judge until about 12 hours
before landfall. Last minute evacuation is
likely to be conlpromised by road flooding.
Although likely cyclone strikes provide
clear warning, issues of timely evacuation
are complicated by infrequent surge strikes
in Australian centres, high population
turnover in many tropical towns and cities,
and the rapidgrowth of coastal populations
and infrastructure.
For these reasons, this paper looks at
conimunity-wide involvement in preparation for a precautionary response to a
cyclone surge threat. Recent post-flood
social research in North Queensland is
synthesised with Cairns transport network
and elevation modelling as case studies to
consider details of community preparedness, as required by the Commonwealth
(EMA 1993).Tohelp achieve preparedness,
it is necessary to be clear about allocation
of responsibility.
State and territory governments carry
responsibility for the '. . . protection and
preservation of the lives and property of
their citizens' (EMA 1993), with Queensland Department of Emergency Services as
state coordinators. Because it is already
established that emergency management
includes prevention,preparedness (Cronan
1998),response and recovery (EMA 1993),
post-flood research indicated a need to
strengthen community involvement in
preparedness. For instance, SES was on full
alert before the floods struckCloncurry,but
the community was poorly prepared, informed or warned. To help understand
underlying physical and social issues connected to flood threats, the Centre for
Disaster Studies at JCU, North Queensland
has developed a research approach.
Flood threat research approach
Alter establishing the nature of the potential hazard, including the likely maximum
flood or surge height, public vulnerability
and awareness is surveyed. The great
restrictions to evacuation caused by land
based flooding is fully factored in to the

Douglas Goudie and David King,
Centre for Disaster Studies,
Depaltment of Tropical Environment
Studies and Geography,
James Cook University,
North Queensland, Austmlia
detail of preferred evacuation timing and
destination of the vulnerable. Preferred
movement sequence of the vulnerable is
developed in discussion with emergency
managers, and how the preferred movement can be implemented. Finally, we take
the stance that effective implementation of
recommendations is all that matters. This
approach was used in the synthesis of the
following three case studies, considering
the event, the response and the lessons
learned, leading to recommendations to
increase commitment for community
preparedness.

Cloncurry, March 1997
Because of the steep, unmonitored upper
catchment and the confluence of two major
atmospheric depressions (including excyclone Justin), waters in Cloncurry rose
2m higher than any flood in a hundred
years,explaining thegeneral inertia against
precautionary response. Although there
was official preparedness, people 'knew'
how high the floodwaters would peak.
Research showed overwhelming levels of
disbelief during and after the event (King
and Goudie 1998). Along with disbelief,
research found that support from neighbours was rapid and selfless. A better
warning systems was widely called for,and
that there was a clear need for more public
awareness and involvement.
Townsville, January 1998
There was major flooding in the Townsville
area in January 1998 (associated with excyclone Sid). Along with a 1,000 household
telephone survey within days of the event,
two researchers conducted interviews and
local observation on Magnetic Island, a
suburb of Townsville,R kilometres from the
mainland. Those geographers set out to
establish impacts of the flooding on the
local community and infrastructure, and
assess planning issues of evacuation when
that level of flooding precedes a significant
cyclone surge. They interviewed 24 flood
affected householders and business pro-

prietors. Police and the local SES leader
were also interviewed at length.

Magnetic lsland flood impacts
The four settlements on Magnetic Island
(pop. 3000, ABS 1996) are connected by a
narrow sealed road, vulnerable to landslides at each intervening headland. The
January 1998 deluge caused landslides that
obstructed the main road between Picnic
and Nelly Bay, Nelly Bay and Arcadia, and
Arcadia and Horseshoe Bay (see Map I).
The main road network was also severed
temporarily in five places by stream flows
in three of the settlements. These upslope
drainage lines were all temporarily impassable, and will present severe restrictions
to any needed evacuation ahead of a
cyclone surge. The Townsville and Magnetic Island floods of January 10clarify the
dangers created by swollen off-slope'mini
catchment' streams cutting crucial routes
to shelters (see Photos 1,2 and Map 1 ) .
From interviews and observation it became clear that the official response was
brave and swift, but it was also clear that,
like Cloncurry, many residents were unaware of the danger. This core issue: lack
of community preparedness or knowledge
is made stark by results of the 1000 household survey conducted in Townsville,
which showed the reality predicted by the
extensive research carried out in Cairns by
the Tropical Cyclone Coastal Impact Program (TCCIP).The TCClP included development of the Granger Digital Elevation
Model. Extensive mapping with this and
other existing databases was used to
predict what might happen tocairns in the
event of various storm surge scenarios.
Table 1 summarises Cairns City Council
data and identifies the buildings that would
be affected by a 3 metre storm surge. This
is defined as the height above Australian
Height Datum (AHD). Granger used AHD
as the basis for the ground height data of
each building. Cairns tide tables indicate
that AHD is approximately a metre below
the highest tide level. Granger states that
Cairns AHD is 1.78 metres below the
Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT). The
following table shows the vulnerability of
many building types in Cairns to a moderate storm surge of about 1.2 metres above
HAT.
Table I predicts the impact from a moderate storm surge that would conlpletely
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Accommodation - motels, hotels etc
Houses - private Dwellings
flats, townhouses and apartments

267
28 041
2488

Sub total housing

162
5093
1071

61
18
43

3 0 796

6326

20

Business and commercial premises
Industry - factories etc
Sheds and warehouses
Miscellaneous - business related

1533
79
76
19

1259
68
43
19

82
86
57
100

Sub total business and industry

1707

1389

81

Reaeational facilities
Community faaiities - churches, halls, libraries etc.

87
210

41
111

47
53

Sub lotal mmmunily buildings

297

152

51

Emergency services- police, Rre, SES, defence etc.
Logistics - bulk gas, fuel, storage and transport
Health Services
Power Utilities
Water supply
Telecommunications
Educational Fadlities
Government Faaiities 8 depots

40
395
151
25
34
32
219
54

25
322
98
22
11
14
113
37

62
82
65
88
32
44
52
69

because the services and infrastructure of
will inevitably be overwhelmed.
Because the Centre for Disaster Studies
is conductinglong term,outcome oriented
research, the actual state of residents prior
to and during an extreme weather event in
Townsville sets the scene for the large
amount of work needed to inform and
involve the public in precautionary evacuation in highly vulnerable centres like
Cairns.

~
~ ~
the community

Cairns cyclone surge
and the road network
A three year study in Cairns set out to
define the role and implications of the road
network weak points ahead of a cyclone
surge, aiming to produce recommendations to minimise loss of life.This scoping
study is near completion.

Findings
There are many flood points in the Cairns
Sub total service faalities
950
642
68
road network (Map 2 and 3), including
.
.
,. m m
B '1
twelve that are likely to block major evacuS e m a P s a l s l d ~ d ~ S B I C B / ~ W M ; 1 9 9 5 w n r y b y ~ a d * H D - ~ h H a g h l b / mation
~ M :routes,
~ ~
and at least six areas in the
OYrb~ImPR~hrh$h9W*ldnr?lW3m06abnr*HDkW2-abnrbXh$rWM~~~lldrh1.18
main Cairns floodplain. Along with likely
mosabnr*HDl.
Table 1: Cairn buildngs and flood wlnerabiiily.
landslides on exii routes t o j h e relative
safety of the interior Tablelands, theselow
cripple the city and probably wipe out its similar kind of scenario. A far greater
points in the road network are the most
economic base. Of course, considerable impact fell on the emergency services and
obvious weakness in the Cairns road
wind damage will have occurred in coninfrastructure than on residential buildnetwork.
junction with the extensive flooding.While
ings. While table 2 records the impact on a
This paper next considers these issues of
only 20% of the residential housing stock whole range of services, the ambulance,
road network flooding in some detail, then
will be inside such a flood zone, 81% of all police and fire stations experienced a much
explores strategies to help achieve an early
higher rate of disruption, with 75% probbusiness and industry will be inundated
and precautionary evacuatiomThese stratand 68% of all service facilities. It is this ably unable to respond during the height
egies,asdetailed below, includelocal inunof the floods. Although only 15% of houselatter impact that will cause the greatest
dation maps, definition of a maximum
problems duringand immediately after the holds were inundated, this may represent
total flood contour, billet brokers, flood
7,500 households. In fact 6,955 insurance
event. The emergency services will probspotters and mobile sirens.
claims had been lodged by domestic
ably be crippled with 62% of facilities
householders by the end of April. The size General outcomes from TCClP road
flooded, and health services at 65% will be
inaccessible and probably out of action for of thedisaster,coupled with the intensified
network research in Cairns since
a considerable time. Power utilities will
impact on services and infrastructure,
1995
meant that most of the impacted people
probably sustain major long term damage
Following meetings with road engineers
were on their own. This is probably the
from Cairns City Council and Department
aside from the extensive wind damage to
most critical issue in a natural hazard. The
of Main Roads, it became clear that the
power poles and lines.
whole population has to understand preIn comparison, the actual impact of the
road network will impose severe restriccisely what to do in a disaster situation
tions on last minute evacuations. Flood
january 1998 floods in Townsville shows a
,

Table 2 (M):
Townsville Flood 1998, impacf on Ambulance, Police and Fire
Stations, lnfmd~cture,Government, Council and TmnsponandMediml Facilities

B.imim@ffi~m~
P.
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. .... .
,
Inaccessible all or part Saturday to Monday
54
Operauons *ere d.srupteu
59
Dlsruptlon horn water lns~debutldtng
35
Dtrnption hom waar amund bulld'nrs
35
Diimption from dependency on other disrupted fadlitier49
Stall unable to reab premiser or leave
57
Curtomers/users unable to reach
or leave premises or service - Saturday night
41
Loss of stoa equipment and plant
35
Damage and loss to storage capacity
22
Restomtion of normal opetations delayed
57
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46
41
60
54
46
35

0
5
11
5
8

19
65
70
41

40
0
8
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Table 3 @low/: Townsvilie Floods 1998, summarysfatistics of inundalion levels
and utility loss

Water inside house
Flood water on propelty
Depth of water on property
Depth of water on road
LOSS of Utilities
LMS of water supply
Loss of power supply

149
609
609
679

15
60
60
67

168
476

17
48

239.0 mm
76.0 %
314.0 mm
453.0 mm

Mean time - hours
14.7
11.4

waters may cut evacuation routes long
before a cyclone strike (see Photo 3). An
evacuation to safe local shelter spread over
many hours will minimise traffic congestion if there is increasing probability of an
impacting surge. Also, reflection showed
that vehicles accumulating on the 'threatened'side of floodwaters will make transferring to'high-clearance'vehicles increasingly chaotic. Hence the need for early
departures, and marshalling points on
highest ground within the vulnerable
communities.
Also, because the evacuation procedures
developed will form the basis of response
for many years to come, planning needs to
include the likelihood that the enhanced
greenhouse effect will increase the frequency and severity of cyclones (Minnery
and Smith 1994). Further, sustainable
urban development should include explicit
cyclone preparation, including vegetation
buffering, response infrastructure and
strategies in all areas of ongoing urban
growth.

The magnitude of the problem
Prior to a surge, about 6,000 vehicles and
25,000 people (ABS 1991 census) will be
located in the main Cairns floodplain.
Under ordinary road conditions at 60kph,
one road lane can carry about 800 cars per
hour (Turton 1992). Although not yet
confirmed, it is reasonable that vehicles
travelling at about 15kph through flood
water of less than 250 mm,withdouble the
distance between vehicles (observation
during Townsville floods), each flooded
lane could only move 100-200 vehicles per
hour. Moving traffic through flood waters
is very slow, barring breakdowns. Further,
about 2,000 households in the main flood
plain do not own cars. Transport planning
will be successful if no-one is trapped and
drowned. Transport planning is fully
dependant on an informed public undertaking early and voluntary responses. Map
two shows that the only exit routes from
Machans Beach, Yorkeys Knob, Holloways
Beach and Trinity Beach may be cut days
before the cyclone path is clear. The following Map 3 shows how constricted
vehicle movement is likely to be in the main
flood plain of central Cairns, with essentially only three exit routes servicingabout
6,000 vehicles, evacuating at perhaps 600
per hour, barring any failures.
Map 3 has three'time'layers.
Local land-basedfloodareas.The stars in
Map 3 show the local flood areas in
central Cairns. This flooding may occur
days before the cyclone and surge.
The three ilry'exit routes. The dark continuous lines show the three 'dry' exit
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routes around the flooded areas (traffic
lights will be adjusted to help exit flow).
Approximate temporary coast line levels
at 1,2 and 5m. After flooding and evacuation, the heavy dotted lines show the
'temporary coast line' at 1,2 and 5m
surge above HAT.
The temporary coast lines and the
following information are all based on a
digital elevation model (DEM) developed
by the Granger team,with a general accuracy of about 250mm for elevations for
every building in Cairns. The methods
developed through this Tropical Cyclone
Coastal Impact Program process have
relied heavily on the Granger DEM. This
accurate elevation data has allowed mapping of ground contours at half-metre
intervals. The closeness of some Cairns
real estate to the level of the HAT is
emphasised by photograph 4, showing
floor levels in Central Cairns just centimetres above a calm'king'tide.

Three evacuation layers
Part of the initial TCClP brief was to
identify three logical layers of inundation,
for planning and public education. Generation and study of hundreds of elevation
maps shows three 'natural' levels of sea
flooding at 1, 2 and 5m (extreme surge
height, see Map 3). There is a highly
vulnerable coastal edge and low points to
Im, then the broad coastal plain of inner
Cairns and lowest parts of each northern
beach suburb, including Trinity Park from
1-2 metres. A third layer, likely to need
mobilising only ahead of the most severe
cyclones, occurs above the 2m surge (over
HAT). This layer contains progressively
more of the beach suburbs. and a relativelv
narrow upper edge 21 th? beginningoi the
niountainous haseof the Cairns tlood plain
(from 2 to 5m).
Further specialised hydrological studies
are needed to factor in funnelling of surge
waters into narrowing valleys, and the
additional temporary floodingas thedepth
of surge combines with the depth of landbased flood waters. This is particularly
relevant for the Barron Delta area.
There are three response layers: the
obvious and known'coast-edge'low points
to I metre;ageneral surge to2 metres;and
an 'upper edge' from 2-5 metre surge.
'Folding over' from low
to higher shelter
An evacuation to minimise loss prior to or
during a significant surge should necessarily begin with early and widespread
precautionary'self evacuation'to relatively
safe public or domestic shelter on higher
ground. Precautionary evacuation is recommended because cyclones have erratic

paths (Loudness 1977),and theireffectsare
not fully predictable (Trollope 1972).
Exit roads are likely to be blocked by
land-based floodwaters or landslides. he
primary objective is for vulnerable people
to'fold over' from low, threatened areas to
designated shelters, friends, relatives or
networked contactslivingon higherground.
Destination shelter would ideally be strong,
and away from large trees and major debris
sources, with socially similar households.
Hosts will be providing a great service to
the evacuees in their care. It would be
preferable if the hosts felt comfortable with
the kind of people sharing their home,
especially in the extremes of this natural
disaster.
The bulk of the communitv should be
involvcd in surge preparation. Early public
~nvolvemmtwill help cl~rifycommunitv
needs and encourage co-operative behav;
iour. This will minimise direct and formal
demands on thedisaster response when the
next major cyclone threatens Cairns.

Maximising successful pre-surge
road use
Goal: to minimise loss of life and portable
valuables through early movement.
Political support and community preparation can be combined with a commitment to precautionary evacuation. By
knowing the flood areas in the road network, and ensuring that evacuation zones
are well known, there is the potential for
deep community involvement to ensure the
vulnerable'fold over' to fully pre-arranged
private billets ('lodgings').
Along with work being done by the
Cairns Counter Disaster Committee, the
'eoal
, mav be achieved with clear. strone
.'
polit~calsuppurt (personalised publicity
and generout stdfingand funding),puhlic
education and indvement, a ;ear onground indication of the extreme edge of
flooding vulnerability and local sponsorship. Providing local storm surge maps at
1,2 and 5 metres in local shops and rnailouts will inform people with the localised
information they need for their future
safety. The tourism industry can develop
detailed plans to relocate all vulnerable
tourists booked in to formal accommodation.
A further problem exists for people without contacts on higher ground to arrange
safe shelter in the home of a suitable and
obliging household. There is need to provide links between vulnerable people without social networksand residents on higher
ground who wish to offer pre-arranged
shelter.These linkingagents are referred to
as 'billet brokers' (a 'billet' is a private,
usually unpaid temporary lodging).
Australian
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Finally,use of emergency service and police sirens should ensure everyone knows
there is an imminent, locally destructive
hazard developing or about to impact.
Developing planning consensus
The strategies of early, ad hoc evacuation
and much greater political involvement
were clearly supported when put to about
50 TCClP conference members in November 1996 (CDS 1996). During 1997 and
1998,the early adhocevacuation approach
was further developed in consultation with
Cairns authorities,and combined with onground experiences with flood victims in
Cloncurry and Townsville. This led to the
development of eight primary recommen-

.A

Use of major landslide. Cuslav Creek
Magnelic ~sland,lan& 1998
Photo I .
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dations,which were put to a national workshop of experts in planning, natural
disasters and emergency management.
The workshop, held in Townsville in July
1998, was convened by the Australian
Geological Survey 0rganisation.The AGSO
Cities Project applies research to mitigate
geohazard impacts on urban Australia. To
date,AGSO research has focused on Cairns,
Mackay and Gladstone, representing urban
centres faced with increased geohazard
risks. Of the eight recommendations
discussed at this national workshop to
achieve early, a d hoc precautionary evacuation ahead of a possible cyclone surge,
three were strongly supported by thegroup
as a whole, three were supported in principle, and two caused prolonged discussion.
Recommendations for a 'safe' surge
There was clear and near unanimous support for the key recommendation:
Strong political support for public
education.
Seasonal use of maximum urban flood
contour signs was actively supported.
Modelling of a Category 5 surge of 5
metres, with funnelling (McDonald
Wagner 1988), wave reach and added
flood height from land-based flooding

should be used to define a 'local contour
of safety'-the local maximum flood
height, which could be prominently
indicated where it crosses major roads.
We can then encouragepeopleto negotiate
their own billets with friends, relatives,
work-mates or other contacts above that
line, but within their own general urban
sector, minimising cross-town and last
minute movements.
Local 'spotters' placed at known flood
points to report as waters rise. When a
large cyclone is in the vicinity, radio or
mobile phone information from spotters
should trigger evacuations before routes
are severed as a severe cyclone approaches (see Photo 4).

Photo 2:Barton St. bridge, b~achedbyflood walers,
Neily &ly.

Sponsorship and public involvement
safe shelter. Many of these people have not
threat would trigger an early, ad hoc
were clearly accepted by the workshop.
developed social networks in Cairns beresponse, engendering an attitude of a
Local inundation maps in retail outlets
cause many people have not lived in Cairns 'practice',an overnight'picnic', rather than
was tentatively accepted by the group,but
for long. Developingeffective procedures to a'false alarm'.
it was asked if people would take any
link thevulnerable with like households on
noticeoflocal flood maps. It is essentially higher ground is crucial toearly evacuation
Mobile sirens
an issueof personaLfamily and'portable
efforts, and may be relatively easily achResearch in Cloncurry and Magnetic island
property' survival, so it is
found that not enough people
likely to be studied with inlisten to the radio, and the TV
terest each year from October
information is just not localised
.. or specificenough.Development
to March, while people are
shopping at their local
and implementation ofan effecconvenience store or mall.
tive siren based public warning
Organised by sponsors,larger
system is recommended to avoid
displays and maps can be
ignorance of life-threatening
established in each shopping
danger. It was luck alone that
complex in the Cairns area.
four people on Magnetic Island
These detailed maps will be
did not drown. The use of a
specific to the usual 'catchmobile siren system could be
ment'of each store.
piloted in asmall population like
It was suggested duringworknorth central Cairns, and develshop discussions that mailouts 8
oped for all areas of Queensland
could be prepared for each vul- 8
.
.
which are flood or fire prone.
The workshop group was told
nerable area and sent out to all mot0 3: Madam ~ o a dthe
, only erif fmm one of the vulnemble NON~a i m s
relevant households and organ- bead, suburbs, soon aRer Cate~ory
March 1997
that a siren warnine would be
- . 2 Cydonelusth.
.
isations at the first cycibne
given by the Bureau of Meteorwatch. Legal and liability issues appear to ieved by involving community service ology for severe storms, similar to cyclone
need strengthening in favour of pregroups to develop a 'billet link' phone
warnings. Unfortunately, these warnings
cautionary evacuation. In the context of a service and data base.
are not out in the street, a need indicated
'right to know', there is perhaps also a duty
Such activities would needseeding funds by recently studied flood experiences. In
of care involved.
the study of the Cloncurry floods of March
to set up the data base framework, and to
There was support in principle for self- cover phone, newsletter printing and mail1997 it was found that about 70% of the 40
organisation in the tourism industry for ing costs, plus, perhaps, a little support for
flood or near-flood affected households
the parent groups involved. In this way, gained 'no warning at all', a further 15%
their staff and guests. This needs more
discussion and development. All accompeople in the vulnerable, low-lying areas had'very little warning'.Seventy percent of
would be facilitated to form a contact with
modation providers in the tourism indusinterviewees got their flood information
try are best placed to know of individual a welcoming household on higher ground,
from their'own observation'or'no-one'.
tourists in the district, and most likely to well before land-based flooding or galeIt may be attractive to assume that people
know where most of them are during their
force winds prevent safe passage from
are glued to the electronic media ahead of
Cairns stay. Logically, the tourism industry
lower to higher ground. A major cyclone a major cyclone and surge, but research
should take full responsibility for the safe
relocation of their own staff and guests
under Emergency Services direction (Drabek 1994). The industry has many buses,
'adequate' up-slope shelters, and an accurate record of visitors in the area at any
given time. It was suggested that a representative of the peak tourism body be
drafted onto Counter disaster committees.
There was much energetic discussion
over 'local billet brokers' and local siren
warnings. These recommendations are
discussed in detail below.

B
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'Billet brokers'
For the many low-lying residents in Cairns
who do not have their own informal networks to arrange overnight billeting, there
is a clear need to have 'billet brokers'
(Goudie 1996).This role could be fulfilled
by interested and active members of
various community groups in Cairns.
To clear the Central Cairns flood plain,
about 25,000 people will need relatively
Australian Journal of Emergency Management

For a pilot test of the recommendations
Signs to identify 'dry'routes should be
following extreme weather events carried
out by the Centre for Disaster studies tobeworthwhile,theprimaryrequirement developed to help guide people from low
to high ground, avoiding areas likely to be
indicate otherwise. More recently, 53% in
of active, funded, near-aggressive and
a 1000-household Townsville survey (King public political support is needed. This
flooded.
Vertical evacuation (sound high-rise
1998) did not stay tuned to radio or TV
view was vigorously supported by the July
commercial buildings) could bedesignated
during the Townsville 1998 flood, 53% had
1998 AGSO-convened group-strong,
heard no warning, and many stated that
active political support is mandatory for as'sheltersoflast resort'forpeople trapped
in the inner city aiea (smith
they wanted a better warning
1995).
system. This study of 1000 randomly selected households highOther recommendations
lights the actual need for onThere is a need for effective
ground warning systems. The
'unique'tloods of Cloncurry and
communications for SES personnel. Many had difficulty
Townsville showed how reliance
contacting each other on Magon the media does not work
effectively. Because of the trial
netic Island to co-ordinate
nature of this recommendation,
effective responses.
it is perhaps best funded through
More detailed public educaTCCIP, and first tested by a local
tion should be ~rovidedabout
council at a small scale of about
the dynamics of flooding spectwo hundred households.
ific to each'mini'catchment,and
For sirens to be effective, there
off-slope flooding across roads
would need to be widespread
leading from low to high shelter.
information about the signals, Photo 4: Water front cenlral Cairns on a calm Highesl Astronomical Tide,
In line with current governtheir meaning,and what individ- lanuarv 7997
ment policy (ESD 1992, IPA
ual responses should be. Radio
1997),ihe community in'urban
and local talks, along with local letter widespread precautionary responses. This segments' should be fully involved to
drops, political, SES and police public
means effective full time staff, adequate ensure 'safe' upslope shelter. For example,
involvement would help prepare residents
funding and maybe sponsorship, and clear what extra items are needed? Who will help
and managers for the practice runs. It is
messages from the political arena that each the infirm?
In Cairns, there is an agreed procedure
suggested that the siren signals (see below)
level of government acknowledges the danare sounded at 11 a.m. on the first Sundays ger and are properly funding likely ways to in place between Council and the Main
minimise loss of life through drowning.
Roads Department to achieve best removal
of October, November and December, to
of debris and repair of weak points in the
familiarise people with the sound,and the
road network immediately after any cypreferred response. Further, mobile sirens
Secondary recommendations
already exist in the community on police Seeding funds should be provided to form clone flooding, aiming to allow the maxiand emereencv
and support the operations of Community mum number of people to return to their
" , vehicles. Thus the infraproperties as soon as possible.
Surge Groups and Billet Brokers.
: structure costs should be modest.
Community Service TV announcements
Staggered evacuation procedures should
The sirens could have three alarm levels:
danger looming, stand by, or respond in be developed for all vulnerable people and footage of Cairns road flood-points
may help encourage early self-evacuation
a precautionary way (perhaps threeshort
requiring an ambulance. Various health
of the vulnerable to 'safe' shelters.
authorities could provide a mapped (Mapblasts, repeated periodically)
respond todanger (equivalent to an order info or Latitude) databaseof people in their
Use the roads early
to evacuate, perhaps one short and two care who may need special attention (upA committed combination of political suplong blasts)
dated each October). If they live in the low
port to the approaches outlined, education,
areas of beach suburbs, they will need to be
danger imminent, prepare for impact
public involvement, billet brokers, mobile
moved before exit routes are compromised.
(perhaps three long blasts).
sirens and adhocprecautionary evacuation
A fourth signal,'all clear', may also be
Most vulnerable people (elderly, infirm, is likely to minimise the social impacts of
useful (perhaps short, well spaced blasts).
disabled,tourists and those without cars or
major cyclone surges in vulnerable~coastal
rides with friends or neighbours in the
centres. This paper has shown that a
lowest areas) should be moved first.
A pilot to refine understanding
geography research method that combines
To properly achieve ad hoc early selfA strongpolice anti-lootingpresence may
computer modelling, interviews, a planevacuation, the recommendations detailed reassure people to leave sooner rather than
ningteam, literaturesearch and principles
above have been developed during the 3- later.
of sustainability is useful in disaster impact
year TCCIP study, discussed and modified
A signal that a residence is vacated. As
minimisation. if the above is agreed to; the
people evacuate a building, they could tie
to the level documented here. These recomnext step is pilot implementation in one of
mendations address core issues implicit in a pillow case near their front door, so
the vulnerable areas, perhaps in the north
road network restrictions. If evacuation is emergency workers know the residence
of central Cairns.
delayed until a surge is almost certain, was unoccupied.
land-based flooding is likely to causes
Evacuees without use of cars should
References
panic, especially in the northern beach
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Introduction
The application of geographic information
systems (GISs) to natural hazard risk
management is a relatively new and emerging science. Coppock (1995) notes that GIS
has made a contribution to various facets
of natural hazard risk management since
risk is a multi-dimensional and multidisciplinary phenomenon, which have a
spatial component, whatever their initial
focus. Hence, the success of GIS implementation for natural hazard risk
reduction can be contingent upon the
availability of spatial data. The digital
elevation model (DEM) is a key form of
spatial data . A DEM is a spatially referenced continuous surface representing the
topography of an area. A DEM surface may
be represented by a grid, where each cell in
the grid indicates a ground elevation.
DEMs are usually stored as computer files
and are key to most GIs spatial databases.
Ground elevations modelled by DEMs
are important for a number of natural
hazard risk management applications
including flood inundation modelling
(storm tide and riverine), landslide susceptibility modelling and bushfire risk
mapping. Risk management personnel
may not be directly responsible for DEM
creation but may need to be familiar with
the general concepts and key terms. Concepts include DEM accuracy, resolution,
spatial extent, currency and fitness-of-use.
Presenting the basic theory of DEM creation, and DEM characteristics may help
risk managers understand and better
utilise this important, and increasingly
common, model of spatial data.
Spatial data issues associated with DEMs
including error, accuracy, resolution and
scale are also critical to other spatial data
used in GIs-based natural hazard risk
management. Data themes can include
physical hazard zonations, building and
lifeline databases, and census data. Examining these issues should also be a first step
when organisations integrate GIs with risk
management processes such as AS/NZS
4360 (1995). For example, the first stage of
ASlNZS 4360 is titled 'Establishing the
Context' and focuseson institutional issues
surrounding the implementation of the
standard. This stage is important since it
identifies the aims, objectives and GIS
modelling limitations of the project.
Summer 1998199
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Similarly, issues of error, accuracy, resolution, scale and spatial extent should be
considered. DEMs are examined as a casestudy of these issues.
Cairns in Far North Queensland is the
study site, and reference is made to storm
tide inundation modelling. Issues associated with riverine flooding are similar,and
thegeneral concepts areapplicable to other
natural hazard risk assessments. In
Queensland, DEMs have recently been used
for developing inundation evacuation
plans, and therefore, issues of accuracy and
error are critical for decision making.
lssues to be discussed also include, DEM
availability in Australia, surface interpolation procedures and DEM input data
sources. Since risk results derived from
DEMs areas accurateas the input data used
to derive them, attention is given to DEM
error assessment. End-users of DEMs
perceive levels of accuracy in the elevation
data that areoptimistic.Exploratory spatial
data error analysis is shown to be a critical
aspect of DEM creation, and for determining thefitness-of-use of spatial data.
DEM components
A DEM is described by three components:
the DEM resolution (grid cell), DEM
accuracy, and DEM spatial extent (Figure
1). The spatial extent is a relatively simple
concept describing the area on the ground
that the DEM covers. The spatial extent is
determined by the area of interest, and by
the availability of input data sources such
as contours or spot elevations. Grid resolution and grid error are the more complex
components of a DEM. The grid resolution
is similar to the minimum mapping unit

__---.
.--.
-.
DEM /-..
..
_/-

spacial
extent

Figure 1: Key mmponentr for dmibng a DEM

concept common in cartography,and is the
areal size of each grid cell in the DEM.
Selecting an appropriate DEM cell resolution is a choice between adequate surface
representation, the availability of input
data, and the allowable DEM file size.
Priority is given to maximising the DEMs
ability to represent terrain variation for a
modelling application since computing
issues can be overcome with faster processors, and larger storage capacities.
DEM cell sizes range from 250 metres
(where each cell represents an area of 250
x 250 metres on the ground) for continentallregional scale mapping, to 20 metres
for more local mapping. Where the terrain
is less homogenous, a smaller cell size is
chosen. One guide for selecting a suitable
DEM cell size is the desired level ofmodelling detail required. However, the areal density ofthe input topographic can also determine suitable cell sizes. A DEM is a model
of a real world phenomenon and hence will
contain inherent errors. Error is defined as
the deviation of the modelled attribute
from the true value. By definition, DEMs
will always contain horizontal and vertical
errors and this can undermine the results
obtained from hazard risk models. For
example, the vertical error in the DEM may
be greater than a predicted inundation
level. DEM vertical error is discussed in
further detail as it has important implications for natural hazard risk modelling.

Commercially available DEMs
In Australia, DEMs that cover the entire
country are rare. Such continental scale
DEMs have accuracy's which make them
unsuitable for many local scale hazard risk
assessment projects. Of note is the Australian Surveying and Land Information
Group (AUSLIG) 1:250,000 scale DEM (I/
40 degree, 250 metre grid resolution) for
all of Australia. The suitability of small to

medium continental scale DEMs (l:250,000)
for storm tide risk management is discussed later in thepaper.Since high vertical
accuracy continental scale DEMs are not
available, it is more common for DEMs to
be created from local topographic data
including topographic maps, spot elevations from survey control points, spot
elevations from global positioningsystems
(GPS), levelling data from utilities including sewerage networks or road networks,
spot elevations from orthophoto maps,
existing digital elevation models and
satellite image pairs that allow for elevation
data extraction (e.g. SPOT images).
Digital contour and spot elevation data
are commonly available from mapping
agencies, such as AUSLIG, for most of
Australia. The national coverage at larger
scales (1:25,000) is far from complete.
Other potential sources of elevation data
include local government engineering
departments; State geodesy, surveying or
mappingagencies; Stateland management
agencies; State utility management agencies; and private engineering consulting
and surveying companies.
As CIS and spatial analysis becomes
more common, it is likely that large scale
DEMs will become available from private
and public agencies. Risk managers can
then avoid the costs and effort associated
with primary elevation data capture by
purchasingexisting DEMs.A recent development that is useful for risk managers is
the establishment of the Australian Spatial
Data Directory, which provides a webbased interface to search for spatial data,
including DEMs, in Australia.

Creating DEMs from
sparse elevation data
Since elevation data usually consist of
discrete sample points such as contour
lines or spot elevations, a DEM is created
by interpolating these to regions without
elevation data.A range of surface interpolation algorithms exist for transforming
discrete elevation data (contours and spot
elevations) to a continuous DEM surface.
Algorithms include techniques such as
weighted moving averages,bi-cubic splines,
kriging, and finite elements (Carrara et al.
1997). More commonly, DEMs have been
generated using Triangular Irregular
Networks (TINS) from contour data within

Spot elevations
Spot elevations

Stream networks
Stream networks
560 Permanent Survey Markers (PSM)
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a commercial GIs such as ARCllNFO or
lntergraph MGE.
Recently, commercial software designed
specifically for elevation modelling, such as
ANUDEM (Hutchinson 1996),has become
available.The DEM creation process will be
highly iterative, with a number of intermediate DEMs created before the final
product is complete. For each successive
DEM realisation, error assessment should
verify DEM quality. Error assessment includes examining the number and location
of data'sink points', creating three dimensional plots to identify anomalous peaks or
troughs, and comparison against known
high accuracy control elevations. Since the
process of DEM creation is fundamentally

1:50,000
1:25,000
1:50.000
1:25,000

n/a

Tabe I : Input data, scaler, and data sou~esfor the Calms DEM
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Dept. of Natural Resources
Cairns City Council

r_; 1: 50,000 scale data

a technical issue, a detailed discussion is
omitted here. Further discussion of DEM
creation algorithms and procedures is
available in Gao (1997).Of greater concern
are the broader issues associated with DEM
creation, use, and consequences for natural
hazard risk management.

Cairns case study
lnput data sources: DEM modelling
To illustrate the issues associated with
DEMs, the objective was to develop the
highest accuracy DEM possible for Cairns
from existingelevation data.Tbe DEM will
be used for storm tide and riverine flood
inundation modelling, and building damage assessment. Contour and spot elevation data was obtained from the Queensland
Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
in GIs format at two scales: 1:25,000 and
1:50,000. Commercial elevation data should
always come with a data accuracy statement. The accuracy standard for the
1:25,000 scale data states that 90 % o f the
elevations are correct to within 5 metres.
For the 1:50,000 scale data, 90 % of the
Australian Journal of Emergency Management
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elevations are correct to within 10 metres
(i.e. half the contour interval).
These statistics are termed root mean
square errors (RMSEs), and represent the
average deviation from the true ground
elevation. Stream networks were also
included in the ANUDEM DEM interpolation since they provide a more accurate
representation of hydrologic features. Both
datasets were combined and the smaller
scale (1:50,000) was treated as the minimum mapping scale for the entire region.
Since DEM input data for Cairns was
derived from common commercially available contour data, results and conclusions
are applicable for other natural hazard risk
management projects in Australia.
Elevation data pre-processing
Pre-processing included identifying spurious contour and spot elevations. Spurious
elevations occur as a relic of the data
capture process, including the digital
conversion ofpaper maps to digital format.
For instance, the misplacement of a decimal point on an elevation contour during
manual digitising can introduce gross
errors to the final DEM. Another example
is the case of a Permanent Survey Marker
(PSM) in Cairns located atop a five story
building providing an elevation 20 metres
greater than ground height.And finally, the
presence of decimetre contours in the
source contour data can cause problems.
These elevations appeared as 25 metres in
the final DEM resulting in incorrect elevations along the coast. Errors are visible
when the DEM is plotted in the GIs. Errors
are indicated as exaggerated 'peaks' and
'troughs' in the study domain.
DEM surface interpolation
ANUDEM surface interpolation software
was used to create the final DEM from
topographic data (Table I). Further details
of ANUDEM based elevation modelling are
available in Hutchinson (1988,1996). The
final Cairns DEM is shown in Figure 2,
shaded using analytical hill shading with
256 grey levels to accentuate the relief. 560
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permanent survey mark (PSM) elevations
were obtained from the Cairns City Council
and were withheld from the DEM interpolation, to be used for DEM error assessment. Figure3 shows the elevation frequency histogram for the Cairns study area.
DEM error - background
Although DEMs are critical to many
natural hazard risk modelling applications,
they contain inherent sourceandprocessing
errors. Source errors are present in the
input data, including the horizontal and
vertical accuracy of contours or spot
elevations. Processing errors are introduced at the interpolation stage where a continuous elevation surface is derived from
discrete data (ANUDEM modelling for
instance). DEM accuracy is the amount of
error present in a DEM.Topographic maps
commonly contain accuracy measures that
vary dependingon the scaleofdata capture
(Table 2). Accuracy measures commonly
used for spatial data include root mean
square errors (RMSE) (Sasowsky et al.
1992), epsilon bands (Dunn et al. 1990),
probability surfaces (Lowell 1992), and
classification error matrices (Walsh et al.
1987;Veregin 1995).
RMSE statistics are the most common
measures of vertical accuracy in topographic data. An RMSE statistic is a summary for the average vertical error in the
entire DEM.Sub-centimetre accuracy PSM
points are used to obtain RMSE statistics
for the Cairns DEM. The elevation at each
PSM is compared against the elevation
found at the same location in the DEM,
absolute differences are obtained, and
frequency histograms, and cumulative
frequency histograms plotted to show the
Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

hinogmm andstatistlcc for allgrid cells in the Cairns 20 metre DEM
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global error for a DEM. The mean of these
values is the RMSE estimate or standard
error for the DEM. The cumulative frequency histogram provides a confidence
interval for DEM error. The term global
means that the error measure is for the
entire DEM. This is critical because DEM
error may vary throughout the study area.
For example, vertical errors are usually
greater in mountainous terrain. DEM
accuracies such as those shown in Table 2
are conservative estimates, and may be of
limited use to risk managers. Therefore a
detailed error assessment as presented
below should be used.
DEM error results
Figure 4 shows the error frequency histogram, and cumulative frequency histogram, for the vertical difference between
the PSM elevations and the final 20 metre
grid cell resolution Cairns DEM based on
1:25,000 scale contour and spot elevations.
TheRMSEstatisticstates that elevations in
the DEM are correct on average to within
1.98 metres.At the90% confidence interval
the elevations are correct to within 4.5
metres 90% of the time.This is a0.5 metre
improvement over the published accuracy
standard of 5 metres accuracy, 90 %of the
time. RMSE statistics indicate that interpolated DEM elevations deviate from the
'truth', indicating that source errors exist
as a relic of the scale of data capture. A
closer approximation of the PSM elevations
would be impossible with topographic data
captured at this scale (1:25,000). Risk
managers need to ask 'what implications
does this have for risk modelling?
Risk managers should consider the study
domain closely. In Cairns, the elevation
range of occupied buildings has important
implications for DEM error assessment,
and hence for inundation modelling. For
example, global error estimates (RMSE
statistics) and confidence interval errors
based on the entire DEM may not be
relevant since occupied buildings are
distributed in the lower elevations. The
following section examines thevariation of
elevation error within the Cairns study site.
Spatial variation of error
The Cairns DEM was partitioned into three
elevation zones in the ranges 0 to 2.5,2.5
to 5, and 5 to 10 metres, and RMSE statis-
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tics calculated for each zone. This is
significant for Cairns since most buildings
arelocatedonelevationsless than5metres,
and hence global RMSE statistics may be
irrelevant for a hazard risk assessment
such, as storm tide inundation. Figure 5

0 64

shows error histograms for these three
elevation zones. The RMSE is 0.37 metres,
0.81 metres, and 1.55 metres for each
elevation zone, respectively. An approximate doubling of error is observed as the
elevations become higher. Therefore, the

DEM is more accurate in flat terrain and
less accurate in higher relief regions which
has important implications when urbanisation patterns are considered in Australia.
For flood inundation risk assessment,
the spatial pattern of DEM error has
important implications for evacuation
planning. The concern is that DEM RMSE
may vary through the study domain,
making evacuation zones difficult to
define. Results have shown that DEM error
does vary spatially but within the areas of
interest, or where people live, it remains
relatively constant.Evacuation zones based
on elevation can be used to prioritise
regions to be evacuated. Therefore the
Cairns DEM is suitable for developing flood
inundation 'relative risk' zones.
Cumulative frequency histograms and
summary statistics showing the variation
in DEM error for varying elevation zones
for the 20 metre Cairns DEM are also
shown. Error results are shown for 3 elevation zones: 0-2.5, 2.5-5.0 and 5.0-10.0
metres (GPSpoints = PSMpoints).
Alternate topographic data
for elevation modelling.
The objective of elevation modelling is to
create the highest accuracy DEM possible,
from existing contour and spot elevation
data. The previous discussion examined
the error associated with elevation data in
Cairns and the implications for risk modelling. For other areas in Australia, topographic data may not be commercially
available, and existing smaller scale, and
less vertically accurate data may provide a
solution. This section examines the error
associated with applying smaller scale,
commercially available, topographic data
for risk modelling.Two small scale,and less
vertically accurate, topographic data
sources are compared against existing fine
scale, high accuracy DEMs. These data are
representative of the scale and accuracy of
commercially available topographic data in
Australia. The first is a 100 metre grid
resolution DEM developed using ANUDEM
from spot elevations and stream networks
derived from AUSLlG 1:100,000 scale
topographic maps. The second is a continental wide,250 metre grid resolution DEM
which is commercially available through
AUSLIG. The 250 metre Australian continental wide DEM has been developed from
input date listed below.
Bureau of Mineral Resources ground
survey points (7 metre RMSE).
Trigonometric Points (I metre RMSE).
1:2,500,00 and 1:250,000 scale stream
networks.
1:250,000 scale sink points (10 metre
RMSE).
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The methodology applied in Section 5.5
was used to quantify the error in these
DEMs for Cairns. Figure 6 & 7 show error
histograms for both small scale DEMs for
Cairns. The I00 metre grid cell resolution
DEM isaccurate to within 75 metres, 90%
of the time. The 250 metre grid cell resolution DEM is accurate to within 100
metres 90 % ofthe time. The RMSE for the
100 metre grid cell DEM is 24.6 metres, and
a higher 28.7 metres for the 250 metre
DEM. Results also show that there is
difference between standard error accuracy measures (RMSEs) and accuracy's
based on confidence intervals. Hence, risk
managers should be aware of these differences. The final error estimate for the 20
metre Cairns DEM found that 90 % of the
elevations are correct to within 4.5 metres.
Large RMSEs for the small scale DEMs
make them unsuitable for local scale
natural hazard inundation modelling.
150,000 scale topographic data are the
minimum scale required, but preferably
1:25,000 scale data, or larger, should be
used. This rule may vary in areas of high
relief, or where less input data is available.

Conclusion
The exploratoty spatial data analysis has
identified the error that can be expected
from commercially available elevation data
in Australia. If resources allow, high
accuracy DEMs can be built from high
vertical accuracy spot elevations and
contours. The latest generation of commercial satellite imagery can be obtained as
overlapping pairs which can be used for
elevation modelling, although costs can be
prohibitive. For natural hazard risk assessment, end-users should first determine the
firness-of-use of any DEM for their application. A bushfire risk mapping project may
have a lesser need for high accuracy
elevation data, than a flood mitigation costbenefit analysis. Agencies charged with
national risk management assessments
such as climate modelling, may find
continental scale DEMs adequate for risk
assessment. Regardless ofthe risk modelling application, guidelines will be useful
for any applications that utilise DEMs for
natural hazard risk management. The
guidelines are listed below.
Risk managers should identify the level
of accuracy required of the DEM before
creating or purchasing them. A user
needs assessment can detail the spatial
extent of the required DEM and its other
characteristics (cell size, accuracy).
Where possible, risk managers should
attempt to use existing DEMs that may
be obtained from private companies,
government agencies, or local councils.
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When DEMs are obtained, risk managers
should receive detailed metadata. Metadata are information about data. The
Australian New Zealand Land Information Council (ANZLIC) has recently
drafted metadata guidelines for the use
and transfer of spatial data. Metadata
defines the features and lineage ofspatial
data, including the scale, accuracy and
source of the input data, date of last
update, and data custodianship. Some
organisations have already implemented
this standard for their spatial data
management. Further information is
available at http://www.anzlic.org.aul
index.html. The guidelines are useful
because they summarise the key issues
risk managers should consider when
purchasing and using spatial data.
A DEM error statement should accompany any DEM. The error statement will
provide a global estimate of vertical
accuracy, commonly as an RMSE statistic. The error statement should note
whether it is a standard error (RMSE) or
an accuracy based on a confidence
interval (i.e. 90 % of the time). This
difference can result in different error
statements. Error statements for DEMs
are commonly omitted, and can lead end
users to assumptions of elevation accuracy that are false.
If global error estimates are inadequate
-for example for a very large study site
with large terrain variation-a
detailed
error assessment may be necessruy. High
accuracy PSM control points for the study
site can be compared against the DEM.
An error assessment can provide risk
managers with an indication of the
suitability of a DEM.
DEM users are commonly concerned
with DEM grid cell resolution. DEM
vertical accuracy is a better indicator
of DEM suitability, particularly in flat
coastal areas where the terrain is
relatively homogenous.
The limitations associated with DEMs
are common to other spatial data in a CIS.
The problems of accuracy, error and
fitness-of-use, ultimately stem from the
desire to adapt data which was designed
originally for analogue cartography. Often,
such data are adapted for modelling applications beyond the scope of their original
purpose. This is a major reason for some
of the limitations outlined, and risk managers need to be aware of these. Secondly,
risk managers can influence the processes
developing national, state, and local government spatial data specifications and
standards so as to better accommodate
natural hazard risk management, and risk
modelling requirements.
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